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Oppositions Mario Botta and the School of the Ticino

Kenneth Frampton
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1 (frontispiece) Competition for
C entro Direzionale, P erugta. Marto
Botta with Luigi Snozzi, 1971.

Model.

2 Competition for a school, Locartto
Mario Botta, 1970. Ground fl,oor
plan.

2 Without challenging its relevance to the present capacity
of the building industry, the case can be made that the
Italian Neo-Rationalist movement-the Tendenza-has
been the most important development in the evolution of
architecture over the last decade. This movement came to
acquire its critical following primarily because its princi-
ples were seen as resisting the general tendency to reduce
architecture to a commodity. In its simplest terms the
Tendenza stressed: 1) The relative autonomy of architec-
ture and the need for its re-articulation as a discourse in
terms of types and rules for the logical combination of its
elements; 2) The socio-cultural importance of existing ur-
ban structures and of the role played by monuments in
embodying and representing the continuity of public in-
stitutions over time; and 3) The fertile resource of histor-
ical form as a legacy which is always available for analog-

ical reinterpretation in terms of the present. It is
interesting to note in this respect that the code phrase for
Mario Botta's entry to the Locarno School competition of
1970 (fig. 2) was, significantly enough, Il Passato coTne un
amtco.

However, with the exception of some six structures re-
alized by Aldo Rossi and about the same number to the
credit of Carlo Aymonino, the Tendenza has built little,
and paradoxically enough it is not in Italy but the Ticino
where the Tendenza seems to have eome into its own; that
is to say, its principles have been more generally tested
in Italian Switzerland than elsewhere. This fact offers
further proof that the development of culture is by no

means the simple consequence of acquiring power and

accumulating capital. Surplus wealth is of course neces-

sary but this in itself guarantees little. Knowledge is crit-
ieal and refinement essential, but these attributes are
impotent without the passionate adoption of a common
cultural cause, without the use ofarchitecture as an agent
for both the realization and the representation of the so-

ciety and its identity. Architecture, where it is not rooted
in the community and cultivated equally by both the
profession and the people, has little chance of emerging
as a general culture, and the conditions under which the
art of building may attain this stature are subtle in the
extreme. To appreciate this, one need only compare the
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quality of the recent architecture built in the Ticine
population two hundred thousand-to the relatively banal,
if technically competent, work achieved in the rest of
Switzerland over the same period and in the service of a
population that is almost thirty times the size of the Italian
canton.

the Western world save in Italy or in the ficino would it B
prove impossible to write about the achievements of an
individual without constantly referting to the collective
effort of which he or she is a parb? Nonetheless, it is clear
that Botta has occupied and continues to occupy a unique
position within this circle, in as much as he has played,
like Galfetti in an earlier period, a central and catalytic
role within the whole development. On the other hand,
the caliber of Botta's finest public work would indicate
that he has been at his best when collaborating with com-
plementary talents such as Luigi Snozzi and Rudy Hun-
ziker.

To some extent the success of the Ticinese school derives
from the cultural survival of the European city-state, a
phenomenon which finds its political parallel (some would
say parody) in the Swiss cantonal system which still offers
the world's most direct form of citizen participation. Its
unique insularity also depends on the fact that the Ticino
is split along cultural and political lines more than any
other language group in Switzerland; that is to say, it is
culturally and geographically oriented toward Italy, while
politically it remains firmly tied to the Federation by its
own political volition. And while one cannot really eom-
pare the history of the Ticino to the radical, not to say
rebellious, cultural traditions of Catalonia, the TicinesL
and the Catalonians share the same experience of being
a frontier-culture, that is to say, of lying between two
s_tr-ong g$turai groups and of not really belonging to
either. The privilege and the stigma of being sue[ a cul-
ture find their most direct expression first in the Southern
Alps, which psychologically and physically isolate the Ti-
cino from Zwich and then in the Ticinese dialect which
serves, however marginally, to resist the influence of
Como.1

One cannot justly situate the work of Botta without ac-
knowledging that his Ticinese colleagues-principally Tita
Carloni, Aurelio Galfetti, Ivano Gianola, Flora Ruchat,
Luigi Snozzi, and Ivo Triimpy-have all frequently
worked together both with him and with each other, and
that these team efforts have been complemented by the
daily contacts which have always been maintained be-
tween the various members of the group. At the same
time no polemical formation seems to have been contem-
plated let alone declared, and it is possible that they re-
mained totally unaware of their group signfficance until
the publication of Martin Steinmann,s Tenilnnzen: Neunre
Architpktu,r im Tessin of lg71.2 However, where else in

The relation of the Botta circle to Italy is extremely com-
plex; for while the Ticinese are obviously indebted to the
Tendenza and to Rossi for their overall attitude to urban
form it is clear that, with the singular exception of Reich-
lin and Reinhart, they have tried to distance themselves
from the specific syntax of his personal style. Instead,
they have all remained closely affiliated to the work of
Le Corbusier or where they have moved away from the
Swiss master they have gravitated toward the Gruppo
Sette and, in Botta's case, toward the later work of Kahn.

Botta's contact with Kahn, coming as it did at the moment
of his graduation from the Istituto Universitario di Ar-
chitettura di Venezia (he worked briefly on the Venice
Congress Hall project of 196g), was to be decisive for the
rest of his career. It is interesting to note how Botta, as
a dirnect pupil of the Tendenza, was able to return the
work of Kahn to its roots, that is to say, to the Italianate,
if not antique Piranesian Roman context from which Kahn
drew his inspiration after 19b1. This much first became
evident with Botta's 1970 design for a school in Loearno
(see fig. 2), a competition project which displayed to an
equal degree both the Kahnian formal matrix and the
Neo-Rationalist notion of an urban monument, conceived
as representing and delimiting itself in terms of the overall
fabric of the city. While both Kahn and the Tendenza
seem to have agreed as to the importance of ereating
urban institutions in such a way as to permit renewal ani
reinterpretation, they seem to have differed as to the
propensity for such structures to have a formally resonant
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relationship with the rest of the urban fabric. Such a

resonance is already implicit in Botta's Locarno proposal

where the "viaduct form of the school celebrates the ex-
tant limits of the built-up area while simultaneously es-

tablishing on the other side ofthis boundary a playground-
piazza accommodating a gymnasium block set at an angle
to the main body of the school." This Piranesian approach
to site planning seems to stem in part from Rossi's San

Rocco di Monza project of 1966 (fig. 3) and in part from
Kahn's Dominican Sisters Convent, Media, Pennsylvania,
dating from the previous year (flg. 4).

While almost every design by Botta, irrespective of its
scale, "builds the site" in such a way as to make us criti
cally if not poetically aware of its urban mor-phology or
rural topography, the most important but as yet unbuilt
aspect of his work has been his projection of large scale

"social condensers," from his project for the new Ecole
F6d6ral Poll'technique de Lausanne of 19?0 (designed in
collaboration'with Tita Carloni, Flora Ruchat, Aurelio
Galfetti, and Luigi Snozzi), to his design with Snozzi and

Martin Boesch for the second stage of the Ztarich Railway
Station Competition held in 1978 (figs. 5-9). This last
design must surely be one of the most brilliant demon-

strations of Neo-Rationalism yet projected in as much as

the design achieves its formal and operational resolution
with exceptional economy. Unlike the extremely elaborate

urban proposal put forward in 1976 by Werner Kreis and

Ulrich Schad for a new station in Lucerne, the
Bottalsnozzi project for Zurich establishes a new urban
situation with one single viaduct structure straddling the
tracks between the Sihlpost and Zollbrticke, thereby link-
ing two hitherto totally disconnected quarters of the city
which had been separated from each other since the first
rail entry into the urban core.

The decision not to go ahead with this proposal demon-
strates once again the instrumental blindness of our ep-

och-its obsession with optimizing economic development

as opposed to developing in such a way as to always

reaffirm the existing morphology of the city. The multi-
farious advantages of the Botta/Snozzi proposal are so

remarkable as to merit a brief but precise enumeration.
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3 Competition for a residentiaL
compler, San Rocco, Monza. Aldo
Rossi wtth Giorgto Grassi, 196G.

/1 Domeniran Sisters Conaent,
Media, Pennsyluania. Lauis Kahn,
1965. First fl,oor plan, final uersion.
1) entrance tower, 2) sanctuary,
3) ambulatory, I sacrtsty, S) chapel,

6) refectory, 7) kitnfun,
8) classrooms, 9) cell, 10) hnll,
11) seruice court.

5 Competition for a railway station,
Zurich. Mario Botta with Luigi
Snozzi and Martin Boesclt, 1978.
Aerial aiew, sketch.
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6 6 Competition for a railway station,
Zurich. Mario Botta witlt Luigi
Snozzi and Martin Boesch, 1978.

Aronometrtc showing thc Public
brid,ge ouer the tracks with stacked
parking to the rear. Residential
accommod,ation is prouided in th,e

adjacent wall structure lining th,e

tracks on one side.

7 Eleuation and sections through th,e

public bridge.

8 Plans of consecutiue lepels rising
uryards showing tracks, bus Park,
and car park with ticket cottcourse

oaerltead.
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9 Competition for th,e enlargement of
Zurich railway station. Mario Botta
witlt, Luigi Snozzi and, Martin
Boesclt,, 1978. Sketch,es shnwing
design processes.

8
Thc citE is thz formnL enpressian of history: through an
archifuctural design eithzr a n*w possible liuing space is
proposed, or eDery eilsting residual quality is used up and
erased,. Architecture toda,y can onlE be desigrwd eithcr for thn
citg or against thn city.

This project for the exteruinn of Zurich station comes as a
majm opportunity fm thc spatinl and, distributiae
reoroanization of an entire distrtct of thz citu. Promirrcnt
aruthg th.e pnrrcipal aims is thz necbssity foV a link between
two areas of the citg which are separated, by the rai\way.
In order to'put forward, an architectural solution to th.e
quastions raised which would also be compa,tible with our own
inturpretation of the citg, we felt legitiruttely and ind,eed,
necessartly bourd to rentnue some of thz limits to th,e
operatiue area ittdirated in thc competitinn announremcnt.
Tha project includes three distinct works: thc Aridge
com.ecting th,e Sihlpost to thp d.istrirt Lying tn tha rnrth of th,e
Lintmntstrasse; th,e parking sLab; and thz build.ings along thn
Zol\strasse.

Tlw bridge connecting the two dbtricts
This constitutes a hinge between th.e eristing station and, thp
rnw enlargemcnt westwards. Its front is aLiynzd with thz riuer
Sihl. Thp hcight of this ttpw stnu:ture echnes th,e hnrizon
outltned by thz Sihlpost building. Th,e two bri.dge-hnads in thz
rroiect cotxtituk tuw entrances and'iunctbns between thc
iailways and. th,e sun'ound.tng distiits.
Sihnted on different LeueLs around, th,e main longthtd.inal
route of tluis infrastrurfu,re are aLl thn fa,ciliti,es of a public
nahne specificd, bE thz competitirtn announcement, i.e.,
resta,umnts, shnps, etc.
A tree-lined auenue 'is yroposed at roof leael to mark a uirtual
retrieual of thn eri.sting trees along tha riuersi.de.

Tlu bus and parking slab
This i.s sihnted, to thn west of thz connecting bridge. Entry to
thn two aehinular slabs is prouid.ed, through th,e ZolLstrasse
with a system of lirwar ramps. Thn two ilistributinn LeueLs
(thnt of thn buses on thc fwst flnor and that of thz car 'p,rk on
the secondfnor) are connected by foot to th,e bridge atross thc
railway. Direct conruction is thus possible between trains and
buses atd, thz carpo,rk.

Deoelopment along the Zollstra.erc
Thn wh,ole Wogranl of serabes specificd in thn anrnuncemant
is organized along the Zollstrasse. In thp urban stru.cture thi*
part of the project i,s located, in th,e resid,u,al spaces eristtng
behneen thc railwau and, thn town. On thp onc hand, it aims to
itzfinn cl,earlA th,e s"paru and thc railway area in respect lo thc
citg. and, on th,e othcr, to complete and re-enliuen thz entire
d;istrtct fa,cing thz Zollstrasse. This operation proposes a
tunoloou chnractertzed bu a "waLl"----as a defence aoainst
fii5sfi16ng th* raitwa!, and by a serizs if buildings foring
east-uest toward; tht street.
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1) Aside from linking the districts to the north and south
of the rail head, the multi-leveled "bridge" structure
would offer (like the nineteenth century galleria) all the
aspects of a city in miniature, its concourse providing
access to four levels of shops, restaurants, etc.; 2) This
bridge element, backed by a parking facility, would also
constitute a new "head' building at the end of the covered
platforms, thereby paralleling in its placement and form
the still extant nineteenth century terminus. One may
regard this as a late twentieth century r1pbiltion d,iffirent;
that is, as a transformed reflection of the original building;
3) The actual line of the proposed bridge element would
flank the Sihl River and thereby mark the course of the
tributary which is at present covered by rail tracks. This
would in effect reveal a hidden aspect ofthe urban topog-
raphy; 4) The multi-use "wall'along Zollstrasse flanking
the rail yards would be sufficient to provide the necessarXr
additional volume required by the demands of develop
ment; and finally 5) The horizontal low profile maintained
by the whole scheme would harmonize precisely with the
still largely nineteenth century skyline of Zurich. The
failure to commission this scheme which is so obviously
"for, rather than against the city," to paraphrase the ar-
chitect's own competition slogan, mal<es one fear for the
future development of Zurich. One large high-rise mega-
complex built over the air rights of the rail head will
surely be suffrcient to convert this still elegant and unique
city into one more international Alphaville.

The "viaduct," or bridge, building typeJerived in part
from Kahn's Venice project of 1969 and in part from
Rossi's first sketches for the Gallaratese block of lg70-
has played a major role in Botta's urban repertoire. It
was most fully elaborated in his Perugia proposal of 1g?1,
a linear administration and multi-purpose structure de-
signed in collaboration with Snozzi. In nearly a decade of
practice, however, Botta has been able to realize this tlpe
only once and even then it was closer to being a series of
stacked pavilions rather than a "bridge." The four ver-
sions that this paradigm passed through between the Lo-
carno school project of 1970 and the school that Botta
finally saw completed at Morbio Inferiore in 1g?6 (figs.
10-15) testiff to the difficulty he experienced in trying to

master Kahn's geometrical method of generating cellular g

space (cf. Kahn's Brpr Mawr dormitories of 1960). At the
same time, for all the briiliance of the Morbio Inferiore
school, Botta seems to have failed to understand the quin-
tessentially urban nature of the Locarno parti, for while
a relatively successful attempt was made to relate the
strictly orthogonal form ofthe Morbio school to the irreg-
ular tree line at the crest of the hill (one should note the
mediating role of the playground in this respect) this so-
lution is vitiated by the angular siting of the gymnasium
which, taken directly from Locarno, is incapable here of
responding to the agrarian topography ofthe site.

Apart from his Zvnch station proposal and his first
work-a church addition built in Genestrerio when he was
eighteen-the State Bank in Fribourg (figs. 16-18) is the
most contextually responsive urban proposal that Botta
has made to date. This project, whieh was won in com-
petition n 7977, directly demonstrates the urban mor-
phological arguments of the Tendenza. Situated opposite
the station forecourt and at the norbhern apex of a nine-
teenth century extension to the old city, its location could
hardly be more prominent. Botta has clearly shown how
his solution directly reflects the structural inflections of
the particular urban context. The sides of his corner com-
position (bd,timpnt d'angle) respond directly to the mor-
phologa ofthe terraces they face across the flanking bou-
levards while the comer itself is elaborately structured
into two components-a projecting comer drum celebrat-
ing the apex, and a transitional cube confronting the sta-
tion forecourt and articulating the drum from the office
volumes which flank the converging boulevards on either
side.

In a semi-rural context Botta's capacity to relate his ar-
chitecture to a specific site seems best demonstrated by
three houses that he designed and built in sequence: first
at Cadenazm in 1971 (fig. 19), then at Riva San Vitale in
1973 (figs. 20-22), and finally at Ligornetto in t9T6 (figs.
25, 26). Apart from responding to the specffics of partic-
ular landscapes, each house made an oblique reference to
a specific veraacular form. Thus, the gridded glass and
concrete block facade of the Cadenaz,zo house seems to



10 10 School at Morbio Inferiore.
Mario Botta, 1972 -1977.
Axonometric, project as erecuted.

11View along classroom complex.
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12 Schnol at Morbio Infertore.
M ario Botta, 1 972 -1 I 77. Axonometric

13 View along th.e interior corrid,or
of thn classroom compler.

1l Exterior of classroom compler

15 Longitudinal section through th,e
classroom compler.
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16 State Bank in Fribourg,
competition. Mario Botta, 1977
Perspectiue.

1 7 lrruerted aronometric
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18 Si.te plan. Thn building is
artinulated into three parts. The
'hpad' wltich fronts onto the Plam de
La Gare and th,e two sections which
fnnk th,e Bou\euard de PAreiles and,
La Rw,te d,es Arsenaun.

19 Sing\e familg house at
C ad,erut zzo. Mario Botta, 1 I 70 -1 I 7 1

S econd floor anonometric.

allude to the open checkered block work of the traditional
drying barn, while the solid masoruy corrers of the Riva
San Vitale house refer, along with the type itself, not only
to the traditional rocoli or bird-catching towers of the
region but also to the vernacular (Tuscan) four-pier agrar-
ian shelter form (see Gino Valle's house, built at Sutrio
near Udine in 1958 tfig. 231or L6on Kriey's use of a similar
form in his T\rscany house projected in rc7a fie. 24)).
Finally, the concrete blocks of the house at Ligornetto
change color every three courses, from red to grey,
thereby creating a banded masonry surface reminiscent
of a two-tone Ticinese nineteenth century brick tradition.

Botta's domestic work to date seems to be predicated on
seven basic principles: 1) The house is generally to be
rendered as a marker or boundary in the landscape; at
Ligornetto, for example, it establishes the frontier where
the village ends and the agrarian system begins, further-
more the visual acoustics of its "concave" plan form (cf.
Ligornetto and Ronchamp) deliberately focus the inter-
nal volume of the house toward the village; 2) The prin-
cipal stairs of Botta's houses are invariably contained
within structural modules close to the transverse central
axes of these long barn-like boxes; the Riva San Vitale
house is an exception to this; 3) Passerella corridors are
used to serve and structure the primary spaces of the
elevated living volumes; both the Riva San Vitale and
Cadenazzo houses display this last feature; 4) Openings
invariably afford selected views over the landscape; at
Cadenazzo, for example, Kahnian circular windows divide
the available prospect into contrasting views ofthe distant
Alps and the vineyard, rooftop landscape of the adjacent
valley; 5) Wherever possible, partitions and doors are
reduced to a minimum, and exterior terraces are rendered
in such a way as to fuse with interior volumes----once again
the house at Cadenazzo is exemplary; 6) In his terrace
housing and even in his school ty-pology Botta attempts to
treat the domestic unit or classroom cluster as though it
were a freestanding element (see his Rancate Sied,lung
designed with Snozzi in 7974 and his terrace housing proj-
ected for Riva San Vitale in 1979); 7) Last but not least,
and this feature is patently regional, Botta always gains
entry to his houses or cluster forms through recessed
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20 Single family house at Riua San
Vitale. Mario Botta, 1972-1973.

21 Aronometric, cut at the third
fl,oor.
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22 Arononrctric

23 House at Sutrto, near Ud,ine.
Gino Valle, 1958.
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2/1 House project Jbr a painter,
Tuscany. LAon Krier, 197/1.

25 Single fam,ily h.ouse at
Ligornetto. Mario Botta, 1975 -1976
Axonometrtc.

26 Perspectiue sketch showing
relationship of the form to both the
land,scape and th,e uillage.gS gtt

atria open to the air. Like Le Corbusie/s use of thepiloti,
such an approach presupposes the elevation of the prin-
cipal rooms to the first floor.

Unlike the neo-Corbusian houses built in the region by
Snozzi, Ruchat, and Galfetti (Galfetti's Rotalini House at
Bellinzona of 1961 may be considered as inaugurating the
Ticino movement), Botta's houses are never contoured
into the site, but instead declare themselves as clear pri-
mary forms set against the topography and the sky. Their
surprising capacity to harmonize with the agrarian land-
scape seems to derive directly from their aruelogical form
and finish, that is to say, from the concrete block from
which they are invariably built and from the simple pri-
mary box-like forms which, together with the proportions
adopted, allude directly to the traditional barns from
which they are derived and to which they evidently refer.
The intractable problem of achieving a satisfactory reso-
Iution between rationalist formal principles and an analog-
ical commitment to the vernacular-the current problem
of accessibility in modera architectural culture (particu-
larly at the private level)-seems to be resolved in Botta's
work through his strategy of according the vernacular
shell precedence over the Rationalism of the interior. To
this end the steel fenestration articulating the domestic
space is always withdrawn from the facade into those
recessed and shaded terraces by which his barnlike forms
are penetrated. Apart from the imposed rationality of the
flat roof, the inherently abstract quality ofthe traditional
agrarian structure, long since celebrated by Bernard Ru-
dofsky in his book Architecture Without Architects, is
here capitalized upon as much as possible. The primitive
architectonic nature of such structures even in their tra-
ditional form is surely the associational device through
which Botta is able to pass from the vernacular referent
of the exterior to the stoic and astringent order of his
rationalist interiors; to the black slate, white-washed
block, radiant wall panels, and to Escherlike staircases
by which his modernist space is structured. It is by means
such as these that Botta is able to evade the false natu-
ralness of bourgeois ideolory of which Steinmann wrote,
after Roland Barthes,3 in his seminal essay of September
1976 "Reality as History-Notes for a Discussion of Re-
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18 alism in Architecture." On this occasion Steinmann
summed up the fundamental aims of the Tendenza and
the Ticinese when he wrote of the now discredited func-
tionalism that "The recognition of an autonomy of archi-
tecture means: to compromise this system of myths which
passes itself off as a system of facts."a

Despite this indigenous demonstration of a modern do-
mestic sensibility, the most critical aspect of Botta's
achievement does not reside in his houses but rather in
his public projections; particularly in those large scale
works which he has developed in collaboration with Luigi
Snozzi-their ill-fated proposal for Zurich and, of more
importance for the future of urban development in gen-
eral, their project for Centro Direzionale di Perugia (figs.
1 [frontispiecef, 2747). This relatively non-rhetorical
work (as distinct from certain urban proposals made by
the Tendenza) is clearly projected as a "city within a city,"
and the wider implications of this design elearly stem from
its evident applicability to many megalopolitan situations
throughout the world. This is no master plan, for master
planning is regarded as anathema by the Neo-Rational-
ists, but rather an urban intervention in the best sense of
the term. The whole situation synthesizes three major
principles: 1) The exploitation of a major transportation
interchange linking the historic center of Perugia to the
nineteenth centurry rail and twentieth century road sys-
tems, and the use of this linkage as the basis for a public
intervention in form of a mega-viaduct built as an "alr-
caded" thick wall, capable of signaling its urban presence
over a great distance within the cacophony of the mega-
lopolitan region (see certain analogous strategies postu-
lated by Team X in the late ffiies, such as the'landcastle'
concept of the Smithsons or the 'rivers, harbors, canals,
and docks' of Kahn); 2) The provision of an enclosed gal-
leria raised above the entry/parking and interchange lev-
els at grade and subgrade and constituting a new urban
realm elevated some five floors in the air, gtving direct
access to public services, shops, restaurants, etc., and to
access towers stacked along the outer sides of the thick
wall; these towers feed and support an office infrastruc-
ture built as a "light-filtey'' both above and below the
suspended galleria or the collego,mnnto prirrcipale pedon-
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27 Centro Direzionale, Peru,gia,
competition. Marto Botta with Luigi
Snozzi, 1971. Perspectiae sketch.

28 Model.

€<

29 Diagram showing the Link
between tlre old city and the Centro
Direziormle. A) monorail station,
B) monorail, C) pedestrtan causeway,
D) Centro Direzionale, F) railway.
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30 Centro Direzionale, Perugia,
competition. Mario Botta with Luigt
Snozzi, 1971. PLan, und,erground
parking.

32 Intermediate leael plan.

33 Upper leael plan.

20

31 Ground fioor plan,.
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3l Centro Direziona\e, Perugia,
competition. Mario Botta uith Luigi
Snozzi, 1971. Section and soutlteast
eleuation.

35 Sections and eleuation. Upper
section shows cut through pedestrian
causewaa.

36 Detai\ed p\an of area c\osest to
the monorail station.
Accommod,ation consists of coaered
piazzas, sltops, ticket ffices, banks,
and restaurants.

37 Detailed plan of monorail'head'
section. Upper leuel diuided up into
ffices and light industrial space.
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38 Centro Direziormle, Perugia,
:ompetition. Marto Botta with Luigi
Snozzi, 1971. Diagram of circulatinn
spine. A) rentable ffice aolume,
B) uehicle area, loading, sertsicing,
and entry to parkino, C) parking,
D) pedestnan causewo,U penetrating

ffice d,eaelopment.

39 Diagram showing circulation and,
prtncipal erpansion of relatiaely
random stacking of ffice fl,oors.

tt}, /t.1 System of pedestrtan &ccess

showing linkage between the
ltortzontal causewa.q, e scalators,
and the passo,ge to eleaator aores
seruing the ffices.
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ale; 3) The use of this intervention as a strategy with
whieh to provide a range of random facilities at grade
level, such as a public park and a residential perimeter
block, etc.

Removed from all the utopian projections of the Modern
Movement which history now seems to render obsolete
because of their boundless nature and the cultural inac-
cessibility of modernist form, this work is utopian only
insofar as it is defined, rational, and human. The feasibility
and historical pertinence of Botta's Perugia is borae out
by the fact that interventions on this scale and even of
vaguely similar sectional forms have already been realized
in the atrium hotels that John Portman has built in the
United States. Are we not again confronted with capital-
ism's subtle appropriation of a cultural and technical ca-
pacity that legitimately belongs to the society as a whole?
In a context in which Western industrial development
gives precedence to the operational imperatives of struc-
tural urbanism, rather than to the covrcrete determination
of urban form, Botta's and Snozzi's public works are proj-
ected as critical strategies for urban intervention. Distinct
from the regressive utopias of the twenties, these "frag-
mentar/'monuments are specific, limited, and realizable.
They posit relevant types for urban place creation and
proffer strategies for the definition of bounded domains;
they are capable of articulating significant discontinuities
within the space endlessness of the megalopolis.

Ronner, Sharad Javeri, Alessandro Vasella, eds. (Basel and
Stuttgart: Birkhauser Verlag, 1977).
19,21, 22 Frcm Architecture i Urbanism, 69, September
1976.
23 From Gino Valle Architetto 1950-1978 (Milan: Edizioni
Padiglione d'Arte Contemporanea di Milano and Idea Editions,
1979).
24 From Rational Architectu.re (Brussels: Archives
d'Architecture Moderne, 1978).
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Notes
A uersion of this tent was originally prepared for th,e Pro Het-
uetia catalogue and ethibition on thz work o.f Marto Botta.l. At the same time Como is the home of the originally Italian
Rationalist movement.
?._Sr.! published on the occasion of the exhibition staged in the
ETII. Zurich, in 1975, by Martin Steinmann and Tomas Boga.
3. Roland Barthes, Mythblogies (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 195i).
4. Martin Steinmann, "Reality as History-Notes for a Discus-
sion of Realism in Architecture," Architicture * Urbanism, g,
1976, p. 31.

Figure Credits
1, 2, 5-18, 20,25-41 Courtesy Mario Botta.
3 From Francesco Moschini, ed., Aldo Rossi: Projects and
drawings, 1962-1979 (Florence: Centro Di, l97g).
4 From Louis I. Kahn. Complete Works 1935-Zl, Heirz



Sign and Substance: Reflections on Complexity, Las Vegas, and Oberlin

AIan Colquhoun
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Suffrcient attention has not been given to the change in
Roberb Venturi's thought between his publicationof Com-
plerity and. Contradirti.on in Architecture in 1966 and his
publication, with Denise Scott-Brown and Steven Isenour,
of Learning From Las Vegas in 1972. If one is to comment
on Venturi and Rauch's more recent buildings, it is nec-
essary first to examine this change ofposition, so that the
buildings may be placed in the context of both the theory
and the oeuwe as a whole. The change is not total. There
are many ideas that are common to the two books; the
alteration of viewpoint is often more one of emphasis than
of the introduction of radically new concepts. Ideas which
were secondary in the first book become guiding ideas in
the second. But this shift of viewpoint is nonetheless sig-
nificant, and it is reflected in the work.

The main purTose of Complerity and Contral,i.ctton in
Architpcture was to refute the Modern Movement idea
that the functional organization of a building obeyed a
unitary logic which constituted its aesthetic meaning. In
showing that many 'logics'were involved in the design of
a building and that architectural design was a process of
'accommodation' rather than deduction, Venturi inaugu-
rated a shift in modern architectural theory and helped to
open up a new path for architectural design and discourse.

Compleuity anl, Control,irtion emphasizes the semantic
complexities of the arehitectural message, and its ap
proach is empirical, relativistic, and anti-platonic. None-
theless the semantic dimension of architecture is pre-
sented as supra-historical. Architectural meanings are
seen as the result of the manipulation of forms whose
exemplary qualities are independent of the historical con-
ditions under which they were produced. But Venturi is
not concerned with establishing the constitutive and un-
varying principles which this view implies. That such prin-
ciples are assumed to exist is clear: "you build up order
and then break it down, but break it from strength rather
than weakness . . . expediency without order, of course,
means chaos." 1 But what this "prineiple of ordey'' consists
of is not made clear. Is it an order which springs from
laws of formal organization, or does it rather lie in con-
structional logic aud functional imperatives? "Though we

no longer argue over the primacy of form or function, we 27
cannot ignore their interdependence":2 from this it is not
clear whether what is at stake is the play of redundant,
multiple connotations on simple functional norrns or the
play of contingent facts on basic formal laws. Does func-
tion provide the framework which is distorted by "forms,"
or do "forms" provide the framework which is distorted
by function? Whichever might be the case, these under-
lying principles, which one must assume if 'complexity'
and 'contradiction' are to have any meaning (since nothing
can appear complex except in relation to something sim-
ple, and since in order to contradict something it must
itself be non-contradictory), are not the subject of the
book. Rather it is conceraed with the innumerable ways
in which disorder and ambiguity can enhance the meaning
of architecture.

It would have been useful if Venturi had made a distinc-
tion between those types of ambiguity which are held to
be inherent to all artistic works (the subject of Empson's
Swen Types of AmbiguitA) and those types which vary
according to historical conditions (e.g. Mannerism). Since
in the latter case the ambiguities and contradictions de-
pend on the prior existence of a language or style, the two
kinds of ambiguity are, as it were, superimposed on each
other. But this would have involved looking at architec-
ture historically, and not treating history as a mere res-
ervoir of examples.

In addition to this fundamental distinction, Venturi ig-
nores that between complexities which are intentional and
those which are the result of accretion over time. The
focus of the text oscillates between the effect of a building
on the perceptions ofthe observer and the effect intended
by the designer, as if these were historically the same
thing. The book is thus a plea for complexity in general
without suggesting how different kinds of complexity are
related to particular historical circumstances, and there-
fore how the examples might apply to particular circum-
stances of our own time. This lack of historical perspective
allows Venturi to include his empyrean examples of mod-
ern architecture and to discuss them at the same level at
which he discusses examples from the past. It would be



1 (frontispiece) A\len Memorial Art
Museum addition, Oberlin, Ohto.
Venturi arud Rauch, 1976. Junction
between o\d and new buildings.

28 logical to deduce from this that when he is.quoting build-
ings of Le Corbusier, Aalto, Kahn, or Moretti as 'good'
examples of complexity and contradiction, he is saylng
that the 'general' principles of architecture are just as

applicable to an architecture based on the principles of
the Modern Movement as they are to any other. And from
this it would follow that the two principles are not in
conflict, and that the failures of modern architecture are
due to extrinsic factors-economic distortions, bad de-
signers, etc.

But at other times in the text it is implied that it is
precisely the principles of the Modern Movement which
are wrong and which are incapable of engendering any
but the most simplistic and diagrammatic forms. Are,
then, Le Corbusier and Aalto exceptions which prove the
rule, because they contradict the principles which they
believe in? But is it not precisely in such a contradiction
that architecture of the highest sort is held to lie? Ven-
turi's inclusion of the modern masters and his quoting of
Albers, that typical product of Bauhaus reductivism, in
defense of the essential ambiguity of all art (he might
have done better to quote Paul Klee)3 suggest that a

modernism which holds to the theory of the tabula rasa
is perfectly compatible with the principles of complexity
and contradiction within his own definition of those terms.
Historical examples could then be seen as incorporating
general principles or types, whose persistence did not
depend on the memory of those figures in which they had
been embodied previously. But Venturi's attitude to past
forms does not take account of Quatremdre's distinction
between the type and the model. He sees past styles as

available for re-use, not literally, but as conventional ele-
ments whose continuing vitality depends on their being
distorted, so that they can be seen in relation to the often
contradictory needs of the present. There is, therefore,
some inconsistency between his book and his practice. The
book does not exclude the possibility that the general
principles of the Modern Movement were sound, and
mrght still form the basis of a complex and subtle archi-
tecture; but the practice assumes that there is no way in
which the general principles of architecture can be disso-
ciated from stylistic traditions. If we are to have archi-

tecture at all we must abandon any attempt to found it
exclusively on some assumed set of conditions belonging
to modern life. The language of architecture rests on a
dialectic between memory of past cultural forms and the
experiences of the present.

But in spite of the irony which this view implies, there is,
throughout the book, a strong sense that an architectural
order analogous to that of the past is still possible. Ar-
chitecture is "perceived as formarad substance. . . . These
oscillating relationships are the source of ambiguity and
tension characteristic to the medium of architecture."4In
the projects of the sixties, though the figures of past
architecture are put in inverted commas and distorted,
there is an attempt to integrate them within an architec-
tural system. The contradictions are thought of as being
derived from an ambiguity between 'real' and 'virtual'
structure, which is inherent in all architecture. Ornament
and stylistic dress may not be directly deducible from the
architectural program, but neither are they independent
of it. Order and disorder, s5rmmetry and as5,.rnmetry are
an integral parb of the solution. What is real and what is
illusory are inextricably interwoven and depend on that
suspension of disbelief which all art entails. One is pre-
sented with the idea of an architecture which is arcane,
and which, though it is accommodating to the needs of the
client, is ultimately addressed to those who understand
and love architecture for itself.

In Learning from Las Vegas there are two chief ways in
which this point of view is modified. First, populism,
which is a mere undercurrent in Comp\erity and Contra-
diction, becomes a main theme. Those popular pressures
which were seen as the 'forces of life' which in all periods
give architecture its vitality are now isolated as pecu-
liarly modern, petit bourgeois, and above all, American.
The basis for this populist tendency can be seen in Ven-
turi's study of Las Vegas and Levittown, but there is an
ambivalence in their interpretation of the way in which
kitsch is to be translated into conscious architecture. On
the one hand there is the position, held consistently by
Denise Scott-Brown, that the role of the architect is to
understand and interpret the wishes of the client. Ac-



cording to this view, the road to an architecture of mean-
ing lies in making concrete the internalized value systems
of the users. The role of the architect, as in the Middle
Ages, is that of the 'technician' who knows how to trans-
late these values into structure and ornament. But we
know that today it is usually not the architect who is the
expert in these matters, but the developer or the con-
tractor. Even when an architect is called in to provide the
'architecture' he is expected to share the objectives and
taste of the client and to act merely as his agent. Now,
there might be an argument in favor of this point of view
if modern society were constructed on medieval or even
eighteenth century lines, and if there were a convergence
of taste between society as a whole (or its dominant sub-
culture) and the artist whose role was to interpret its
values. But such a situation simply does not exist today.

In order to assume the role of'servant' to society, the
modern architect must submit to a self-denying ordinance
and play a game of 'let's pretend'. It is hardly conceivable
that Venturi and Scott-Brown are not aware of this; and
that they are was demonstrated by Robert Venturi's in-
tervention at the recent Beaux Arts Colloquium at the
Architectural Association in London. Taking up one of the
recurrent themes of the colloquium-the famous procla-
mation by Victor Hugo, in the second edition of Notre
Dclme de Parts, that architecture would be killed by the
book-Venturi showed a number of recent projects whose
purpose appeared to be to celebrate the death of archi-
tecture. In these projects, neutral structures were orla-
mented with 'incoruect' orders and other incongruous de-
tails. Who but other architects 'in the know' were the
object of these exercises? Unlike the music hall comedian,
whose jokes are understood by his box-office audience
(even if their typology is only appreciated by his fellow
actors), Venturi's wit seems to be aimed solely at his
fellow architects. The semiological intention of these proj-
ects is clearly not to provide the ciient with what he wants
(though an essential part of the joke is that they do so

faute de mi.eur) but to draw attention to the absurdity of
popular taste. My purpose here is not to discuss whether
this particular subversive game is worthwhile, but to
show that it is an equivocation to pretend that it can be

defended on the basis of a'sincere' relationship between 29
client and architect.

The second way in whichLearningfrom LasVegas differs
from ComplenitA and Contradi,ction is that the architec-
tural act is no longer seen as aiming at an integral aes-
thetic object, but at an object whose aesthetic unity is
a yrinri impossible. Function and aesthetics, substance
and meaning, are now seen as incompatible (though
equally important) entities. Venturi and Rauch seem to
have arrived at this theoretical position as a result of
practical experience, and this is recorded in a passage so
cmcial that it is worlh quoting in full: "After the appear-
ance of Complenity arud Contradiction in Architecture we
began to realae that few of our flrm's buildings were
complex or contradictory, or at least not in their purely
architectural qualities of space and structure . . . we had
failed to fit into our buildings double functioning or ves-
tigial elements, circumstantial distortions, expedient de-
vices, eventful exceptions, exceptional diagonals, things
in things, crowded or contained linings and layerings,
residual spaces, redundant spaces, ambiguities, inflec-
tions, dualisms, diffrcult wholes, or the phenomena of
bot|-and. There was little in our work of inclusion, incon-
sistency, compromise, accommodation, adaptation, super-
adjacency, equivalence, multi-focus, juxtaposition, or
good clnd, bad space."s This list deals a death blow to
CompLexity and Contradiction, whose arguments it both
condenses and parodies. It is hardly surprising that Ven-
turi and Rauch had been unable to include all these qual-
ities in their buildings; but the list acts primarily as a
rhetorical device which makes the theory which follows it
seem not only reasonable but inevitable by comparison.
This theory is that of the 'decorated shed', according to
which the architect should abjure "architectural qualities
of space and structure" and concentrate instead on "s1'rn-
bolic content."

In fact the argument of Complerity and Contradiction
had already included the idea of the decorated shed in a
weak form, since it had established the merely indirect
connection between the appearance of a building and its
substance and had drawn attention to the arbitrary nature



2 Brant-Joltnson House, Vail,
Colorado. Venturi and Rauch, 1976

3 Allen Memorial Art Museum,
Oberlin, Ohio. Venturi and Rau,ch,
1976. The addition steps back in two
blocks, thc gallery is clad in granite
and rose sand,stone, thn laboratoryI
librarylstudio portion in buff brick.

30 of the architectural srgn. But the meaning of the decora-
tive skin was still seen as referring obliquely to the struc-
ture behind it, as is shown by the remark, quoted above,
to the effect that form and function are interdependent.
Even in Leamfing from Las Vegas it is stated that the
structural ornament of Renaissance architecture "rein-
forces rather than contradicts the substance of the struc-
ture and space,"6 but this precedent is rejected (without
explanation) in favor of a medieval paradigm in which the
frontispiece of a cathedral is "a billboard with a building
behind it."7 One may question whether this is an adequate
description of an element which not only provides a trium-
phal entry to the nave but anticipates the themes of the
interior and establishes its symbolic meanings; but in any
case, once it is admitted that one of the inherent com-
plexities of architecture lies in the tension between what
is real and what is apparent, the complete separation of
the signifying and substantial parts of a building which
this view of the Gothic facade implies can only weaken its
complexity and trivialize its message.

The idea of the decorated shed was a witty and devastat-
ing attack on the expressionism of Paul Rudolph and other
architects of the 1960's and the idea that all buildings
should be isolated objets types whose form 'expresses'
their content. But it did, by its very incisiveness, convey
the false impression that the only alternative to the ex-
pressionistic 'duck' was a building whose meaning lies in
its appliqu6 ornament. The notion of the decorated shed
seems to owe something to the nineteenth century concept
of "ornamented structure" as opposed to the "structural
ornament" of the Renaissance. But the nineteenth century
idea was more a counterblast to nineteenth century ducks
than to Renaissance architecture-to structural forms
which were reproduced whole in ignoble materials, rather
than those represented in more noble materials. As
Joseph Rykwert has pointed out,s Pugin's idea of oraa-
mented structure, which is referued to in Learning from
Las Vegas,e included the notion that the ornament should
be related, plastically and iconographically, to the 'real'
building, whose strustural form was thought of as an in-
tegral part of its meaning.
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4 Second.floor plan.

5 Site plan and fi,rst f,oor plan.

The idea of the decorated shed, although it is presented
as a typical modern solution, has its most obvious appli-
cation in prog::ams resulting in large undifferentiated
spaces-such as supermarkets and places of entertain-
ment-whose purely commercial origins deff any attempt
to assimilate them to a tradition of architectural complex-
ity. There are a number of recently published buildings
by Venturi and Rauch which do not fall into this category;
they are quite clearly ducks rather than decorated sheds,
that is to say their external forms conform to a unffied
architectural image whose connotations overlap those of
their use and interior affangement and reinforce the
meanings which have been associated with them--<ften
rustic and vernacular connotations achieved by direct, if
ironic, quotation either from a local tradition or from Art
Nouveau and National Romanticism (fig. 2). These par-
odistic assays in an 'eclecticism of taste' break with Ven-
turi's earlier buildings, in which the historical references
are at once more generalized and more fragmentary, and
refer less to verrracular romanticism than to the classical
tradition, however compromised this tradition is made to
seem.

It might appear from these examples as if Venturi and
Rauch were moving toward a picturesque theory of
genre---+f different styles appropriate for different types
of program-but this expectation is not conflrmed by their
extension to the Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin
(figs. 3-5) because, although this is a 'cultural' building
with a strong'architectural'context, they have chosen to
interpret it as a decorated shed and to avoid any attempt
to give the extension any of those'high art'qualities which
are exhibited in the original building. This suggests that
the idea of the decorated shed is not restricted to a limited
kind of commercial program, but is applicable to all cases
except those in which an intimate, personalized, vernac-
ular symbolism is thought to be appropriate. It is there-
fore precisely buildings of a public kind which are associ-
ated with the idea of a decorated shed-buildings in which
there is a need to contend with the irreconcilable demands
ofeconomy and rational construction on the one hand, and
public symbolism on the other. It is noticeable that
whereas in the earlier projects public and private build-
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32 ings were both thought of as vehicles for a complexity in
which space and structure were an integral parb of the
symbolism, in the more recent projects these two cate-
gories are treated differently. Public commissions are
either given typically'modern' solutions with little sym-
bolic content (fig. 6), or they are sheds, from whose purely
decorative symbolism the architects maintain an ironic
detachment. In commissions of a more domestic kind one
has the impression that the architects identiff with the
nostalgic sentiments of their clients and provide them
with buildings whose interior organization and external
expression speak the same language and attempt to re-
cover a unique 'atmosphere'. The vernacular details and
comforting chintzes are the result of a certain complicity
between architect and client, and if the architect still lays
claim to irony it is not strong enough to subvert the values
which the client sees reflected and made possible in the
building.

But the Oberlin extension is a public building, and its
overall organization is determined by the concept of the
decorated shed. The problems of designing a new gallery
and a teaching wing are considered to be 'modern' and
'functional'. At the same time there is no attempt at func-
tional rhetoric. The 'functional' volumes are considered
'mute'. It is not their inherent structure or spatial dispo-
sition which provides their symbolic, cultural or aesthetic
dimensions. These must be provided by modifying the
basic shell by means of design decisions of a second order.
They seem to belong to four main categories:
l. Smface ornnm,ent: Examples include the checkerboard
pattern (recalling Ricardo or Lutyens), picking up the
color and materials of the old building, though not its
decorative scheme, and the blue and yellow roof fascia,
suggesting the colored rafters and soffrt of the old roof,
but in terms of modera stick-on decor.
2. Treatm,ent of entnrnnl architpcton;i,c elements.' Exam-
ples are the projecting eaves of the flat roof, making
reference to the eaves of the old building; the strip win-
dows which echo its horizontal emphasis; and more par-
ticularly, perhaps, the second floor window at the back of
the old building (fie. 7).
3. Isolated symbolir elemnnts: Examples are the paro-

distic Ionic column and the fragment of white marble on
the entrance bench. These could be called'external refer-
ents' since they refer either to a context beyond that of
the building itself or to the cultural associations of the
building (only marginally contributing to its aesthetic or-
ganization).
4. Spatial m,oilifi.catinns.' These are the result of 'colli-
sions' in the plan and produce splayed walls and other
plastic modifications of the basic shed. The building is not
thought of, then, as a unffied design in which the parts
are capable ofbeing consistently related to the whole, but
as the result of a number of separate and conflicting de-
mands. F requently, the solution of two separate problems
produces a conflict whose reconciliation seems to suggest
the solution of a third problem; for example, the decision
to place the strip window immediately under the roof with
no lintel, and the need for a suspended ceiling for services
and lighting in the gallery result in a coved splay, which
reflects the daylight entering the gallery (fiS. 8). But al-
though this solution resolves the problem at a functional
level, it deliberately leaves unresolved the problem of
architectural meaning; the ceiling projects ambiguously
without apparent means of support, its function as a sus-
pended ceiling contradicted by its sculptural termination.
This appears as a plastic outgrowth of the flat roof, an
outgrowth which itself is incompatible with the planar
quality of the roof signaled from the outside (fig. 9). This
is one of many examples where the accommodation of
conflicting demands gives rise to modifications of the basic
shed. The treatment of mass and space offers several
parallel cases. For example, the progr:un has been inter-
preted in terms of two 'sheds'. No attempt is made to
relate these sheds'artistically', either to the old building
or to each other. Instead the new gallery butts uncere-
moniously up against the old gallery, rising above it and
slicing its cornice about halfway along the flank wall (figs.
1 [frontispiece], 10, 12, 13). The teaching block is impacted
into the new gallery, overlapping it rather than being
articulated from it, so that at the point ofjunction each
shed is subjected to mutually accommodating eompres-
sions and distortions (fig. 11). Externally the effect of this
compaction of the two volumes is to turn their external
walls into a continuous, stepped facade (fig. 1 ). But al-



6 Social Science Building,
S.U.N.Y., Purchase, Neu York
Venturi and Rau.ch, 1927.

7 Allen Memnrial Art Museum,
Oberlin, Ohio. Venturi and Rau,c,h,
1976. Erternnl aiew of second fl.oor
wivd,ow on thc ba,ck facadc of Cas
Gilbert Museum.

8 Interior ui.ew of nnw gallery,

9 Erterior ui,ew of roof of new
gallery.
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10 Allen Memoria| Art Museum,
Oberlin, Oltio. Venturi arul Rauch,
1976. Erterior uieu of junction
between old and new buildings.

11 Interior uiew of rrcw gallery
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though the fenestration of this surface is manipulated to
provide clues as to the different functions of the two
blocks, the facade is not related to the spatial organization
of the volumes behind. It is here that the concept of the
decorated shed makes itself felt. The play of contradiction
and ambiguity on the facade does not penetrate into the
building, whose spatial an€ngement remains basically
that of the two sheds stitched together. ,Interesting, in-
cidents may be developed at their interface, but they do
not spring from, or generate, any transformation of the
initial spatial theme. In its concern for isolated incidents
and effects, the extension at Oberlin demonstrates an
inherent weakness of the concept of the decorated shed.
No theory of meaning in architecture can make sense
unless it seeks to establish a relation between the general
concept of a building and its parts, or between its orna-
ment and its structural and spatial scheme.

From this point of view the notion of the decorated shed
seems to be the result of a misinterpretation of the archi-
tectural tradition. Compared to the sculptural extrava-
ganza of modern expressionist architecture, traditional
structures and the spaces they articulate appear ex-
tremely simple. But they are not for this reason ,sheds' in
the purely pragmatic sense in which Venturi uses the
word. In them we find the subtle distillation of a long
tradition in which the practical craft of building, the uses
for which the building is intended, and a system of aes-
thetic representation are intimately connected. It is from
this interconnection that the richness of architecture-its
complexities, ambiguities, and multiple meanings-has
been developed. In reducing this complex tradition to two
unrelated parts-the building of 'sheds, and the develop
ment of 'signs' on their surfaces-Venturi is proposing-a
reduction just as simplistic as that of the kind of modern
architecture which he so effectively attackedinCompler-
ity anfi, Contradiction.

But it would be a mistake to imagine that this,misunder-
standing' is unintentional. For the authors of Learning
from Las Vegas, any attempt to recover the unity of the
architecture of the past is incompatible with the modera
social world and presupposes an idealistic role for archi-

lL Erterior uieta of new building.
Stepped back plan exposes cubic
uolum.e of gallery and sh,ows both
portion of addition fronting the
street.
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36 tecture which no longer exists. They thus reject both the
Miesian solution in which the shed is idealized into a tem-
ple, and that of the New York Five and the Neo-Ration-
alists, for instance, who, in their different ways, see ar-
chitecture as an autonomous discourse. For Venturi,
Scott-Brown, and Isenour there are no autonomous dis-
courses, and architecture is embedded in a global ideology
from which there is no escape.

According to this view, modern prograrns, with the pos-
sible exception ofhouses and cognate types where private
nostalgia can still operate to create'dream houses', do not
have the ritualistic and ceremonial content which gave
traditional architecture its symbolism. They are purely
pragmatie. Spatial and structural organization are matters
of common sense and empirical arrangement. If, for ex-
ample, we had looked for spatial themes at Oberlin which
were related to those of the original building (atria, cen-
tral axes, single banked accommodation), or if we were
shocked that the only means of aceess to the second floor
library is by means of a fire stair tucked into a corner at
the immediate point of entry, we would be attributing to
client and users a sensibility which they do not possess,
and ignoring the fact that, today, galleries and libraries,
like offices and studios, are'functional' spaces and do not
have special meaning for society. The modern type is the
loft building, not the uses which ean be fitted into it, and
there can therefore be no question of space and structure
becoming representational.

The implications of the notion of the decorated shed are
therefore far-reaching. They lead to the assertion that
architectural meaning has become irretrievably separated
from its substance. Architects are impotent in the face of
a society whose values have made this split inevitable. It
is not by the vision of an alternative architecture that
these values can be criticized, but only by the manipula-
tion ofits surface appearance, and then only by means of
an equivocal irony, in which these values are alternately
condoned and 'exposed'. The architect, like the fool in
Shakespeare, uses his subservient role to flatter the king
and to tell him a few home tmths.

The contradictions in the buildings of Venturi and Rauch
are not, like those of traditional architecture, subject to
an overall aesthetic synthesis. They remain deliberately
unresolved in a contentious dialectic of popular versus
high; banal versus subtle; architecture as a mass media
versus architeet's architecture. They do not, as do other
'post-functionalisti buildings, attempt to define an alter-
native language to that of functionalism. They reveal, but
do not overcome, the contradictions latent in the contem-
porary state of architecture, and this makes it difficult to
find a basis for critical discussion of the work.

For these reasons this essay has done no more than at-
tempt to interpret Venturi's point of view and reveal
certain internnl contradictions in his position; it has not
attempted a definitive evaluation of his work.
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Theory

1 (frontispiece) " Resistanne Anti-
I nd,ustrielle," engrau ed stele
ded,icated to the final mouemcnt of
resistance to thn total destru,ction of
Brussels,1978.

The Only Path for Architecture

Maurice Culot and L6on Krier
TransLation by Cltristian Hubert

You need a good black coffee to fi.nil sometling attractiae 39
about tlrcse reinforced concrete build,ings. I read with
hnrror (in thp publirity Arochure of an Amcrtcan con-
trantor) thnt th,ese sky scrapers surutaed, thn San Francisco
earthquake. Haui,ng thnught about it a little, hnweaer, I
think they are rnore perishable thnn peasants' huts: thcse
hnue stood, upright for a thmt sand, Aears, thay were inter-
chnngeable, quirkly wore out and, grew up again effort-
lessly. fm hnppy that this idno cam,e to mn, because I
think with pleasure on thnse long lasting and, glorious
hnuses. I think thn surfare of th,e earth is destined for a
great future. In ciuilized countri.es thpre are no fashions:
it is an hnrnr to resemble thc models.
Berth,old Brecht,
Things which Pass, 1925.

Unbridled industrialization with no aim but consumption
has led to the destruction of the cities and countryside.
The perspectives of "progress" are henceforth clear:
everything will be destroyed, everything will be con-
sumed! In the years to come the increasing unemployrnent
engendered by industrializationt will widen and aceelerate
the process of destruction of the cities and, as a corollary,
increase the alienation of individuals. Progress has
reached a stage scarcely conceivable to the first socialist
thinkers, and today it would be pointless to want to base
ourselves on this tradition, to magnify the urban strug-
gles, and "to exalt, with the help of the imagination, the
work to be done to recapture the spirit of revolution
rather than put chimeras back into circulation."2

It is too late to evoke the shadows ofthe past for the sake
of putting them to oulr own use. Borrowings from history
can be considered only within the framework of precise
strategies for urban struggles, but they cannot in them-
selves reconstitute a coherent language.

What we wish to say is that a change in style or fashion
is not enough this time. After all, we are dealing with a
generation who, in the last thirty or forty years of its
professional life, has changed styles more ofben than it
has changed neckties. And it would be naive to see the
current interest in architecture as an unmistakable sign



40 of its renaissance. The only characteristic that the more
recent experiences have in common-from Venturi to
Kroll, by way ofthe stars of Ivry and the f,ypological fever
that ravages the architecture schools-is their fragmen-
tary nature and provocative formal eclecticism. The bar-
barous profusion of the "innovations" applauded by the
journalists of post-modernism and commercially promoted
under the slogan of "complexity and contradiction" cul-
minates in the kitsch which perverts every level of life
and culture and constitutes the most important cultural
phenomenon of industrial civilization.

Our proposal in terms of the European urban tradition is
to take up the discourse of the city where it was brutally
intermpted by "industrial civilization"; to continue this
discourse in order to elaborate the project of reference in
which urban struggles-and the aims of democratizing the
decision-making process that they imply-will become
recognized and find a necessary and fortifying theoretical
coherence. The daily struggles which activate the inhab-
itants of European cities, menaced by the threat of "mo!-
ern" urbanism, have led them to set up committees of
inhabitants that, in the best of cases, have themselves
federated to present a united front against the misfortune
of capitalism. In Brussels, for instance, the inhabitants
themselves are the only ones who have really developed
a global alternative to industrial voracity and not the
administrations, be they socialist or otherwise. But we
are not dupes. Associations of inhabitants are not neces-
sarily progressive. To locate the urban struggle within
the framework of the class struggle requires a consider-
able internal effort, and encouraging local conditions can-
not make us forget that it is necessarXr to refer them to a
social utopia, since it is to this that one must return to
precipitate a coherent opposition front to the process of
fragmentation resulting from the social division of labor-
a process by which the capitalist order successftrlly op
poses change and which it uses as a solvent against the
fact of class struggle.

It is important to note here that the city and its neigh-
borhood can no longer be used as a fleld of experimenta-
tion for architects. The problem of the reconstruction of

the European city is not posed at the level of individual
prowess, but rather at the level of architecture and. con-
stru,ctinn. The symbolic and iconographic vacuity of "mod-
errr" architecture can of course be explained by the fact
that it has never been architecture but rather a form of
packaging. And in its most ambitious examples, it can
sometimes have been an "art" of packaging. Cerbainly
even the most ambitious will never succeed in construct-
ing the city through packaging. Nor does 'modetr' archi-
tecture derive from construction. The latter, with its roots
in artisanal disciplines, was transmitted as a culture
through history by the collective memory until its final
destruction by the industrial division of labor and by an
education based both on the alienation of knowing from
doing and on the glorification of 'creativitt'. Architncture
zrfi, constructi,on have thus disappeared both as intellec-
tual and manual cultures. The city of stone, the European
city, has become, in the eyes of the prophets of mobility
at any price, a synonym for a dangerous-mortal-inflex-
ibility, even a sign of laziness.

As the European cities are being pitilessly ruined by the
brutal construction of the new infrastructures of the ad-
vanced industrial state, the architectural profession has
entered a state ofcrisis which no one since 1968 has been
able to escape. Only the most retrograde faction of the
profession persists in its self-delusion by brandishing
ideals whose necessity and inevitability are convincing
only to itself. Today there is no hope for the more con-
scious architects who desire to unify a professional pra,c-

tice with the practice of a progressive ideology. One can
only oppose the process of merciless destruction of the
cities through, on the one hand, urban action, which, in
the current phase of industrial development of the cities,
can only hope to avoid further destruction and gain time,3
and on the other hand, through theoretical work which
strategically reinforces this action.

One cannot be at once in the camp of the arehitect-eon-
structors, as well intentioned as they might be, and in the
camp of the architect-theoreticians, who are the only ones
who might be able to learn through a rational mode of
thought something other than the more or less servile



reproduction of the dominant cultural model. As repro-
duction, one must include both the actual pastiche in-
dulged in by'modera' architecture as well as the fact of
its acceptance of the myth of industrialization with all its
negative consequences. The fact that this editorial is ap
pearing with our joint signatures takes on a significance
surpassing friendship or the existence ofany international
coterie. By this act we wish to make clear the existence
of a movement of convergent theoretical reflection on the
European level. We wish to define a movement in which
intellectuals who engage in the struggle for neighborhoods
at a daily level and others who develop a project for the
city on the basis of a personal reflection on arehitecture
gather together in the midst of pedagogical work and in
the context of political and social preoccupations, outside
of any spirit of avant-garde aesthetic. This convergence
has nothing in common with the publicity campaign for' flusfrializxtion orchestrated yesterday by the Congrbs
Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne; instead it refl ects
a desire to escape the trap of fragmentation and situates
itself within the framework of a specific project for social
democracy, even if its modalities are not yet precisely
defined. But, aft,er all, the essential today is not to welgh
the respective merits of popular democracy, the dictator-
ship of the proletariat, or some system of worker control.
What is shared by all is the certainty that the constitutive
elements of the pre-industrial European city-the
quarter, the street, the square-must form the basis for
any reconstruction of cities destroyed by 'modera' urban-
ism. This certainty has been acquired by those engaged
in the practice of urban stmggle, who have shown that
socially, economically, and politically, only the traditional
urban fabric can lead to satisfactory counter-measures to
the social and physical disintegration ofthe city. It is now
clear that the traditional fabric lends itself to stepby-step
operations that are ofgreater social and economic interest
than the politics of the bulldozer. This fabric ensures the
best conditions for mixed use, reduces the costs of main-
tenance of public space, and permits precisely by virtue
of its familiar character the mobilization of the population
towards tangible goals, etc. . . . For the others, this cer-
tainty derives from an intellectual undertaking that in-
cludes,. in addition to analyses of the Bologna experience

and of the urban struggle, theoretical work on the defi- 4l
nitions of architecture and construction or even critical
research on the so-called progress of the industrialization
of construction, etc. . . . The latter as well as the former
reject'modem' architecture and urbanism to the extent
that they have been vehicles for the physical and social
destruction of the cities (and countryside) and have relied
upon the separation of functions, the myth of prefabrica-
tion, the useless typological works undertaken for them-
selves in the nante of sacrosanct 'creativit/, the principle
of the mechanical mobility of individuals, the arogant and
obtuse refusal to accept the difference between architec-
ture and construction. . . .

Thus, for the first time in the history of architecture since
the Industrial Revolution, there appears a eoherent Eu-
ropean project capable of opposing the brutal repercus-
sions of proflt. A convergence of thought, a convergence
of directions. The paths for architecture are not many but
singular. The only objective, and several generations will
have to harness their energies to achieve it, is the elabo-
ration of a common language. For everything has to be
relearned: by means ofhistoriography the capitalist order
has even consumed our memory.

We must begin by rediscovering the forgotten language
of the city that achieved its formal perfection in the eigh-
teenth centu4l, and at the same time we must work at
modernizing it, so that this language can incorporate the
contradictions issuing from the European anti-industrial
resistance.

It is a matter of specifying the fields of action of architec-
ture and of construction. To be more restricted during the
years of re-education, housing must stem only from the
urban fabric, that is to say, from construction and not
architecture; the typoiogy of dwellings must be completely
subject to the constraints of urban morphology, etc. . . .

It is only much later, when the language will have become
familiar, that one will be able to consider exceptions and
divergences. It is through the rational mode of thought
that topics of research and the important questions, mat-
ters of useful reflection, can be raised at the very interior



42 of the utopian project itself. What are the conditions for
an art of building that gives manual (as well as intellectual)
workers the dignity that industrialization refuses them?
How can the articulation between architectural utopia and
social project be organized? Etc. . . .

Against th,e Moral Resignation of the Architect into a
Collectiae Immorality
Because the cities are threatened with total destruction;
because belief in the virtue of the positivist example today
reveals an innocence of mind, a humanist dream; because
we are witnessing a convergence of efforts both at the
Ievel of urban struggles and at the level of theoretical
work on the city; because the contradictory, gratuitous,
and dangerous architectural experiments against the cit-
ies are proliferating with the objective only of game, of
fashion, or of scandal;

Because of all of this, we will speak, in the manner of
Kraus and of Loos, in order to show that there is a dif-
ference between a vase and a chamber pot, between a
street and a pseudo-street, between a square and a
pseudo-square, between a complex quarter and a facti-
tiousone....a

An indispensable difference which allows architecture and
construction to find their proper fields of application.

It is still important to point this out, not out of any "taste
for energetic surgical methods," but because at the mo-
ment when the process of regionalaalion gains hold
throughout Europe, the anemic state of urban culture
could lead to even more savage acts of vandalism than
those perpetuated by centralized authorities who have
maintained here and there a sense of decency.

There is thus nothing to be "learned from Las Vegas,"
except that it constitutes a widespread operation of triv-
ialization, a cynical attempt to recuperate and accommo-
date the leftovers ofthe greatest ofall cannibalist feasts,
a desperate attempt to give the profession ofarchitecture
a final justification of its bad conscience: to make believe
in its social utility despite its lack of project. The Euro-

pean city is a creation of the intelligence; the very trace
of this intelligence embarrasses "the builders of today"
who are all too happy to find in Venturi and the other
consorts of post-modernism unexpected intellectual allies
who do not hesitate to propose the forgetting of any pre-
industrial tradition in favor of a mercantile conception of
architecture. Opposing any direct communication between
individuals and unquestioningly accepting the principle of
feverish and obligatory mechanical mobility, they rejeet
the very basis ofany urban culture.

A C opem,ican Reuolution
When we allude to the necessity for a global project, we
do not intend by any means to say that we wish to cover
the territory with plans, but rather that basic models
which take man as their measure must be studied as a
first priority-man as he is normally constituted, not man
stricken with elephantiasis as he wanders through the
projects of Speer, or that deaf and dumb man who surveys
from his automobile the empty and discontinuous spaces
of modern urbanism.

In Bologna, the ancient parishes have finally become an
authentic model for democratic administration; in Brus-
sels, the inhabitants of the most popular district have
obliged a reactionary municipal administration to recon-
struct their quarter in terms of real streets and real
squares.

For the concept of streets and squares does not derive
from fashion, but rather constitutes a historic concept
inscribed within the European tradition, and it is not a
matter of imitating them as style but as precise types.

A street is a street, and one lives there in a certain way
not because architects have imagined streets in certain
ways. As opposed to television and the automobile, which
have already succeeded in changing the physical qualities
of American man, the terrorism of modern architecture
has fortunately not yet succeeded in changing the char-
acter of European man. (Scenario for a horror film: crab-
man from Barbicane meets oblique-man from the city of
Claude Parent.)



We must forcefully reject the American city and become
savagely European; our objective is not a sort of super-
nationalism incompatible with the very notion of culture,
but aims at the development of an intense social life, at
the development of the highest and most differentiated
levels of communication, in complete opposition to the
industrialized media. Against th,e agglomeration of build-
ings and of ind,iutduals we posit th,e city and, its cornmu-
nities. The inevitable results for a society which refuses
the pleasure in work are suicide or collective fascism,
toward which the most industrialized countries are inev-
itably drawn. The only means of avoiding this fate lie in
the rejection of the social and industrial division of labor
as well as in the espousal and even reinforcement of the
professional division of labor, and at the same time the
rejection of the social stratification between manual and
intellectual work. Our project for architecture works in
this direction: it tends to reduce the differentiation of
social divisions. This is precisely where the essence of its
political nature lies.

To "augment our well-being without reducing our pleas-
ure"5 or at the limit to insure our survival, we must
immediately take part in the recognition and reconstruc-
tion of artisanry, of manual work. The latter, which has
always been the basis for human creativity and personal
realtzation, has become an exercise in degradation
through the division of labor. And it is the schools them-
selves that have proceeded to destroy the culture and
intelligence of the people.

Yesterday this willful destruction was still dictated by a

"bourgeois coldness"; today this illegitimate rationality is
weighed down furbher by stupidity and cynicism. More
than ever before, the Modern Movement, in all its expres-
sions-written, built, and pedagogical-presents the Eu-
ropean city as a natural field for the experiments of the
'creators'. Those who are experiencing the destruction of
the cities directly through the urban struggles know that
administrative and artistic neutrality is a delusion and
that technicians (engineers and architects) have played a
determining role in the contagion and generalization of
the destructuring models of the Athens Charber. This is

why we insist upon participating in the urban struggles 43
while at the same time developing new architectural
models that anticipate a decentralized and self-governed
society, as opposed to the Athens Charter, which stands
on an argument based on a principle of outrageous Ievels
of industrialaation, of unbridled mobility, of zoning, of
political and cultural centralization, etc. The freedom sold
daily by the media through every possible trick is none
other than the slavery of mobility, which has become
today the cause and means of social fragmentation-a
fragmentation necessary for the destruction of any resist-
ance, of all intelligence awakening against the industrial
system, the suicidal alienation of those with no other proj-
ect but consumption.

Within the framework of an anti-industrial resistance car-
ried out at the European scale, we are engaged in theo-
retical exercises and their practical applications (to the
architectural project), with the reconstruction ofthe cities
in mind. These stimulating exercises have no innocent
character; they permit us to verify h;potheses, to stimu-
late questions, debates, and works that are all situated
along the only path of architecture.
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Notes

L T*o figures give some indication of the evolution taking place:
Gerqan industry currently provides the same output as it aia
in 1974 with one million fewer workers. A French r-eport, which
has remained secret for good reason, estimates thaf within ten
years thirty percent of the employees in banks, insurance com-
p3aies-,_and administration will be eliminated (according to
lVliqh"l Bosquet, inLe Nouuel Obseraateur, No. 702, April 1g?8).
?. M* quoted in Tafuri, Thcory anil History of Arihitecture
i propos of the value of the "heroic resurrectioni' of antiquity.
3. To gain the necessary time to integrate the urban strirggie
into the class struggle.
4. Cf. the chapter on Karl Kraus in A. Janik and S. Toulmin's
Wittgenstein, Vicnne et la Mod,ernitb (1978), p. ffi.
5. William Morris in "Useful Work Versus Useless Toil."

Figure Credits
1, 6--9_From Archiaes d,'Archi,tecture Modnr"ne, ler trimestre,
1978 (Brussels), n. 16.
2-5 From Archiues d'Architecture Modnrnn,2e trimestre, 19?8
(Brussels), n. 14.
10-12 Courtesy L6on Krier.
13 From Rational Architecture (Bmssels: Archives
d'Architecture Moderne, 1978).
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2 The Mu,seum of Urban Forms
Th,e Museum of Urban Fortns Auilt
at thc foot ofthn reuised base ofth.e
ad,ministratiae center of Brussels, in
th,e dtstrict mnst raaaged by mndem,
ttrbanism: th,e, museum of urban
forms. It is thp mneting point for th,e
tottr organized, by thn Atelinr fm
Research and, Urban Action
(ARAU), "Brussels seen by its
inhnbitants." While awaiting th,e
departure of thc bus, R.
Schnonbrodt, presidnnt of th,e

ARAU, giues a few erplanations on
a mndel. (Taken from a project for
th,e, reconsttttction of thn center of
Brussels. S. Birkiye, P. Negrinck,
anfl, G. Busicau, Institut Sup1rinur
d'Architecttne, La CamAre, 1g78.)
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3 The Portico of the Master
Quarricrs
The imposing stru.cture built near
the Church of Our Lady of the
Chapel (truelfi,h century) consists of
a double row of coLumns, each built
up from large stone blocks th,at come

from the different quarrtes of
Wallonie. These blocks are a gifi
from the master quarrters to the

artisans of the Marolles quarter of
Brussels. While the hardiest of the
artisan sculptors work on the great
pi\lars, the apprentices practice
their stonecutting under the couered,
porch of the neto district center. As
soon as a pillar is completely
sculpted, it is taken apart and sent
back to Wallonie to decorate an
imp ortant circulation r oute.
The drawing shouts a group of

inhabitants in ecstasy at the sight of
the sauage beauty of the sculptures.
Sitting on a platforrn, an artisan is
taking a well deserued rest. Nearbg,
temporary scaffolding ltolds up the
roof unti| soTne neu bLocks arriue.
In the foreground Louis aan GeYt,
president o.f the Belgian Comrrtunist
Party, is erplaining to his
colleagues G. Marchais, E.
Berlinguer, and Santiago Carillo
tlte reason s wlry his party has
wholeheartedly committed itseLf to
tlt e anti-industrial re sistance.
(Taken Jroru a project for the
reconstruction of the center of
Brussels after its dismemberment by
tlre construction of the Nord-Midi
railway link. S. Birkiye, P.
Neyrtnck, and G. Busieau, Institut
SupAri,eur d' Arclt itecture, 19 7 8 . )

4 Reconstruction of the Northern
Quarter of Brussels
In this project, realized in
conjunction with the inhabitants'
committees of the north quarter
(commune of St. Josse), priority has
been giuen to repairtng b\ocks
destroyed afew years ago by the
constmtction of a neto urban
highway. Now that th,e ltighway has
become useless, it lms been

transformed into a pleasant artery
tltat naturally prolongs th,e old
bouleuard of thn nineteenth century.
Large sidewa\ks prouide for th.e

euentually couered tet"races - Thn
construction of neut buildings no
longer requires the demolition of
eristino ones. A two-leuel arcade
that projects forward frorrt th,e street
line accommodates an eccisting
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industrial establishment. T lrc stone
lower stories of the buildings prouide
space for slrcps, workslrcps for
artisans and Light industry, and
dzoellings. The facades are stuccoed
and aLL the buildinqs ho,ue pitch,ed,

roofs. (Taken from a project for thn
reconsttaction of the center of
Brussels. S. Birkiye, P. Neyrtnck,
and G. Busieau, Institut Sup4rbur
d'Architecture, La Cambre, 1978).
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5 Reconstructian of the Parais of
St. Miahael's C athedral
A block of dwellings reached by a
srnall, tourist, commnrcial street for
pedestrians. Thn curued wall and,
obseraation tower are built of shtcco.
Later, if th,e community desires it, it
will be rebuilt of storw. (Taken from
a project for th,e reconstruction of
thn center of Bmtssels afier its
dismemberment by the constnr,ction
of thn Nord-Midi railway link. S.
Birkiye, P. Neyrinck, and G.
Busieau, Institut Supbrieur
d' Architecture, La C arit bre, 1 975. )

6 Reeonstruction of Marollcs
Througlt the initiatiue of thn Society
for th,e Deaelopment of Marolles, the
reconstntction of thc quarter is well
under wo,A. The local people uho
hnae receiued artisan training in thn
studios on the Rue Notre-Seigneur
make up the backbone of this
popular enterytrise.
Tlrts euocatiue scene, a little way
from th,e studios, shows thnt the Ru,e
Notre-Seigneur and, thn Plane of thn
Brigittines are nearly finished. The
artisans are bui\ding durable and
economic homes wlt ose construction
is goaented only by their intelligent
und,erstanding of th,e materiuls and
well preserred methads. In the

foreground, th,e master nlason
begins to restore a block of stone
uthile across tlrc way two artisan-
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carpenters ad,just a piece of wood
preuiouslA sqllored by thc newlA
established saumliL| on tho edge of
the ltlord-Midi link. On the opposite
sidewalk, our friend LAon Krier has
throum off his jacket and is
admiring, not with,out astonishment,
th,eir re discou er ed sav oir-fatre. O n
th,e other side of th,e Place of thn
Brtgittines a few loca\s celebrate
anothnr hrtus ewartning. ( T aken from
a project for thc, reconstruction of
tfu center of Bru,ssels afier its
d,ismemberm,ent by thc conshaction
of tfu Nord-Mid,i railway link. S.
Birkige, P. Neyrinck, G. Busi.eau,
I nstitut Supbrieur d' Architecture,
La Cambre, 1978.)

7 The Houses in front of the
StationlThe E uocatiae Meeting
Met at the exit of the CentraL
Railway by his old friend Maurtce
Culot, L6on Krter, inuited to La
Cambre on thn occasion of thc
seuentlt, European fonr,m of thc
' anti-iruiustriaL re sistanc e', drops
his suitcase and ltis glasses in
astonishmnnt. Withnut doubt, th,e

rauaged center of Bntssels hns been
reconstructed, according to thn uery
prtnciples of rational architectu,re :
thc streets, the stone buildings, th,e

roofs, th,e democratic uertical
wind,ows. An actiue leael of social
interaction has replaced thn forrner
desolation re sulting from a' rrloderrl'
trbanism, based on thn prtrrciple of
unbridled indiaidual m.<tbilitg. It is
certain that thp two friend,s will lose

tro timc in celebrating th.ei.r meeting
on thc tetrace of one of thc cafes,
wlrile admiring thc old city. (Taken

from a project for th.e reconstruction
of thc, center of Bru.ssels afier its
dismembertnent by thc constntction
of thc Nord-Mid,i railuay link. S.
BirkiEe, P. Neyrinck, and G.
Busieau, Institut Supbrieur
d'Architecture, La Cambre, 1978).
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8 The Embellishment of the Place
dcs Radis
It is syring, Aear 2000, and, thn
celebration of thn thirtieth
anniaersary of thn 'Battle of
Marolles' is soon to take plam. Thn
inhnbi,tants of thn Quartier d,es

Radis are busy d,ecorating thn
square. In th,e rear, at th^e lefi of th,e

entrantce to thc square, painters are
touching up thn Baroque moldings
of th,e House of Enpiation (a facad,e
giaen by th,e City of Brussels in
atonem.ent for thpir past urban
crtmes). Nent to thnse freshly
repainted facad,es, students from thn
School of Marollian Constnection
test thnir skills in sculpting thn
ped,im,ent of th,e Hause of thn
Artisans and in fi.nishing thn twin
gables of th,e Ecole de Coupe.

Midday hns stlrutk, thc
perfectionists dandle on the
scaffild,ing, otfurs are already
lunching at th.e Brasserte or th,e

Cafe of Erpiation. (Taken from a
project for th,e reconstruction of a
popular qunrter of Brussels, thn,

Quartier des Radis. D. Ange, R. de
Gernier, A. Lambrkhs, La Cambre,
1978.)

9 The Quarter of the Arts
Th,e entrg porticos of thn New Place
of th,e Palace frame thc projecting
central segment of thn famdn of thn
Balat. The uisitors to th,e recently
inaugurated Museum of thn
Dyrrusty (to thn right) and, th,e new
residents admire thn zeal and, th.e

abili,ty of th,e artisans while th,ey
erwrgeti.cally fi,nish th,e Grand, Cafb
Royal for thn festiui,tins of zt
July. . . . (Taken from a yroject for
thn Quarter of thc Arts. Brigitte
D' H elfi , Mi.chal V erli.efd,en, La
Cambre, 1978.)
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10 House for Giorgio Mayer, 7974
House for Giorgio Mayer, Bagnano,
Tuscany. LAon Krter, 1971. This
house continues the gT and trad,ition
of popular constructions tn
Tuscany. We added to it some
ertras necessary to an artist: the
large panoramic wtndows, protected
by the brise-soleil uindows, etc.

11 House for Giorgio Mager

12 House for Giorgio Mayer
After a heroic pertod of obseruing
tlrc industrial landscape, the painter
Giorgio Mayer turns his attention to
studying works of human
intel|igence an d pleasure.
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The blocks are the result of the street
and, square pattern . . .

The streets and squares are the
resuLt of the position of the
blocks . . .

The streets and squares are precise
spatial types. The b\ock is the
resu\t.

13 Three Modcls for Conceiaing
Urban Spaces
The street and the square represent
the only and necessary mod,els for
the reconstruction of a public realm
In this context, we stress tlte
nece ssary dialectical relationship
between building typologE and
morphology of urban space, and
within that dialectic, the correct
re\ationship betw een monuments
(public buildings) and the more
anonAulous urban fabric (building
for priaate use). LAon Krier, 1978.
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Theory

1 (frontispi.ece) Raphael, School of
Athens, 1510 -151 1. Detail. Fresco,
Stanza della Segnatura, Vatican,
Rome.

The Consumption of Culture

L6on Krier

When the French Revolution ended with the political vic- 55
tory of the bourgeoisie, education, which had been the
privilege of a small class, became compulsory for every
member of the new social order. Education, or rather its
institutionalization, became probably the most important
agent in the formation of the bourgeois state and in the
stabilization of the new social and economical structure of
the beginning industrial era. It also became the decisive
instrument of the bourgeoisie for its installation as the
most powerfirl political and social class.

This political victory coincided with the end of bourgeois
culture, if ever this should have existed as an autonomous
factor. The bourgeoisie was concerned now to secure the
power it had gained against the growing momentum of
the popular classes, made up ofthe peasants, the artisans,
and the laborers. To achieve this it had to spread its
control to all fields of life-social, political, and cultural.
Bourgeois culture, which until the French Revolution had
been an elegant version of popular or peasant culture,
with visual codes mostly or still recognizably emerging
from a manufacturing tradition, would no longer serve for
the newly gained political position. If its concern so far
had to do with practicality, solidity, and economy, it now
had to be replaced by some system that could overcome
its own cultural roots (so strongly related to manufactur-
ing and trading), that could transcend the newly gained
political victory into an entirely affirmative ideological and
cultural system.

Neoclassicism represented the fi.rst crystallization of this
still vaguely formulated system. It was, at the same time,
the first attempt of the bourgeoisie to articulate the sub-
Iime. In this respect, at least for a very short time, it
might have achieved great culmination, and, for a class
basicaliy concerned with trading merchandise, a total
break with its previous cultural habits and tastes and with
its built environment. Neoclassicism is now very often
seen as a revolt against the extravagancy of Rococo,
against the sinful excesses of a moribund aristocracy,
rather than as a reaction, a brief but vivid explosion of
creativity. Its sophisticated and positively sensuous na-
ture, its almost obsessive elegance were imbued with the



56 enlightened, progressive, and optimistic ideals that the
bourgeoisie held at the beginning of the industrial era.

The Neoclassical domestication of visual codes from clas-
sical antiquity was motivated less by revolt than by the
ambition to seek a new respectability in the most sublime
of cultures, which classical antiquity represented ever
since its enthusiastic rediseovery. The immediate avail-
ability and quick appropriation of a foreign culture like
classical antiquity were only made possible through the
newly enlarged educational institutions. The absolute
unity which the Neoclassical language represented for the
bourgeoisie, the revision of linguistic codes which it had
to achieve to suit the new domestic environment, and
above all the speed with which this most complex style
appeared, flourished, and vanished-all this monumental,
extravagant, and totally daring enterprise could never
have been managed by the slow educational movement
and the conservative cultural stability of artisanal pro-
duetion. The existence of the Academy with its by now
absolute monopoly over culture delivered the necessary
didactic machinery, which became instrumental in the im-
plementation of this new style.

With the Restoration and the increasingly conservative
nature of bourgeois political and cultural ambitions, the
strong feelings of uneasiness after the French Revolution,
or more correctly after the Vienna Congress, were fol-
lowed on the cultural level by a quick series of irreversible
and radical changes. In fact, the process of appropriation
of alien cultures through the effrcient educational machin-
ery, far from producing only a style, was overtaken by
the ever-increasing spread of consumption caused by the
merchandise-oriented character of the bourgeois econom-
ical system; the artistic perfectionism of Neoclassicism
was soon overtaken by the hasty production and con-
sumption of neo-culture, of styles. Culture became re-
duced to yet another form of merchandise; the circulation
of knowledge became yet another trade. Culture, from
having been the social privilege of a few, became buyable
by those who could afford it.

The level of consciousness reached with the Enlighten-

ment, however, at the same time as it enabled the appro-
priation ofalien cultures and codes, delivered also the bad
conscience inevitably created by their increasingly super-
ficial consumption and by the inability of the bourgeoisie
to find proper cultural roots and expression. For political
reasons, the bourgeoisie had to cut its links with its former
allies; to defend its newly gained privileges against the
rising resistance of the usurpated classes, it had also to
cut the previous cultural links which had bound it before
the Revolution so closely with the laboring classes and
peasants. It was this feeling of being suspended, of being
cut off from traditional roots and habits, of not really
belonging to the cultural space which it painfully had to
occupy to become respectable, which propelled the
bourgeoisie and with it the whole of society, into an ac-

celerated agonizing process of cultural consumption. This
usurpation ofan alien culture can be paralleled to the usurp-
ation of political power symbolized by the Restoration.

The bad conscience and lack of respect for its own cultural
products, the entirely new phenomenon of official and
unofficial art, and the quick elimination of the one by the
other indicates to what degree respect for the father was
replaced by disgust. The historical balance of power which
had somehow existed between popular culture and high
culture, between craftsman and artist, became radically
eroded and the institutionalization of educational systems
began to pervade and control all levels of private and
public life and, what seems most important, began to
centrally control all classes of society. The traditional di-
alectic of high and popular culture, of laborer and intel-
Iectual, became re-formed in the new totality of the State,
which pervaded all Ievels of material and spiritual life.

What was so new about this bourgeois state was that it
integrated by force all classes into a vast and apparently
coherent pyramidal society, based on natural law. In that
way, the classes not only Iost their relative previous cul-
tural autonomy, but the social division of labor and mass
education meant the irreversible expropriation and de-
struction of both high and popular cultures, and the uni-
versalization of bourgeois middle-class values. An essen-
tial step in the institutionalization of culture through the



2, 3 Schools for the teaching of
cooperatiu e e\ementary e ducation,
Rue du Port-Mahon. A writing
lesson. Lithograph by Hippolite
Lecom,te, 1818.

educational machine was the reduction of both aristocratic
and religious as well as popular cultural codes to styles.
Through these styles, alien cultures became immediately
available, reduced to purely intellectual systems with a
total autonomy from their historical reality and memory,
devoid of their initial social or religious putposes.

On the level of popular culture, the social division of Iabor
and the mechanical forms of production destroyed the
deeply rooted crafts tradition and its social structure.
Compulsory education began to morally control and erode
the vast building of popular knowledge which had been
carried through time by collective memory.

"Au uid,e d,u sibcle mnch'ine, il faut rbpond,re par l'effusion
irwffable d'un dbcor berceur et daucement eniurant." With
eclecticism, styles became the means for the previously
described consumption of cultures. Consumption meant
effective destruction, burning, using up. This consumption
very quickly eroded the refined codes ofhigh culture, and
the industrial division of labor effectively destroyed the
conditions ofproduction ofthe popular cultures. This apoc-
alyptic process of erosion lasted for less than one hundred
and fifty years, to come to an end with all previous human
cultures. It leaves us today either with shambles and
detritus or with arrogant caricatures and illusions of cul-
ture, but in most cases with kitsch. Kitsch might be de-
scribed as an amorphous compilation of confused codes,
and it pervades all branches of contemporary life, both
spiritual and material. It is truly the most violent indica-
tion of the profound alienation which lies at the basis of
industrial production.

In the architectural thinking of the nineteenth centurlr,
styles were the ideological instrument which superficially
seemed to heal the still burning wounds caused by the
industrial division of intellectual and manual production.
It was, however, the brutal social division that i:nedeem-
ably alienated the hand from the mind through their dif-
ferent status in the social pyramid more than the division
of labor (which had always existed in the human condi-
tion), which reduced the products of human labor and pain
to mere trivia.
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58 Functionalism represents only a radicalization in this ac-
celerated process ofconsumption, and it can be defined as
a stripped style. For Le Corbusier, the rejection of styles
represented a moralist upsurge against the excesses of
the nineteenth pentury; for the still young building indus-
try, the new purism represented a welcome means to get
rid of a cultural facade which by then seemed to have
become apparently useless. However, by voluntarily ig-
noring the appeasing ideological role which styles had
exercised in the production and consumption process, by
not taking note of the crisis of intellectual and manual
production which had caused the rapid qualitative decline
of nineteenth century values, the new functionalism, in
giving up styles, returned the already reduced versions
of art to an even further reduced form, to kitsch. (We will
ignore here the interesting but socially isolated oeuures of
what survived of high culture in some personalities like
Le Corbusier and a few others.)

Kitsch must then be identified as the most important cul-
tural phenomenon of the industrial age, as the real Zeit-
geist of the machine age. For it is no style and it is all
styles. It is ugly; but then its function is not to be beau-
tiful, but to replace beauty, to stand for beauty, to signify
a status. It is not sensuous, does not satisfy the senses;
but it satisfies an instinct for beauty, and as instincts do
not reflect upon but react to phenomena, it fulfills its
ideological and economic function.

If the artist was the last member of the human species
who in an industrial society could reconcile manual and
intellectual labor in a totally satisfying experience, the
subversive nature of his work and the model it repre-
sented had to be attacked at its roots. And as the mbtier
of art, the manual part of the arlistic creation could not
survive untamed in a society controlled by the social di-
vision of labor, the intellectual and theoretical body of his
art had necessarily to collapse. The musician who is ex-
perimenting with mathematical models, the architect who
is clumsily handling a computer, and the painter who is
using Letraset are all part of the same process of aliena-
tion, reducing art to a desperate search for expression
rather than expressing a social content. Picasso was prob-

ably the last who could say candidly'Je ne cherche pas,
je trouve." However subjugated to political or religious
ends art and architecture might have been in pre-indus-
trial societies, ultimately it always succeeded in talking of
the reign of liberty, of freedom, and of earthly paradise-
of the ultimate liberty of the senses.

As art represents a basically static and undynamic mo-
ment, its experience presented a threat to a society whose
production and immediate consumption had become more
and more inexorably linked in a profit-making process.
The very finality of art tending to a state of satisfaction,
and contemplation of "luxe, calme, et volupt6," had to
change radically. Kitsch represents this change, the de-
laying of satisfaction without fulfillment. This constant
dissatisfaction and necessary frustration with the kitsch
object seems to be the fundamental basis of the never
ceasing production and consumption process. The de-
ceived promise is only fulfilled by an almost ritualized
chain of minor technical and stylistic "improvements."
These slight and trivial modifications have the profound
effect of diverting attention from the object one is about
to taste and consume; but even more importantly, they
perform a social function. The kitsch object to which the
consumer is fatally attracted is by the very transience of
its nature always the one which is slightly ahead of the
position and status which he has just reached in society.

Industrial production, from having promised the libera-
tion of mankind from enslaving labor, seems only to have
perpbtuated the state of human affliction in another more
radical and unescapable form. Architecture, as the art of
building, had finally to become included in this all engulf-
ing cycle of production and consumption. From having
promised the ultimate shelter and the liberation of man-
kind from the affiicting conditions of nature, the architect
has turned out to be Sisyphus. From having had to do
with promise, building has turned out to be a threat in
the collective mind.

If kitsch is the necessary result of the social division of
labor, the problem of socialist realism can no longer be
addressed merely on the level of artistic forms. It is in-



! Poster for an enltibition "Peter
Eisenman: House Number X," a,t

Princeton Uniaersity. Lbon Krier,
1977.

teresting to note that the debate on socialist realism in
the Soviet Union in the 1930s was concerned not with the
possible development of popular culture, but in a totally
paternalistic way, with style. The technicians who orga-
nized the new production lines were interested in methods
by which to discipline the popular masses into an indus-
trial proletariat, and in that context, the creative poten-
tials of popular culture, their autonomy, and their pro-
found concern with quality rather than quantity and with
stability rather than change presented a constant threat
to "democratic" centralism. Western critics have always
stigmatized the Constructivists as good and the acade-
micists as bad revolutionaries. Fei-ling (proletarian cul-
ture in China), however, has demonstrated at length that
both these tendencies were part of the same revisionist
process, that they were both equally concerned to place
the control ofproduction back in the hands of a privileged
class, ofa technocratic and bureaucratic "elite." Culturally
this renewed form of social division of labor had, after a
short and orgiastic abuse of all styles, to result in yet
another fatal glorffication of production and consumption,
in another triumph of kitsch.

Ever since the elimination of aristocratic and popular cul-
tures, our fathers have persistently endeavored in the
assassination of the pleasures which were such an essen-
tial, if not the most important part of the pursuit and
circulation of knowledge, of life. Education, from having
been the pleasurable privilege of a few, has become the
tortuous necessity for all. A humanity whose goal is not
the pursuit ofpleasure, but the omnipresence ofnecessity,
ironically must find its only pleasure in its own destruc-
tion, in the recognition of its ultimate uselessness.

A state of pleasure is also one of contemplation of one's
own being and doing. Narcissus is calm and holds his
breath so as not to confuse the reflection of his own
beauty. Now if being and doing are but mere necessity,
the moment of contemplation, from having been one of
satisfaction, has become one of urgency, and ultimately of
agony. In that perspective, the self-destruction ofhuman-
ity becomes obviously a moment of relief, a relief from
the urgency, ugliness, and futile agony.
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History

1 (frontispiece) The room of the
"don'le," Sir John Soane's Museum.
Sir John Soane, c.1813.

John Soane and the Birth of Style
(notes on the architectural project in the years around
1800)

Georges Teyssot
Traruslation by Chrtstian Hubert

Between 1800 and 1805, George Dance the younger, the 61
master of John Soane, insisted upon the necessity of a
'liberation' of "unshackled architecture." t It is this notion
of liberty with which we shall concerr ourselves here.

It would appear, seemingly as a contradiction, that the
foundations for inegularita fthe liberby of the project)
were laid toward the end of the eighteenth century and
the beginning of the nineteenth-just at the time the reign
of absolute regularity in architecture was inaugurated.
(In the case of France, one can point to the architectural
output of the Service des BAtiments civils, as well as the
plates of Durand, Bruybre, Brisson, and Gourlier.) One
should keep in mind that the dialectic between rule and
license, which informed architectural thought from the
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, is inadequate as an
interpretation of these developments. The contradiction
between regular and irregular (brought to light by the
work of Jacques Guillerme),2 and this newly formulated
liberty which accompanies it, are often presented as the
seeds of the future eclecticism of architecture and the
introduction of the notion of style into architectural dis-
course.

While remaining aware that these are but partial and
hardly definitive results, we shall sketch out two sorts of
analyses whose conclusions do not always coincide: 1)
From a logical point of view, we shall formulate a theo-
retical hypothesis, inspired by notions borrowed from Max
Bense concerning the modes of architectural creation;
then briefly test their validity by a study of the process
of design in selected projects around 1800. We hope in
this way to clarify the transformations in the relations
that govern rules, liberty, creation, inventions, and in-
novations in the elaboration of "urban forms" in the period
under consideration. 2) From a semantic point of view,
we shall disclose, through the analysis of texts, the exist-
ence of analoga, such as those of style and language,
which inform the written discourse on architecture.

We do not intend to propound once again today a "tech-
nological aesthetic" such as that advanced by Max Bense
in the 1950s and 1960s. There is, however, a fertile direc-



62 tion taken in his Aesthctira:3 the attempt to write the
history of the distinction established approximately from
the eighteenth century on (already apparent in Descartes
and subsequently re-established in Leibniz) between the
modes of artistic creation and technical invention. One can
readily admit that the architectural object belongs at the
same time to both spheres. After that the project oscil-
lates between the authot's work and the anonymous real-
ity of the built environment. It might be usefirl to attempt
to theoretically ground these differences.

Libertg and, Realizati,on
By examining the two spheres of art and the new process
of urban and national planning, one can comprehend the
play of relations between architectural "freedom" and
"rationalization"-communication in general, technics,
and later technology<r, to put it in other words, be-
tween "libert)/' and "realization."

Citing Leibniz, Max Bense has shown the ontological dif-
ference between the technical object that determines a
sphere of interrelations in which each element possesses
a function and occupies a necessary position (instruments,
machines, equipment), and the aesthetic object which is
a free entity, more or less autonomous. The work of art
owes its existence to the fact of its production, in effect,
but it does not 'funetion'. Its mode of realization is not
simply necessity; it is supplemented by a mode of casual-
ness.a

A "freedom of choice" (as with Leibniz) presides over the
decision of realizatinz (the passage from an unlimited
possibility to a reality): but the antunlizatio?z "does not in
any way change the manner in which things atre made."
They remain in the state "in which they already were
found as possibility."s In other words, if one cannot invent
a language, since its "conventionalit/' is determined by
its eollective use, one can nonetheless transform it
through "speech." A relation of statistical probability is
thus established between the "freedom of choice" of the
decision and its actualization, a relationship which ex-
cludes all "romantic" spontaneity and creative intuition in
the promethean sense of the term.

The rejection of rules and of imitation-the prerequisite
of subjective "freedom"ioes not only aid in the concep
tion of the new "art," the new natur-that of the city
and territory-and even less in the inauguration of a "pre-
romantic" era or a "romantic classicism," but rather in the
establishment of the matcrial conditions for a formal ra-
tionalization. "Libert/' must allow for an ever more ef-
fective domination of the process of acbtalization of form.

Abandoning the rules (of "classical" architecture) means,
for the architect and the engineer of the eighteenth cen-
tury, to gain access to a liberty that should not be thought
of only as a method of thinking reality, or as the writing
of "new rules"; above all this new freedom would give a
great power of domination over the real by virtue of their
taking into account a greater amount of information. Thus,
in this case, liberty must be freedom/or technique.

Up until now, however, we have only described the pro-
duction ofthe technieal object. A casual yrocess oftrons-
formatton within the modal schema is required for an
object to pass from the condition of functional object to
that of a work of art. Linking the "probabilism" of Leibniz
to the modera theory of information, Bense states that
the work of art is a system of absolute probability placed
before an infinite number of possibilities. When it is ac-
tualized, the aesthetic object introduces into the original
and absolute disorder a series of orders defining zones of
relative probability.6 The strueture of the work of art is
thus indeterminate and ambiguous. This maxgtn of rela-
tive indeterminacy permits the displacement of mnaruings
and defines the limits of the domain of play.7 The "liberty''
of the decision is the fueedomfw actualization. The logical
relations between these phases are at the same time of a
stntisti.cal nature (the margin of relative indeterminaey at
the information level) and of a lud,in one. Therefore, in
addition to the "informational" signification of aesthetics,
there is a ludic signification. The communicative function
is manifested in the informational signification; the real-
izable function of art appears in the ludic signification.
Citing Wittgenstein, Max Bense has shown that the play
of games represents an aesthetic category in itself, outside
of those of information and communication, because the



game always has a realizable function and never a codi-
faing'one; or at least this latter character always remains
secondary. The result is that the ludic signification of a
text (or an image) and its actualizable aesthetic message
do not depend on the quantity of information conveyed
(the codifiable semantic message).e The precision of the
object, as a category of its semantic and communicative
dimension, belongs to the realm of technics, of security
and work. The ualu,e of the object, as a category of its
aesthetic and realizable dimension, is a category of dis-
persion, dissemination, and play.

Architecture, belonging at the same time to the spheres
of technical objects and aesthetic objects, as we have
described, is actualized according to a double modality.
As aesthetic object the modes of its creation belong pri-
marily to "ludic" (or "foivolous") signification, a function
where the indeterminacy (the ambiguity) which governs
the creation of the object canplay. As a technical object,
"post-classical" architecture must be measured by the law
of innovation. The "creativit/' of classical inuention only
establishes the conditions for the reflection of reality; the
ars combinatorin untiingly articulates the same "utter-
ances." Innovation, on the other hand, introduces an un-
Iimited and dynamic field, which has only one direction:
the system must become dcuelopmcnt.

These innovations, which unsettle the traditional sphere
of architecture, must be applind (in as much as they are
rationalizations of the means of communication) to the city
and territory. Let us sum up in a diagram the double
modality of architect*u1 rcalization:

This double nature of architecture, which corresponds to 63

the contradictory modes of its actualization is reflected in
the production of architects and engineers at the begin-
ning ofthe nineteenth century. In effect, ifthere is indeed
an opposition or a competition between these two cate-
gories of designers, it is primarily of a corporative sort.
More fundamental is the opposition between the two
modes of creation: an opposition, or historical contradic-
tion, which is experienced as much individually as collec-
tively by architects and engineers, and whose traces are
evident in numerous projects; an opposition-so called-
which can clarify the originally perceived contradiction
between regular and irregular. A few projects chosen
from the period 1794 and 1812 will illustrate our remarks:

-The "Mountain" designed by the engineer L. Dutour in
Bordeaux (figs. 4, 5) the third fructidor of the year II,
illustrates the play between rule and license as seen in
projects for revolutionary stage settings which come out
of the experimental tradition of gardens: a phA of oppo-
sitions perfectly organized by the theory of the pictur-
esque and of the sublime. Here theatricality, by the erec-
tion of this peculiar "equipment," leaves the private
domain to be integrated into the technics of eommunica-
tion and persuasion.

-The courthouse (Palais de Justice) of Pontivy (Morbi-
han) built in 1808 in the central square of Napol6onville,
the city founded under the Empire in order to pacify
Brittany: this work of the engineers of the Ponts et Chaus-
s6es, built under the supervision of the Service des Biti-
ments civils, is one of the first examples of the "regularity"
of the State, such as it would be applied to numerous
departmental equipment in France.

-The Empero/s library at the Chateau of Malmaison
(figs. 2, 3), built according to the project of Percier and
Fontaine between July and September 1800 and decorated
with frescoes by Moench: a 'private' space in which the
play of d,efarmntinn-transformntinn on pre-existing
models can be carried out (such as the lowered and pen-
etrated cupola, the serliana, the 'furnace hole' formed by
a half cupola).

Architecture as
technical object

Functionality
Innovation

Information:
Communicative Function

Code, Security, Work

Architecture as

aesthetic object

Casualness
Ludic signification

Game:
Realizable Function

Codification not by necessity

-"poetry''
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2, 3 The Emperor's Library,
Chdteau de La MaLmaison. Percier
and Fontaine, 1800. Erecuted
project.

3

/1, 5 Projects for a temple on a
"mollntain" and on a "rock,"
Bordeaur. Dutour, engineer-
architect (3 fructidor, year II).
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-The drawings executed by the Service des Ponts et
Chauss6es for a bridge between Mayence and Cassel in
1808 (figs. 6-10), with the study for docks and a triumphal
arch, the project for an administrative complex, and three
versions of a design for a bridge (in laminated wood, iron,
and stone). The architecture projects conserved at the
Ecole des Ponts et Chauss6es show that all the students
passed through an apprenticeship in poetic flguration. We
find, in these projects, a freedom of rendering, a meticu-
lous attention to detail, a daring use of color: all of which
would tend to undermine that rule of uniforrnity which is
characteristic of the plans of engineers at the beginning
of the nineteenth century. The redundant precision of
drawn detail is contradictory: one would think, in light of
the imperatives of the "industrial" production of major
equipment, that such lyricism of representation would
have been excessive. Under Napoleon, the projects of
engineers became inflamed with expressive generosity,
apparently in obedience to the subjective dictates ofcrea-
tivity rather than the strict rtle of innouation. Thislyri-
cism would be eliminated in favor of less redundant fig-

6-8 Project for a brtd,ge (Pont des
Victoires) on the Rh,ine, Mainz.
Engineers of the Corps d,es Ponts et
C haussAes, 1807 -181 3. Sections
through tlte stone pilings and the
iron arches.

6
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t-

urative information which would allow innovations to be Z

effectively applied.

These several projects (equipment, 'private' and 'public'
architecture) illustrate the diffrculties in establishing the
historical anteriority of what has been termed "the rise of
regularities" in relation to the development (or the reac-
tivation) of an emblematic of architectural forms during
the construction of the great metropolises in the second
half of the nineteenth century.
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We can then ask the following questions: Is it the appar- I
ently ever increasing domain of regularity which permits
the application of "all sorts of styles" to buildings? Or
rather: it is not at the very moment that urban form
becomes a "matter of regularity and clarity within com-
pletely and perfectly identifiable spaces" that the question
of architectural style arises once again?

A detailed analysis of John Soane's Dulwich Gallery
(1811-1812) will furnish us with some elements of an an-
swer.
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9, 10 Project fm a bridge (Pont d,es

Victoires) on the Rltine, Mainz-
Engineers of the Corps des Ponts et
C hnussAes, 1807 -18 13. Principal
eleaations.

11 The Mausoleum next to the house
of Sir Francois Bourgeois (1756-
1811) on Cltadotte Street, Pwtland
Place. Sir John Soane,1807-1808.
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John Soann's Dulwinh Gallery
In January 1811, John Soane was entrusted with the con-
struction of a monument to be erected in the memory of
his friend Sir Francis Bourgeois (fig, 11) who recently had
died. This landscape painter, a distinguished member of
the Royal Academy, willed to Dulwich College (founded
in 1626, a few kilometers south of London) an entire col-
lection of paintings, much of which he had himself inher-
ited from Noill Desenfans, a Frenchman who had estab-
lished himseU in London as an art dealer. Bourgeois also
left to the college a sum of ten thousand pounds sterling
for the construction of a tomb destined for the remains of
the Desenfans and Bourgeois families and a gallery for
the proper display of the painting collection.l0

Such a program could hardly have escaped the attention
of an architect like Soane. At this time in London, it was
fashionable to build picture galleries and museums.{ne
thinks of the debates provoked by the buildings 'in style'
(neo-Greek, neo-Indian, etc.) and the house of Thomas
Hope on Duchess Street, opened to visitors ten years
earlier. This kind of program, at once 'classical' (a tomb)
and'modern'or functional (a museum), allowed the archi-
tect to experiment with architectural solutions, at the
very outbreak of the 'battle of styles'. This battle began
in England in 1805 with the polemics around Wilkins's
neo-Greek style and reached its height with the competi
tion for the construction ofthe new Foreign Office in 1857.

The Dulwich Gallery represents an unusual attempt. In
this project, Soane in effect already raised the questions
of style, of rule, and of inuent'ion. Calling into question
the universal validity ofthe classical rules, Soane rejected
the simple copyrng of the Gothic or 'Classical' as design
methods. With every means at his disposal, he sought
instead to'invent'new rules, keeping himself beyond any
'stylistic'problem. "We must combat the arbitrary rules
derived from pure routine," he claimed in his lectures at
the Royal Academy. "How can we hope for any progress
in architecture if we limit ourselves to the copy of prece-
dent?" Soane rejected bricolage as an "already there" of
history: "'We can well see the beauty [of the Gothic struc-
tures from the pastl," he adds, "but we know as well that

it cannot be directly transferred into modera buildings." tt 67
Only "Gothic effects," as picturesque effects, could be
translated into architecture. In 1855, George Godwin
would be able to say that Soane "propounds the doctrine
of predominant novelty, and the details of his architecture
are produced through fairly simple means, usually con-
sisting of the inversion of the ordinary." tz

In a table of correspondences published in 1808, Humphry
Repton, the theoretician of the picturesque, had sought
to establish the genealogical relations between the Indian
column and Greek order.13 Soane was aware of the dan-
gers inherent in such a syncretism and published in 1&32

the ironic comments of one of his friends: "Now for the
Picture Gallery! For a minute, gentle reader, pause we,
only a moment of this minute, on the exterior. What a
thing! What a creature it is! A Moeso-Gothic, semi-Arabic,
Moro-Spanish, Anglico-Norman, a what-you-will produc-
tion! . . . It has all the merit and emphatic distinction of
being unique lsic)." 14 What was here described with hu-
mor had also been disputed with sarcasm; in 1824, an
ar"ticle in Knight's Quarterly Magazine announced the ap-
pearance of the sixth order of architecture, in the Dulwich
Gallery, itself: the'Boethian' order, unknown to Palladio,
Scamozzi, Vignola, or Perrault, but referred to by an
author as erudite as imaginary, the Doctor "Vander von
Bluggen, in his chapter onCapitnls." The lengthy article
ended with a parodistic ode to the Dulwich Gallery, ex-
tolling its "monstrous magnificence":

"The stepless door, the scored wall
"Pillars sozs base or capital,
"And curious antiques;
"The chimney groups that fright the sweeps
"And, acroteria fifty deep
"And all thy mighty freaks" 15

Let us examine the numerous drawings which permit the
reconstruction of the history of this project. 16

As early as April 1811, Soane envisaged the destruction
of the west wing of the old college and the construction of
a "quadrangle" on three sides, the traditional type of the
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12 Dulwich Gallery, first project (17
April 1811). Sir John Soane, 1811.
Destru,ction of the west wing of the
old, college (Alleyn's College of God;s
Gift) and, reconstruction of a
gallery, mausoleum, and rooms for
the Sisters.

13, 1[t Dulwich Gallery, second
project uith the quadrangle (May
1811). Plan (with skyligltt roon'l,
gallery, and mausoleum) and
perspectiue uiew.

15 Dulwich Gallery, studies for tlte
gallery and the mausoleum (n.d.,
before 25 May 1811), with uariants
in crayon.

16 Dulwich Gallery, uariant of
second, project, see Figs. 13, 1L
(MaA 1811).

17 Dulwich Gallery, studies (25 May
1811) of the mausoleum, gallery,
and the new rooms for the Sisters.
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70 18-zo Dulwtch Gallery,
planimetric study (12
July 1811), with
uartations in crayon. Th,e

program for tlds stud,y
now comprises the roonxs

for thn Ststers of the
College and the proposals
for th,e front and, back
eleuations in a Greco-
Gothic style.

21 Dulwich Gallery, uiew
of gallery (MaU 1811). A
recessed cupo\a is Lit by a
small lanterut.
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English college. The following month, however, he re-
jected this approach in favor of a free-standing building
eonsisting of two well-defined segments: the museum and
the mausoleum (figs. 12-17,21). The latter forms a small
edifice consisting of a chamber vaulted over by a flattened
cupola supported by Greek columns forming a rotunda-
atholos-inscribed in a square. The floor is slightly carved
out. The whole is plunged in semi-darkness, lit only by a
door leading into the square sarcophagus chamber, illu-
minated from above by a rectangular lantern pierced with
amber-colored stained glass windows.lT The picture gal-
lery consists of various rooms whose proportions (squares
and double squares) are inspired by English neo-Palladian
theories. The problem of lighting was resolved as follows:
Soane inscribed in each major room a shallow cupola,
supported by pendentives and pierced at the top by a
glazed lantern (a solution perhaps derived fromLa coupe
d,es pierres of De La Rue [as was suggested by Sir John
Summersonl and already experimented with by Dance the
Younger and Soane himself). The 'novelty' consisted in
denying the presence of the pendentives through a facing
which indistinctly covered the vaults. In addition, the
weight of the dome and the vaults were denied by the
absence of engaged columns or pilasters at the supporb
points of the pendentives, whence the floating effect
achieved by the system ofvaults apparently unsupporbed
by the walls. It is by the play of presence and absence of
elements (expected and unexpected) that Soane intro-
duces "novelty" and invention.

Parallel to the multiple variations on the plan which
attempt to organize the functional and geometric elements
of the program (the mausoleum, the gallery, the functional
lodgings, etc.), Soane develops a morphologlcal play,
whose variations do not derive simply from changes in the
plan, in a number ofprojects for the facades (fiSs. 18-20).
This relatively autonomous play of forms in elevation,
which in addition refrains from instituting any architec-
tural emblematic, invalidates the principle of "the part
informing the whole" (a principle still reaffirmed in l8B9
by such a'Neoclassicist' as Quatremdre de Quincy: 

,,The

received names already indicate the forms of works of
architecture, of decoration, or of ornament").18
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22 Dulwich, Gallery, planimetric
study (17 July 1811). The arcades
artirulate the separation between tlte
mausoleum and the gallery.

23 Dulwich Gallery, uariant of th,e

eleuation of the mausoleum and of
Dulwich gallery (August 1811).

2L Dulwich Gallery, perspect;iue uiew
(22 July 1811) of the project shown
in Figs. 22 and 25.

25 Dulwinh Gallery, eleuations (29

JulA 1811) of th,e project shown in
Fis. 22.

26 Dulwich Gallery, aariant of the
eleaation of the mausoleum and, of
Dulwich gallery (August 1811).

27 Dulwich Gallery, perspectirse aiew
(8 August 1811) of the sclrcme shown
in Figs. 23 and 26.
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28 Dulwich Gallery, study of a
u(fftent (28 October 1811), the
arcades behind the mausoleum are
eLiminated.

29 Dulwich GaLlery, aartant of the

fi,nal project (13 April 1812). Two
eleuations showing the entrances.

30 Dulwich Gallerg, Jinal project
(n.d.).

31 Dulwich Gal\ery, interior uiew of
the picture gaL\ery. The building
was badly damaged by bombing in
19/+lr.
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The director of the college had requested a Gothic edifice 7b
in harmony with the rest of the ensemble (fig. 22). Soane
attempts to draw an 'a-stylistic' edifice. In a variant of
July 29, 1811 (fig. 25), the sarcophagus chamber is topped
by a lantern crowned by a flattened cupola, whose extra-
dos recalls in miniature the larger vaulting system to be
seen on the inside of the museum.te Architectrrre en
ronde-bosse, the exterior cupola presents itself as a re-
duced mold of the interior vaults (figs. 23, 24,26, 2l). The
vertical elements of the mausoleum reveal a planar 'bas-
relief' architecture through the suppression of the orders
and their replacement by carved profiles.

The final project (of October 1811;zo and the executed
project (April 13, 1812)21 show the influence of "neo-pic-
turesque" theories (of Payne Knight, Uvedale Price) on
the heightened play of volumes (figs. 28-35). In a lecture
at the Royal Academy, Soane states that the poetry of
architecture is obtained through the play of opposing
rnasses and the pLay o.f ligh,t (amplified in his case through
the use of mirrors and stained glass).

In June ofthe same year, Soane bought the house next to
his own at 13 Lincoln Inn's Fields and began the construc-
tion of his own museum of architecture: an experimental
microcosm where, from one room to another, the value of
any historical model was put into question.22 -The Soane
Museum has been described in terms of a "crisis of the
object," as an interiorization of a grand tour, of a aoAa,ge
in the historical time and geographical space of architec-
ture (see fig. 1), as the negation of any mimetic procedure
in design, as a utopia (derived from Piranesi) ofcontinuous
invention, as the reaffirmation of the subjective necessity
of play, and consequently as the reaffirmation of poetry
in the face of the empire of regularity (in England, Robert
Smirke). The work of John Soane is indeed a "negative
utopia." Inversely, in architecture, positivity becomes
sty\e.

Th,e m,oral use of thn word 'style' in thc th,eoretical lan-
gudge of thc fi,nc arts
After Semper, Riegl, Schlosser, Schapiro, Ackerman,
eLc.,23 who have tried to erect a theory of style; after

it'.-11-F
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32-3L Dulwich Gallery as sltown in
Sir John Soane's Designs for public
and private buildings. Lithographs
by C. J. Richardson.

))

itl

35 Dulwich Gallery, the mausoleum
as built.
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Ivanoff, Collins, Wittkower, Guillerme, and Vidler,2a who
have, more simply, written the history of the application
of this concept to the figurative arLs, we will limit our-
selves to the recapitulation of the opinions of a few of
Soane's contemporaries on the question of style.

We must first refer to Quatrembre de Quincy, principal
founder of the system of the Beaux-Arts, and more spe-
cifically to his arbicle "Style" in the third volume of the
E ncyc\opAdie M Athodique : Architecture: "This accepted
use of the word style, applied to literary works, or the
art of the expression, through discourse, of ideas and
images of things, [enters] into the vocabulary of the fig-
urative arts as well. These arts must, in effect, be consid-
ered as a language and a manner of writing which employ
in truth objects and matter, particularly to express intel-
lectual relations and moral sentiments in forms percepti-
ble through the senses, and to produce, through other
means, effects which are of the province of the imagina-
tion, of the spirit, and of taste. Without a doubt, the moral
use of the word style passed into the theoretical language
of the Beaux-Arts from literature. . . ." Quatrembre, for
whom the art of drawing architecture and the art of writ-
ing correspond to each other in a manner as much meta-
phoric as meton5,,rnic, goes on to say, "by the varied use
of the parts, members, details, and ornament, [architec-
turel, like the signs of writing, can evoke in us well de-
fined ideas and positive judgments concerning the physical
objects of its creation." Finally, he concludes: ". . . by the
varied modulation of harmonies that [architecture] pro-
duces, it arouses in us impressions of all the moral quali-
ties which are in its imitative domain." Beyond the sen-
sualist theory which underlies this affirmation, one hears
the echo of the logic of Port-Royal and its enunciation of
the utopia of the absolute transparency of the sign ("the
sign contains two ideas: one of that which it represents,
the other of the represented object; and its nature lies in
the excitation of the latter by the formerr').

Two points emerge from this text, which is a belated but
extremeiy clear manifesto of classicist or 'Neoclassic'
thought in architecture: 1) Style, in architecture, leads to
the concept of architecttral Language, and to the notion
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78 of architectwal toriting through the assimiliation of ar-
chitecture into the art of drawing; 2) By analogy to rhe-
toric, style can be a synonym of "manner," "genre," or
"character."

In 1767, D'Hancarville "showed the connections between
thefi.gures of discou,rse and those of art."2s But this had
already been discussed by Jacques-Frangois Blondel and
Boffrand: between the rhetorical notion of style and the
mimetic notion of character lies, in effect, the entire 'sen-
sualist' theory of architecture parlante.

We find the linguistic analogy in the Prtncipes d,e

l' O r donnanc e, w ritten by Charle s- Fran gois Viel, architect
of the General Hospital,26 where style is described as the
equivalent of eloquence in discourse: "Although the word
style is employed in literature, one can apply it equally
well to the matter with which we are dealing. . . . In
effect style in architecture lies in the choice, the disposi-
tion, and the purity of the different parts which make up
a building."27 Later, the analogy is stated quite literally:
"The architect uses lines to draw his plans as the author
uses words. . . . The different members of which the or-
ders are composed are bom of the diversity of distribution
of lines, just as one composes the phrases of discourse
through the arrangement of words."28 Here one finds a
doctrine of absolute transparency, where language oper-
ates as a relay system for the allegorical and emblematic
significations transmitted by form. This doctrine is most
clearly formulated in the work of Quatremdre de Quincy.
In another chapter of his treatise, Viel adopts almost
naively the elementary divisions of classical rhetoric (in
which one distinguished between simple, tempered, and
sublime rhetoric), so that Doric becomes the simple, Ionic
the tempered, and "the sublime" can "use the Corinthian
to advantage."2e It would be excessive to cite the treatise
of pseudo-Longinus as a source for this theoretical non-
sense, especially since in this regard the Chevalier de
Jaucourt in his article on style in the Errcyclopbdie had
already warned against the confusion of the sublime style
with the sublime in general.3o From page to page, the
analogy between style and architectural language oscil-
lates between different usages. After this brief reference

to the rhetoric of the good fathers, as applied to the arts,
are we not then sent back to the theory of chnra,cter,
when Viel on the same page claims that "if it was a matter
ofassigning a style to an edifice destined for the incarcer-
ation of the guilty" he would pick the Doric "but taken at
the origin of the order"? This idea is in effect the basis
for the 'sensualism' of the Enlightenment and the 'primi-
tivism' of architectural theory, but here it falls to the level
of commonplace. Through its universalist and allegorical
pretensions, the concept of architectui'al 'language' be-
comes empty of content. This appears quite clearly with
Saint-Val6ry Seheult, an author from Nantes who de-
scribes himself as a "history architect," by analogy, per-
haps, to the "history painters." In a book published in
1813, Seheult proposes to examine "the various parts of
this language llangue not langagel, which one ean call the
language of the architect, because it is through its help
that he manages to express his ideas."31 What is a "lan-
guage" in architecture? For Seheult it is "the totality of
words that a nation puts into use to express its needs and
thoughts by sounds or by characters that speak to the
eyes. Since it expresses sentiments and a diversity of
thoughts through signifying characters, an architecture is
thus a language."32 But who is the speaker? One "discov-
ers upon considering a monument that this art [architec-
turel is a language, for the edifice must converse with
spectator and indicate to him the intent behind its con-
struction."r3 At the base of this linguistic analogy in ar-
chitecture one flnds functionalism, or rather an allegorical
functionalism, the result of the secularization of s;,mbols
that occurs in the second half of the eighteenth century.
And how is architectural language born? "History fur-
nishes it with the characters of its language, which are
commonly called the ornaments of architecture."3a And
since "all of nature contributes to its formation," rs Seheult
can claim that "the language ofarchitecture is eternal and
universal and will only lose its expression when nature
returns to a state of chaos."36

But unfortunately, after Babel, mankind speaks several
languages. Let us distinguish, therefore, between "prim-
itive characters"3T and the complex (or metaphoric) char-
acters of architectural language. One cannot invent lan-



guage, nor speak an artificial language, nor even draw
artificial "characters."38 From its beginnings, language is
revealed: "The language of architecture has but two
tenses, past and present; it cannot have a future."3e The
primitive language is superior to the vulgar (and cor-
rupted) languages of the present. Nonetheless, "it re-
mains true that one can tolerate the characters.of these
languages in edifices, as the vulgar languages do belong
to the language of architecture, and through their differ-
ences they serve to indicate the nations who built them.
The language used in forming these inscriptions must be
that of the nation that builds the edifice."ao It is precisely
this notion of vulgar language that justifies for Seheult
the use of Gothic architecture.at This is not far from the
notion of a 'Gothic style', existing and finding its justifi-
cation as a local dialect in relation to a lost universal
language.

It would be tempting at this point to contrast the double
parallel movement: on the one hand a theoretical teratol-
ogy of architecture, and on the other the rhetoric, logic,
and linguistics of the eighteenth century, from, say, Mau-
pertuis, Turgot, and Du Marsais-without forgetting
Rousseau's Essay on th,e Origins of Languages-up to De
G6rando, Frangois de NeufchAteau, and Pierre Fontanier.
But as we do not hold this ambition, we shall limit our-
selves to the expression of two hypotheses on the histor-
ical significance of these inquiries: 1) Through the inces-
sant establishment of analogies between language, style,
and architecture, theory around 1800 inherits the tradition
of the innateness of language. 2) Semiotic theories, which
tend toward the rationalization of the means of represen-
tation (a rationalization belonging to channels of commu-
nication in general, as we mentioned above), participate
in the general project of transformation of the means of
production (and of reproduction) which takes effect at the
end of the eighteenth century-a project whose protago-
nists are, among others, Monge, Durand, Bruybre, Bris-
son, Babbage. .42

We will give some information on these two points. The
theory of innatism and of a primitive natural language had
recently been popularized through the work of the famous

polymath Court de G6belin. In his Histoire naturelle de 79

la Parole published in 1772,4i he had attempted to show
that alphabetic writing derived from hieroglyphics, and
claimed to explain, through this connection, all the alle-
gorical mysteries of antiquity. An etl,rnology influenced
by sensualism allowed him to believe that vowels repre-
sented sensations and consonants ideas. In his Discours
Prbliminaire he gave notice that "the origin of language
and of writing is necessarily linked to the monuments of
antiquity, and one can hardly understand one of these
objects without the aid of the others."

Any consideration of language should begin with the
mechanism of speech: "It is in the nature of the vocal
mechanism that it is capable of exertion at its two extrem-
ities and at the center, such that the same word can be
pronounced differently among different peoples, according
to which part of the vocal mechanism they are accustomed
to using: whence the varieties in language that instill the
beliefthat each nation speaks a different tongue, whereas
they all speak the same tongue, but subdivided for this
reason into different dialects." Seheult applies the same
reasoning to "architectonic language flanguel." The the-
ory of "primitive language" had been the subject for nu-
merous dissertations in the seventeenth century, espe-
cially in England: the aim of the linguists had been to
create a universal language-a "pasigraphics"-by the
creation ofuniversally legible characters. One finds traces
of this utopia, a ciassical one par excellence, in a more
vulgar form in Court de G6belin, who had nonetheless
adopted a traditional position and denied any arbitrary t-rr

conventional nature to the sign: "Having formed speech
for man, God did it in the manner most suiting to man .

. . these means were all to be found in nature and never
in the arbitrary, for speech, being an act ofpainting, could
never depend on convention."aa Clearly this purely mi-
metic theory of language (of discourse as painting) would
serve as a basis for the imitative concept of architectural
creation.

Implicitly dependent on such analyses, certain theorists
of architectural style (or language) around 1800 proposed
once again a magical notion of architectural symbolism.



80 Seheult wrote, "all these orders (the Doric, etc.) were
syrnbolic in origin and were created only as sl,rnbols for
monuments."as This was an opinion previously shared by
such an architect as Jean-Louis Viel de Saint-Maux, for
whom, as he stated in his Letters on Architecture, pub-
lished in 1787, the architectural order found its ,,sublime

origin" in "agriculture itself": it is its "po'Ame pailant
[speaking poem]."46

In the world of architecture in which "one instructed one-
self as from a book," the temple of the ancients regained
at the same time its emblematic, allegorical, and symbolic
value: it was a"theoretical construction," or even a "the-
oretic ex-voto."a7 Here is a logical consequence of this
anti-rationalist belief: "The Ancients did not confuse, as
we do, sacred Architecture with the art of building indi-
vidual dwellings; the latter had no relation to the Archi-
tecture of Temples and Monumonts,"+s a passage which
foretells the polemical accent of Adolf Loos's writing one
hundred years later, when he limits the field of architec-
ture to the tomb and the monument. With Viel de Saint-
Maux we touch upon one of the obscure and contradictory
points of the history of the linguistic analogy. This theo-
retical, symbolic, and esoteric model, contemporaneous
with Boull6e's drawings, found its practicing adherents
in, for example, the "house for a cosmopolitan" of
A. T. L. Vaudoyer,ae which is a veritable architectural
pasigraphic. It ends in an impasse in which one gives
readings "as from a book," in which one "speaks" too
much, in which architecture becomes redundant or mute.
In both cases architecture orders only temples and, nec-
rbpolises; by evoking what is not here, but there or be-
yond, it proclaims its own death or "dissolution" in the
Ilegelian sense of the term. In contrast to the esoteric
tradition incarnate in this theoretical teratology of archi-
tecture lies the rationalist Aristotelian tradition, in which
the relation between words and things does not derive
from a natural identity but rather from a conventional
correspondence. For this rationalistic tradition the power
of the metaphor is grounded in logical analysis.5o Without
undue risk we can place within this tradition the treatise
of the "id6ologue" De G6rando entitled Des signes et d,e

|art de penser consid,1rOs dans leurs rapports mutuels

(Concerning tlr,e Signs and thn Art of Thinking, Consid-
ered in Thnir Mutual ReLations) published in 1800, in
which the imitatiue nature of drawing is decidedly con-
trasted to the arbitrary system of writing.

The ambiguity which caused the confusion between ar-
chitecture and drawing, and consequently between built
and figurative space, is resolved. De G6rando's ambition
is no longer to recover a primitive language but to deter-
mine the possibilities of the utopia of an analogical or
methodical language (such a utopia of logic had already
been investigated by John Wilkins in the seventeenth
century) and especially to ascertain whether such a uto-
pian project could compare positively the ambition to cre-
ate a "language of the experimental sciences."

The concept of an 'architectural language' takes on a num-
ber of different forms, and we cannot help but cite a few
sentences from Cesar Daly, although they lie outside the
period under consideration. In 1853 in the Reuue GbnAr-
ale, Daly states to the young exhibitors of the salon of
1853, "To know only one style is to know only one lan-
guage. . . . To know them all, to have compared them to
each other, is to regain one's freedom; it is to become
master of eaeh and slave of none."sr Through this ap-
proach Daly hoped to found the theory of eclecticism,
instrument of transition to a "new style," and in opposition
to any purist and archaeological "exclusivism." Ten years
later he repeated that "Any system of signs, symbols, or
representations whose function is the expression of sen-
timents or the communication of intelligence is a language,
but a language that has undergone as many revolutions
and radical transformations as its history presents distinct
Styles."sz This is an attitude shared by C. A. Opperman,
editor of the Nouaelles Annales de la Constntction, who
wrote in 1865: "There are as many different styles in
architecture as there are different types of materials, of
special procedures for their use, and of climates, customs,
and ideas that govern the creation of works by the hand
of man." "Architecture is the sister of history," and con-
sequently it was now a matter of "creating a modern style,
and to translate for each country the artistic situation of
the nineteenth century. . . ."



Notes

Through the introduction of objectives such as a new or
modern "style" or the concept of "stylistic revolution,"
Daiy and Opperman carry us far from the original rhetor-
ical theories ofthe linguistic analogy. (In order to evaluate
their claims one would have to compare them to those of
Donaldson, Owen Jones, and Charles Blanc, as well as
those of Semper or Leslie Fiedler).

There can hardly be a question of "conclusion." We have
attempted to analyse the scission which leaves its mark
on the production of'urban forms' around 1800 (apparent
as much in the works of architects as of engineers), a

scission between the formal and 'fortuitous' play of archi-
tecture and the technics of organization of the built envi-
ronment. It is this aporia that the theory of style and
language in architecture attempts to overcome. There are
those like Soane who react negatiaely to the scission. The
positivistic theories of a C6sar Daly, on the other hand,
seek to establish new relations between freedom, inno-
vation, and invention in architecture. If th€ architect is
powerless to create, "he can follow the path of eclecti-
cism," as Daly goes on to say in a text of 1863, "this
wisdom of societies in a state of transformation. . . . But
if he has genius, he will create in the independence of his
genius," because, for Daly, freedom is the daughter of
science.

l. In the Farinoton Diaru. March 25. 1804: "Dance called on me
and I went with him m dlinner at Sii" George Beaumont's. The
conversation aft,er dinner and throughout the evening was very
metaphysical, in which Coleridge had the leading, and by far,
the greatest part of it. . . . Architecture was spoken of. Dance
. : . derived the prejudice of [confining] designs in architecture
within certain rules, which, in fact, though held out as laws, had
never been satisfactorily explained. He said that in his opinion
. . . unshackled architecture would afford to the greatest genius
the greatest opportunities of producing the most powerful efforts
of the human mind."
March 31, 1804, after a visit to the house of Thomas Hope, on
Duchess Street: "Dance told me . , . that by the singularity of
it. sood misht be done as it misht contribute to emancipate the
public taste- from that rigid adtrerence to a certain style of ar-
chitecture andunshackle the Artists" (emphasis mine).
2. Cf. Jacques Guillerme, "Notes pour l'histoire de Ia r6gular-
it6," Reuue d'EsthAtiqtrc, no. 3, 1971, pp. 383-394.
3. Max Bense, Aesthetica (Baden-Baden, 1965), Italian Trans-
iation (Milan, 1974).
4. Ibid., Italian translation, pp. 50-51. We have already touched
upon these probiems in the introduction to the French edition
of Emil Kaufmann's Three Reuolutionary Architects: Boullbe
Led,ctur, Lequeu (Paris: S.A.D.G., 1978), published in part in an
English translation inOppositions, 13, Summer 1978.
5. Ibid., p. 322.
6. Accorriing to Wittgenstein, ". . just as we are quite unable
to im-agine spatial objects outside ,space or temporal .objects
outside time, so too there is reo object that we can imagine
excluded from the possibility of combining with others," Troc-
tatus Logtco-Philosophicus, trans. D. F. Pears and B. F.
McGuiness (New Jersey: Humanities Press Inc., 1974), section
2.0r2t.
7. A. Ehrenzweig claims that "creative thought involves the
capacity to handle imprecise material with extreme precision."
in-Th,e Htdden Order of Arl, French translation (Paris: Galli-
mard, 1974), p. 73.
8. Bense, Aesthetica, pp. 105-107 and 410-422.
9. Further, one discovers that architecture does not "speak."
"That which finds its reflection in language, Ianguage cannot
represent. What expresses ilsef in language, ute cannot express
by means of language." Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philo-
sophicus, section 4.121. That is to say, that which is reflected in
architecture eannot be represented by it. That which is itself
e*pressed in architecture, we ourseLues cannot express by ian-
gulage (our discourse on arehitecture). or by arehltecture itself
(a project). Yet the eighteenth century makes architecture
"speak." The problem of style finds its place between logical,
opaque silence and transparent; bubbling noise.
10. We are not claiming to write an exhaustive history of the
project. Soane is known to have already built a mausoleum for
M. Desenfans in 1807, erected in Charlotte Street, London. On
Soane, see J. Summerson, Sir John Soane 1753-1837 (London:
Art and Technics, 1952). For further graphic documentation, see
D. Stroud, Th.e Architecture of Sir John Soane (London, 1961).
11. J. Soane, Lectures in Architecture, A. T. Bolton, ed. (Lon-
don, 1929). Eighth lecture. See also: Plans of . . . buildings
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82 (London, 1788), p. 9 of the introduction.
12. Quoted in P. Collins, Chattsino ldeals in Modern Architec-
ture (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1967), p. 28.
13. 

^Repton, Designs for the Pauilion at Brijhton (London,
1808).
14. Quoted in A. T. Bolton, The Works of Sir John Soane (Lon-
d,on, 1924), p. 79.
15. Quoted by A. T. Bolton, The Portrait of Sir John Soane
(London, 1927), pp. 374-381.
16. Sir John Soane's Museum, Dr. 13, set 5, Dr. 31 (6b), set 1;
and Folio B, case C; also Soane's Notebooks, vol. VIII. We have
consulted the archives of Dulwich Coliege as well.
17. Cf. also J. Rykwert, "The Architeciure of Dulu.ich Picture
Gallery,".The Listener, vol. LXXI, no. 1817, pp. 158-1bg. See
Soane in his Lectures, where he invokes an architecture of shad-
ows. "The lutniires ntgst1rtettses so successfully practised by
the French anists is f most powerful agent in ttre hands of i
man of genius. . . . It is, horvever, little attended to in our
Architecture, and it is for this obvious reason that we do not
sufficiently feel the importance of Character in our buildings, to
which the mode of admitting light contributes in no small de-
gree," p. 126.
Later, Soane adds, in giving a veritable example ofthe "funereai
work" of architecture: "To increase the eniovhent of this snlen-
did scene, we have only to fancy the Galltry brilliantl.y lighted
for the exhibitions of this unrivaled assemblbge of pictbrial art,
whilst a dull, religious light shows the Mausoleum in the full
pride r.rf funereal grandeur, displaying its sarcophagi, enriched
with the mortal remains of departed worth, andcalling back so
pou'erfully the recoliection of past times, that we almost believe
we.are..conversing with our departed friends who now sleep in
their.silent_ tombs," in Memoiis of the Professi.onal Life oi an
Arch itect (Lon<lon, 1835).
18. "By means of discourse, a writer can enumerate all the
figures of a subject and_teli what might lead each person to act
in. a. certain way; but this sort of inventory of edch part of a
whole cannot give the slightest idea of the whole in relation to
art. . . . This is not at all the case with u,orks of architecture as
well. . . . [Whereas] an ensemble cannot result from the
measures of the writer, on the contrary . . . if one gives us the
dimensions of a circular or rectangulaf temple, or t-he order of
a frontispiece or peristyie of six orlight coldmris, then they will
be depicted in our imagination undef a positive form that coutd
notresult fr-o-m any composition of painted flgures." Quatremdre
de 

-Quincy, 
Mortunt,ents et o.uurages d'art arttique (Paris, 1889),

P. II.
19. Sir John Soane's $usgum, Dr. 18, set b, no. 4, compare to
Dr. 31(65), set 1, no. 27: Dated July 22,1,87i.
?0. Ibi4., Dr. 31(65), set 1, no. 18, 35, and 49.
21. Ibid., Dr. 13, set 5, no.3.
22. This inquiry continues with the studies of the main halls of
the Eank of Elrgland (from 1818 to 1823), then with the new
courthouse at Westminster (1820-1824). and finallv with the
masonic assembly hall on Great Queen Street in 1828.
23.^Q.^!emper, Der Stil im den Technischen Ktinstetr, 2 vol.
(1860,-63); A. Riegl, StilJragen, Grundlegungen, zu einer Ge-
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Documents

1 (frontispiece) Apartment block,
Leinestrasse, Bedin. Bruno Taut,
1926 -1927.

The Earth-A Good Home

Bruno Taut

Introduction by Ludovica Scarpa
Translation by Diane Ghirordo

Introduction
Early 1919: The flrst signs of the failure of the hopes of
November, 1918 had become clear. Martin Wagner, of the
1919 Stadtbaurat of Berlin-Schoeneberg, of the 1926
Stadtbaurat of "Greater Berlin," and one of Taut's collab-
orators in the Berlin Sied,lungen, laments in an essay on
the building industryt (contemporary with the following
article by Taut) the slowness and contradictions with
which the debates and actualization of socialism are pro-
ceeding. Bruno Taut paints the same concepts in ideolog-
ical hues, but in drier terms: "return to Mother Earth,"
"the earth must be made free." Free from what? From
capitalist private property? The desire is for seLf-libera-
tion fuom the "curse" of capital and from its cities, symbol
of all evil-"politics and war will not disappear if first
cities do not disappesl" 2-2nfl also from the "curse" of
money which, as Simmel has noted,r eliminates any qual-
ity, making everlthing founder in the flux of the "mone-
tary river." For Taut, salvation means to hypothesize a
world without cities, without money, with,out po|itics.
How much of all this was dictated by the contingencies of
events, and how much reflects basic aspects of the social
democratic cultural circles? a

It has already been noted that the council movement was
the expression of a precise type of worker, the geLem,ter
Arbeiter: "the idea of 'participation' that dominates the
council theme on the Ievel of politics is, at bottom, the rn ill
to take effective control ofthe process ofproduction which
the qualified work force was able to exercise in the pre-
ceding phase of the capitalist relationship with produc-
tion."s "In highly specialized itrdustry," as has been noted
elsevl,here, ". . . the worker in the position of collaborating
with the technician and engineer in the modification of the
work process was the most materially susceptible to an
organized political design like the u,orkers' councils, that
is, to the self-management of production." 6 The Arbeitsrot
Jiir Kunst in part reflects these characteristics ofthe coun-
cii movement and developed to the fullest the meaning of
the individual responsibility. Taut's invocation of the
Rousseauian man, with his Selmsuchl, was not empty
rhetoric, but an aspiration toward a community of "good"
and "aware" men, who could be depositaries of "hope."
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86 And the continuous flowering of religious attachments is
hardly accidental in this and other works by Taut. The
citation of Tolstoy's phrase, "where there is a content,
form finds itself," is a proclamation of faith in the reali-
zation ofhope. In this Christian concept, how much echo
of the "automatic advent of socialism" do we hear? More
important, Taut, as an architect, gave "form" Lo the Sied-
lungen projected during WagnerJs management. Consist-
ent with Tolstoy's pronouncement, Taut derived architec-
tural form "naturally" from the contents that came to light
in "Die Erde eine gute Wohnung." But the contents are
often ideological. In fact, the mybhs Taut brings together
in his article are multiple: the overcoming of the lament-
able division of labor, a critique not in political but moral
terms of the contrast between city and country; the ideas
of Kropotkin concerning an organization of industrial pro-
duction that tends toward autarchy, but also the overcom-
ing of borders between countries. Taut also cites Leber-
echt Migge, a landscape architect active first in Silesia
and then in Frankfurt with Ernst May, who published
with May "Das Schlesische Heim" in Silesia, creating a
precedent for "Das Neue Frankfurt" and "Das Neue Ber-
lin." Migge was a believer in self-sustenance, in the cul-
tivation of a garden annexed to the individual house after
working hours. These politics were tlryical of the Anglo-
Saxon tradition, where paternalistic intervention in the
domestic economy of working-class families had the ob-
jective of lowering wages and reducing the number of
subsistence goods that had to be acquired on the market.
This system, criticized by Engels in "The Housing Ques-
tion" apropos of the politics in "company towns," is similar
to the solution proposed by Migge', and shared by Taut
and defined by him as a "return to the earth," "to Mother
Earth." On this sedimentation too he constmcted his ide-
ology.

While Taut dreamed of "stars in the sky and stars on the
earth that salute one another," Marshall had already sci-
entifically isolated the economic law that impelled the lo-
cation of industry outside the city: it was the incentive of
the price of land decreasing from the center to the pe-
riphery, producing a less than epic Aufldsung der Stadt,
certainly not a Tautian utopia, and one tethered to the

suburbs. The city remained in the hands of big capital:
not even the great experience of Weimar could modify the
structural laws of development.

Notes
1. Martin Wagner, Die Sozia|isierung der Baubetriebe (Berlin:
Heymann Verlag, l9l9).
2. Bruno Taut, "Die Erde eine gute Wohnung," in Die Volks-
wohnung, Vol. I, No. 4, 24 February 1919. All quotations from
Taut are from this text.
3. Georg Simmel, Gross'Stadt und Geisesleben.
4. See Giancarlo Buonfino, La politica culturale operaia (Milan:
Feltrinelli, 1976), for the tradition of social democratic circles
from the end of the nineteenth century.
5. Massimo Cacciari, Pensiero negatiao e razionalizzazione
(Padua, Venice: Marsilio, 1977), p. 95.
6. Sergio Bologna, "Composizione di classe e teoria del partito
alle origini del movimento consiliare" in Operai e stato (Milan:
Feltrinelli, 1972), 3rd., p. 15.

Figure Credit
1 (frontispiece) From Walter Mriller-Wulckow, W ohnbauten
und Siedlungen (Leipzig: Karl Robert Langewiesche Verlag,
1928).



The Earth-A Good Home

Bruno Tautr
Translated by Jane O. Newman and John H. Smith

Christmas, 1918

"Men were created not to swarm in ant hills, but to spread
out across the land which they were intended to cultivate.
Physical debilitation and spiritual vices are the unavoid-
able consequences of overcrowding. Man is the least gre-
garious of all animals. Men would quickly die if they were
to be penned in like sheep. The breath of one man is lethal
to another." Thus wrote JeanJacques Rousseau long ago
lr,hts Emile. People heard his call, but they did not follow
it. The same call arises again today, but lower and more
timid-will they follow it today? Will they at least take
the first steps? It was said in the early days ofthe revo-
lution that the land should be liberated. Large estates and
goverament properties should be divided up so that people
could return to Mother Earth to live on small farms'and.
gardens. But what happened? Endless debates in com-
mittees and newspapers, theoretical pros and cons, but
not a single practical action. Why this despondency? Do
people feel, perhaps, that any such attempts would be a
death-blow to the heart of the city, that it would mean
the beginning of the dissolution of the city and thus the
destruction of our entire culture? The socialist papers cry
out: "Workers! Get out of the mass graves of the cities!"
But how? Where is the program for land development?

The belief in the existing order as an absolute fact has
become strong and unyielding. It rests on a fear of the
collapse of the political structures, which now depend fully
on the centralization of industry, the division of labor, a
separation of city and country, and concentration in met-
ropolitan centers. It is hardly necessary to mention the
signs of dissolution in the cities; they are clearly sur{acing,
and were surfacing before the war. At that time, numer-
ous well-founded investigations demonstrated the increas-
ing economic instability of house and land ownership in
the wake of property speculation. More and more people
attempted to divert interest from the dominating direction
of world trade and to call into attention the maintenance
ofthe land through private initiatives. Individual groups
of industrialists, merchants, and large-scale agrarians re-
sisted the movement in order to protect their material
interests. And thus it took the material needs of the war
to translate these demands into deeds. The project went
as well as circumstances permitted, and the idea received

"The Earth-A Good Home" was originally published in
German ("Die Erde eine qute Wohnunq") in
Die Volkswohnung, Zeitschifi .filr Wohunosbau und
S^iedLungsusesen ("People's Housing, A Joirnal for Housing
Construction and, Deuelopment'),Vol. 1., No. tt,
2.1 February 1919.

new emphasis. Today, in the wake of the war, there is no 87
choice: the land itself must nourish all its inhabitants.
According to L. Migge,2 a four hundred square meter
garden can provide a five-member family with suffrcient
fruit and vegetables to be entirely independent of the
market. Franz Oppenheimer has established that five hec-
tares suffrce for a small farm, which means that the land
could theoretically support forty million inhabitants in-
stead of the present seventeen million. Such a population
shift would result in a tremendous alleviation of industry.
Once freed from the pressure of exporting and world
trade, industry could serve exclusively domestic needs. It
could dispense with the "reserve army'' of workers which
in a boom it needs suddenly and in a crisis delivers up to
misery. Theories and interests can be argued back and
forth, but one thing is certain: with proper and full use of
its land, Germany could feed its own population. Given
the prewar population of seventy million, seventy-seven
hundred square meters, well over half an acre, exist per
capita. Belgium, according to Kropotkin, lives from its
domestic land use with only thirty-seven hundred square
meters per capita. The incipient process of the dissolution
of the cities becomes clearer once we consider the evident
efforts of industry to settle in areas with good transpor-
tation availability but which nevertheless lie on the distant
outskirts of the cities. In addition, mffiy factories are
purchasing property for development by their own work-
ers. As the absolute division of labor begins to break
down, it may become possible to install the Taylor-system
on an overall basis. The foreman will no longer judge only
isolated hand and arm movements; his workers will be-
come more valuable and he will be encouraged to preserve
their energies and physical as well as mental well-being
by offering a satisfying part-time employrnent with ma-
chines and a half-day of working the land. In his book
Agriculture, Infl,ustry, anfl, Hand,wark (Berlin, 1901),
Kropotkin demonstrates through a strictly seientific in-
vestigation how industry is reversing the trend of mono-
polization and centralization, and how this new tendency
is expanding around the world. The day will come when
each country will possess its own means of industrial pro-
duction and will therefore subsist without imports or ex-
ports. Industry will then coincide fully with farming. Kro-



88 potkin points out the origins of this and shows the
unmistakable movement in the direction of the abolition
of the division of labor, toward the union of city and
country, toward a new life. Jules M6line, in his book
Return to the Soil, comes to the conclusion that the old
idea of special countries for individual branches of pro-
duction has been superseded.

Theories and facts, experiences from the war and from
the present come together and pose incontrovertible de-
mands. And what happens? In the great French Revolu-
tion of 1792, the fulfillment of Rousseau's ideal appeared
to everyone as a golden hope. Today, we have made a few
small steps; our revolution has raised this hope anew.
Should it once again, 126 years later, be in vain?

If a revolution is satisfied only with a change of regime
and with reforms, then it is undeserving of its name, for
it has failed to revolutionize those who violently demanded
a complete conversion of intolerable conditions. The truly
"radical" revolution is not so easily satisfied, for it must
reach to the very foundations of society. A step has been
taken; it would be deplorable if the opportunity provided
by the present relaxing of social nonns was to be missed,
and if no transition to a new state was to occur before it
imposes itself with its own right to legitimacy, with its
own force. Well-founded and deeply rooted hopes may
remain quiet for a time, but they do not die. And this
hope, which inspired Rousseau and countless others after
him-Tolstoy, Scheerbart, Campbell-Bannermann, Posa-
dowski, to name but a few-must not die. It is a hope
which is mankind's most fundamental desire----only seem-
ingly is the longing for an opening up of the land a ma-
terialistic wish. If the government is terrified of the first
steps along a new path, this is because it senses the final
consequences and knows that there is no turning back. It
will not prevent the inevitable even if bourgeois elements,
fearing the "danger" of urban dissolution, divert the
stream into so many minor canals.

But there is no use hiding one's head in the sand like an
ostrich. The displacement of the city has already begun;
its dissolution will follow<ven if it takes another L26

years and emerges only gradually toward the turn of the
next centurlr. We must look to the future and, lest we
wander haphazardly, fix our eyes on the distant goal on
the horizon. This greatest revolution of mankind will de-
stroy countless valuesl how many have been lost already
in the World War? But so many fewer will be lost if more
adopt this one goal.

"Dissolution of the cities"-this is a negation. But funda-
mentally, it is much more an affirmation. Man possesses

his earth again, and need no longer be a mere wanderer
on her. He will inhabit her. This new fact, which lies in
the future, may seem at first like the fulfillment of only
material desires, a promise of a healthier life and better
nourishment; but it hides a greater treasure: a fundamen-
tally new and different culture from all others present and
past. What is happiness? Tolstoy answers this question:
Happiness is life in and with nature. Necessarily, all con-
temporary city dwellers are unhappy: the enjoyment of
nature, Iike the enjoyment of art, is not itself happiness;
only life within nature is happiness. Once man finds hap
piness and spiritual peace in his connection to the earth,
his soul is again fulfilled. It acquires repose in the world,
in God. Then Europe, once again a^fter such a long, long
time, will have a religion. "The steps of religion," writes
Fechner in the Daily Vinw, "are great, but slow. A mil-
lenium is needed to take one step. The raised foot hovers,
already sinking, in the air. When will it finally be set
down?" It will be set down when man finds his home again
on the earth. With this home humanity will possess a

content, and "where there is content, the form arises on
its own" (Tolstoy). A new culture blossoms, a true culture.

Ideas are road signs. The image of a distant future must
lrght up the way for our aspiration. Men cannot be shown
enough how they must become bored with the present
and must strive ever more intensely for fulfillment. Do I,
as an architect, not work against my own art by calling
for the dissolution of cities? The greatest buildings, how-
ever, outgrew the city and I myself attempted to depict
the coronation of the future city in my "City Crown."3
The greatest buildings of all, the gigantic temple parks of
Asia, Angkor Wat, Borobudur, stand alone. Thus, I



wanted to isolate the buildings in my "City Crown" in the
middle of an expansive development and thereby to
awaken, in principle, the sense of the isolated building.

Let us paint a clear picture of the new face of the earth:
large estates cultivated communally so that more people
might work and live off the land. All fields covered with
farms and gardens; in between woods, meadows and
lakes. Then, interspersed in the landscape, extended de-
velopments with small houses, huts and gardens. Industry
follows this picture naturally, scattered in many work-
shops so that it can easily serve men's needs. The process
is accelerated by new modes of transportation: the large
train lines will vanish, giving way to a tightly woven net
of smaller roads for cars and trucks. Raw materials will
be transported almost exclusively by river and canal. Mar-
kets will become almost superfluous, since the population
will be able to support itself and live by the natural ex-
change of self-produced goods. The power of money will
recede, disappear-who will need to buy much in the
country? We will live, after all, in nature, work in it, Iead
a harmonious existence with a healthy balance between
hand and mind, between workshop and land. The vacation
trip will become obsolete and, since men will live harmo-
niously, the individual will feel aloneness as an even
stronger tie to the others; he will seek them out only when
driven by an inner need, a need for communication after
a period of isolated development. Then he can spend a
day as the guest of another; in turn, he will have enough
room to take another in. The individual will encounter the
group in a totality only where such encounters should take
place: in the building of religion. This end will become the
only reason for a journey and lodgings will be provided
for staying overnight. Other.wise, there will be no need to
travel. Whoever wants to visit a distant country will
travel mostly by air. The development of airplanes will
accelerate this trend. The rarity of trips will restore their
true value, but for the most part, Scheerbart's slogan will
hold: "Travel at home!"

But alas! What has happened to the architectonic image
of the cities? Let us not lament the loss. A completely
new vision will arise. The "urban building, will disappear

completely into housing developments lsiedlungenl, in- gg
dividual houses will acquire a completely new significance.
Likewise, the isolated large buildings. If we rise up from
the earth in a balloon, we see beneath us, like sprinkled
grains of sand, the houses, occasionally joined in rows.
The grains melt together and the higher we rise, the more
it appears like a fog which blows across the green land,
now denser, now lighter. And in this fog shine some spar-
kling spots, smaller and larger ones, like stars in the
heavens. These are the houses of worship; constructed
out of glass, they light up the night. Everything is sepa-
rated; men now understand deeply for the first time the
necessary isolation of the architectonic work, which blos-
soms here and there like a rare and precious flower. The
stars in the sky and the stars on the earth will greet one
another.

All great religious prophets found God in their loneliness:
Buddha under the Bo tree, Christ in the deserb. The new
messiah and the new man will find Him as well. A new
bond will unite all men. Where and why should we desire
to designate frontiers and borders when the earth will
look like this? Borders will be unthinkable. New forms of
collaboration will be established. States, the powers of
the state, will disappear. A new form of human relation-
ships will arise, which is at most preventative, but never
organized or commanding. It will provide help voluntarily.
Since the city is the sign of stately power, its force and
its consequences-politics and war-will never disappear
until the city disappears. If herein lies the remedy for
colonialism, then let us apply all energies to revolutionize
the human spirit. Our desires are for love and not hate.
"Its foot hovers, already sinking, in the air. When will it
finally be set down?" Will it be possible for the new mes-
siah to arrive at the beginning of the third millennium?

Notes
1. Chairman of the Architects' Board of the ,,Workers, Council
for Art."
2. In his book Jedermann Selbstaersoger (Euerymads Self-
Suffi,ciencg") (Jena, 1918).
3..This appeqrg{ in a publication containing articles by paul
Scheerbart, Erich Baron, and Adolf Behne'-(Jena: Diederichi
Publishing House).
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Reviews Apparent Simplicity: Notes on Kurt
Junghanns's book Bruno Taut, 1880-
1938.

Kurt Junghanns. Bruno Taut. 1880-1938.
1970, Berlin, Deutsche Bauakademie,
Schrift,en des Institus fiiLr Stidtebau und
Architektur, Henschelverlag.

Francesco Dal Co
Translation by Diane Ghtrard,o

"Die Erde eine gute Wohnung" is the title
of one of Bruno Taut's most important
essays. Written in 1918, in the fiery years
of postwar Berlin, the article appeared in
1919 in the fourth issue of Die Wo\ks-
wohnung. It is a significant document,
punctuated with slogans that give shape
to a noteworthy period in Taut's intellec-
tual development. If the title already
sounds like a slogan, the text also fur-
nishes the political key for the formula
"die Erde eine gute Wohnung": "the so-
cialist newspapers 'shout 'Workers! Get
out of the graveyard of the cities!"'

This old political formula was destined to
enjoy a substantial fortune. Taut was a
leading figure of modern German culture
and an undisputed leader of the architec-
tural scene between 1910 and 1930, and
after spending considerable time bringing
it to maturity, Taut remained faithful to
the principle he enunciated in the Wolks-
wohnung essay. A student of Miihring,
Goecke, and Fischer, he was one of the
liveliest exponents of the artistic branch
of the Werkbund. As chief architect of
Magdeburg, he linked his name to one of
the most formidable campaigns in the field
of low-cost housing following his activity
as principal consultant for the Berlin so-
cial-democratic cooperatives during the
1920s. He made his debut in 1904. He
received his flrst important commission
through Karl Ernst Osthaus, a typical in-
tellectual and industrial flgure of the Wil-
hemine age, an'entrepreneur prince' who
was the upper bourgeois alternative to
Hagen in the ducal Darmstadt of von
Hesse. Around 1910, Taut developed close
relationships with the German association
for the promotion of the garden city; in
1913 he began building the flrst Sied-
Lungen (housing projects), inspired by the
Anglo-Saxon garden city models. In the
same year he realized the German StaDl-
werksbandes pavilion for the Interna.
tional Baufachausstellung of Leipzig. The
influence of Behrens was clear and symp-
tomatic: Behrens's architecture, Taut
wrote, "sang the exalted song of work

Francesco Dal Co is a professor of the
History of Architectrne at thn Istttuto
U niuersi.tario d,i Architettura d,i
Venezia. His publications includ,e La
citti americana dalla guerra civile al
New Deal (i,n collaboration wtth others
lBart: Laterza, 1973U ond Architettura
Contemporanea (wi,th M. Tafuri lMi\an:
Electa,19761).

that must fascinate all." This is one of the
central points in Taut's ideology: the aris-
tocratic populist reformism that induced
Taut to participate in the programs ofthe
Gardenstadtgesellschaft (Garden City As-
sociation) was not in contradiction with
the Arbeitsid,eo\ogia (work ideoloSy)-a
sy.nthesis emblematic of the tensions that
animated late imperial German culture.

From these positions Taut traced his own
highly personal dialogue with contempo-
rary avant-garde currents, which he re-
solved in a close relationship with Paul
Scheerbart. The pavilion for the glass in-
dustry that Taut constructed for the 1914
Cologne Exposition, designed in collabo-
ration with Max Pechstein and Thron
Prikker among others, was directly in-
spired by the visions ofthe fantastic world
"narrated" by Scheerbart. Once again,
Osthaus obtained the commission for him.
The Scheerbartian prineiples of Glasar-
chitektur (Verlag der Sturm, 1914; the
book was dedieated to Taut) were picked
up again in the "fantastic" works Taut
conceived during the war years. Taut's
designs express something more than a
Iiberating utopia: the "Stadtkrone" is a
Zukunftsstadt (city of the future) that
falls into crisply detailed architectural for-
mulas and a profoundly religious, even
mystical, aspiration. But Taut's mysti-
cism, rooted in an inevitably neglected,
almost "premodern" (we can say, with
Ernst Troeltsch) conception, Iacks the dis-
concerting quality ofits model, "the astral
esperanto of Scheerbart's creatures,"
from which came, as Walter Benjamin
beautifully expressed it, the true modertt
lesson "for understanding a humanity that
affirms itself in destruction." Tautian
mysticism-"will it be possible for the
new messiah to arrive at the beginning of
the third millennium?"-instead is inti-
mately bound up in a populist web, offer-
ing typical echoes ofVolk culture in which
hints of Taut's youthful thinking can be
discerned. But these residues are col-
lected within the most mature "utopian"
formulations: glass architecture conceals
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1 Apartment block, Leinestrasse,
Neukolln. Bruno Taut, 1926-1927. Site
plan.

2 Apartment block, Leitustrasse,
Neukiilln. Bntno Taut, 1926-1927

a profound aspiration toward a purity that
seems possible to realize only through the
rediscovery of the deepest roots of popu-
lar culture in a world freed of the dramas
that were rendered painfully present by
the war, through a palingenetic 'revolu-
tion' of the spirit-for which the Arbeits-
rat fiir Kunst (Workers' Council for Art)
"plotted" its own version of utopia. This
notion not only derives from the myth of
the medieval community-the model of an
effective popuiar participation in an orig-
inal state of "artistic naturalness"-insin-
uated in the "secret thoughts" of all the
members of the Arbeitsrat "sect," but it
also partakes of a sort of mysticai regret
for "the good old habits" whose praises
Taut had already sung. The ideal of the
medieval city and the symbol of the Gothic
cathedral which run through the writings
of Gropius in the immediate postwar years
were exalted as alternatives to the frag-
mentation produced by modern technique,
and the separation and division of work it
generates, resolving itself in a profound
regret for lost and "erudite" artisanal
qualities. This is a key that permits us to
penetrate the nature of the Arbeits-
ideologie typical of Taut's thought and
that of many spokesmen for radical intel-
lectual groups in postwar Germany.

Inevitably, the convergence with Peter
Kropotkin flowered; Kropotkin's anarchis-
tic regressions were tinted with dazzlingly
prophetic hues. Implicit in Taut's religios-
ity is manifest a prophetic vocation that
constitutes the key to the utopian narra-
tion accompanying the miraculous illus-
trations for Die Stadtkrone (1919), Alpine
Architektur (1919), and, Die Auflitsung der
Sttidte (1920). In these it is not hard to
distinguish the amount of debt Taut owes
to Scheerbart's "stories," to works such
as Rakkor, der Billioniir (1900) and Der
Kaiser uon Utopia (1904)-a debt that
even difftrses into the most minute aspects
of Taut's "prophecy," as demonstrated by
the recurence in his work of a kind of
futuristic or Seheerbartian fascination
with the envisioned conquests of aviation.

Taut's experiences afford us the possibil-
ity of judging with a good measure of ac-
curacy the characteristic of the cultural
climate formed by significant segments of
German culture beginning at least as early
as 1917. They can account for the most
radical tempers and tensions in the overall
experience of the Arbeitsrat fiir Kunst
and in the secret meditations of the mem-
bers of the Glaeserne Kette (Glass
Chain)----experiences within which Taut
played a fundamental role. The profound
distrust of the Arbeitsrltes over the dis-
concerting results produced by Wilhel-
mine "Ziuilisierung" was tinted with a
regressive mysticism quite similar to that
which animated Taut's principal works.
As Adolf Behne, one of the most repre-
sentative members of the Arbeitsrat,
wrote, "when the world is guided by wis-
dom and goodwill we will help build it;
until then we wili buiid pure flre. We are
working for the future; we must abandon
the present." This is a dramatic renuncia-
tion, almost as if the moral imperative
concealed in the most profound etymon of
the word bauen end,ed up acquiring a
crushing weight; as ifto abstain from con-
struction in order to plan its re-establish-
ment constituted the necessary act for
separating the destiny of architecture and
art from that of civilization. This renun-
ciation is unquestionably tinted with tones
that are difficult to decipher and assumes
contours that cannot be examined here-
one thinks of, for example, the Gropius of
the Fagus factory of 1911-but certainly
is profoundly motivated by Taut, who in
AuJl)isung der Stiidte affirmed, "cities are
the ruin of humanity." If the meaning of
the title of his essay "Wolkswohnung,' is
thus further clarified, one thinks inevita-
bly of the notorious survey that the Na-
tional Socialist Party organ Vblkischer
Beobachter began to publish in 1928 under
the heading "notices from the asphalt des-
erts." An explieit anti-urbanism is the
true matrix of the ArbeitsideoLogie that
runs through Taut's thought, increasingly
confirmed by the anticapitalist vocations
of the author of Fields, Factories, and
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3 Britz hnusi,ng project, "Das Hufeifen,'
Barlin-N eukiilln. Bruno Taut, 1 926 -
1927.

/1 Falkenberg Ko\onie, Berlin. Bruno
Taut, 1911-19U.

5, 6 Britz hnusing project, Berlin-
Neukolln. Bruno Taut, 1926-1927

7 Single fami|y fuiuse. Brano Taut,
1926.

8 Gehag housing project, Berlin-
Z ehlend,orf. Bnr,no Taut, 1926 -1 927

94 Workshnps Tomomow. These are the con-
tents of Taut's revolutionary vocation, a

dream of the reconquest of purity, of nat-
ural religion in Rousseauesque terms. The
use Taut makes of Tiinnies's conceptions
of Gemeinsch,tryt is entirely inspired by an
anti-capitalist ideology. This ideal is em-
bodied in the sidereal architectural forms
derived from Scheerbart, and leads the
"astral language" back to earth, even if
its home is on the inaccessible summits of
Alpine Architektur. And, again, this mys-
tic exaltation of the mountains re-echoes
a typical theme of Lhe Volk tradition.

It is not hard, then, to isolate in this phase
of Taut's research the consolidation of in-
tellectual positions that wili characterize
his subsequent works. From 1921 Taut
was chief architect of Magdeburg: his long
collaboration with the social democratic-
inspired administrative and economic ap-
paratus originates here. Taut's program
for "painted Magdeburg" is steeped in
populism: urban workers are incited to
redeem their houses from anonymity by
painting them, while at the same time
painters such as Karl Krayl and Hans
Fischer repainted the city's most repre-
sentative buildings. This initiative seemed
to have activated the similar program
eiaborated by Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and
Alexander Klein during the era of the Ar-
beitsrat firr Kunst.

The Magdeburg experience helped reiate
projects initiated during the war with the
far more important work Taut undertook
after 1924, in Berlin as a consultant for the
Gemeinniitzige Heimstltten Aktiegesell-
schaft (Gehag)-an agency organized for
the purpose ofentering on a massive scale
into iow-cost housing, which united di-
verse pre-existing, union-financed build-
ing enterprises, and was led by Martin
Wagner, one of the most significant per-
sonalities of the SPD technical-culturai
organization. In this enterprise Taut could
avail himself of the services of the best
collaborators, among whom he paid par-
ticular attention to Leberecht Migge,

,'
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theorist of residential dispersion, as Taut
recalled in "Die Erde eine gute
Wohnung." He was also flanked by a re-
search and experimental organization in
the field of technology and building de-
sign, the Reichsforschungsgellschaft fiir
Wirtschaftlichkeit im Bau- und Wohnung-
swesen, and supported inlpolitical battles
against the city administration and the
bureaucratic apparatus of the Zhnerring,
the association to which the principal pro-
gressive architects belonged. Thus Taut
became the protagonist of one of the most
ambitious efforts undertaken by Euro-
pean social democratic forces on behalf of
definitively resolving the low-cost housing
question. Some of the Berlin Siedlungen
realized by Taut in the 1920s, from
Schiller Park in Berlin-Britz to Ankel-
Toms-Hutte at Freie Scholle, remain un-
surpassed monuments of that broad pro-
gram, monuments to the memory of Ger-
man social democratic politics. It was no
easy experience, but clearly a linear series
of efforts.

"The era of big words is over," noted Taut
in L92l at the culmination of his Berlin
work, when he found himself harassed
with projects that involved the construc-
tion of tens of thousands of new rooms.
The "utopias" of the immediate postwar
era seemed destined to be realized but
subjected to substantial changes of pro-
gram. And certainly the spirit of those
"utopias" was inevitably modified in their
expressionistic architectural forms which
were all marked by the Gehag's insistence
on economic rationalization and the cur-
tailment of costs. But Taut's ideal enthu-
siasm did not seem diminished, despite
the conditionings his grandiose dreams
had to undergo upon their return to earth.
Engaged to build "housing for the peo-
ple," Taut could not avoid polemicizing
with the most radical contemporary ar-
chitectural tendencies against the "pa-
thetic modern," as he defined certain con-
temporaneous tendencies, nor could he
refrain from taunting Sigfried Giedion's
ingenuous faith in the "new models of life"

suggested by modern architecture. Here
Taut's thought further manifests its co-
herence and the profound honesty of his
obligation. But despite that coherence and
honesty, the breadth of the efforts of so-
cial democratic inspired administrations
who were committed to building programs
of vast range in all the major German
cities-availing themselves of the coop-
eration of the most progressive archi-
tects-the Tautian dream of becoming a
protagonist as an architect, participating
organically in the politics of the workers'
overall urban refom movement, was des-
tined to reveal itself as an impotent uto-
pia, a dream incapable of being liberated
from the "damnation" of its origins.
Within oniy a few years, the crisis of the
early 1930s rendered useless the grand
prog'r.ams of the previous decade-which
had been ar"tificially created by the anom-
alous conditions resulting from the Dawes
Plan and the particular use administra-
tions made ofthe resources placed at their
disposai by that plan. Protagonists of a
formidable process of rationalization in
the building industry, artiflcers of the in-
novations needed to make the mass hous-
ing programs operafive, architects at the
end of the 1920s found that they had to
recognize that technique did not exhaust
the political nature of the contradictions
determining and regulating the forms of
urban development. "Big words aban-
doned," the utopian dream of total im-
mersion in the "practice of utopia"
srrperseded, they seemed to rely entirely
ort technical resources, trusting in the
powers of design; but beyond that thresh-
old of partial rationality, there emerged
with stunning force the question of the
practical impossibility of technique insofar
as it became the reaso4 for politics, and
for design the impossibility of expressing
a will to power that overcame its own
political destiny. That knot of contradic-
tions emerges with unusual vigor pre-
cisely from the experience of Martin Wag-
ner: we can measure the complexity of the
problem in the criticism that this chief
activist of the Gehag aimed at SPD poli-

tics when he resigned from the party in 95
1931. He explicitly denied the impossibil-
ity of modifying the existing urban order,
and of weighing its development through
the politics adopted from social democ-
racy, and the partiality of the techniques
in which they were expressed. The Berlin
Sied\ungen, truly islands of "economic de-
mocracy," to use the expression of the
historian Enzo Collotti, did nothing but
sanction the irreversibility of the segre-
gation of working class housing and the
marginality of that sector with respect to
the "vital brain" of the city. The ideolog-
ical and cultural matrices that sustained
urban reform programs should also be re-
considered from this perspective: if the
great Berlin Siedlungen, conditioned by
functional demands imposed by economic
and production constraints, ended up los-
ing their primitive and nostalgically pop-
ulist character, they did not cease to func-
tion according to schemes rooted in the
garden city model, with all the contradic-
tions and economic problems this implies
from an urban, political, and administra-
tive standpoint. This helps explain the
fact that Taut designed the residential
complex of Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg and
the Siedlungen "Paradies" and Berlin-
Hohenschiinhausen all at the same time.
These latter were newly regiessive and
populist, and even typological research is
irrelevant. They appear to be forerunners
of the small agglomerations of detached,
single-family houses typical of the Klein-
siedlungen which were constructed
mainly during the Nazi period in order to
integrate marginal fractions of the un-
employed work force but which remain
typical expressions of the anti-urban ide-
ology animating Volk culture.

Thus, the Taut story, far from being geo-
metrically precise, brings to light a whole
range ofquestions, some ofwhich suggest
disquieting correspondences. In this
story, however, there are numerous cues
marking the intricate paths along which
modern architectural culture has devel-
oped, allowing us to understand with



96 greater precision the unresolved problem
regarding the continuitg between the ar-
chitecture of the 1920s and that of the
1930s. That is to say, to probe the com-
plexity of a historiographical question that
is forced to consider the "demonological"
interpretations of what occurred in Ger-
man architecture after 1933, and at the
same time to contribute to the difficult
work of dismantiing the consoling myth
that accompanies all demonological and
moralistic indignation-the mvth, that is,
of the progressivist motivations of modern
architecture, of its unexhaustecl demo-
cratic vocations, of its obligcr,tion, Lo say
it in a single word.

On this basis, the most complete ancl fully
clocumentecl account of Taut, Kurt Jung-
hanns's Bt'utto TcLttt 1880--1938 seems
more clisappointing than ever.
Junghanns's thesis is even more explicit:
its principal effort is to recover Taut as a
typical, positive expression of working-
class culture ancl to appropriate his work
totally into the cultural patrimony of the
German working-class movement. If the
thesis aims at dispeiling doubt, equally
deprived of cloubt is the analysis made of
Taut's own work, of the quality of his ar-
chitectural experiences. The thesis of
Taut's innate adherence to the working-
class cause is affirmecl, while the theory
ofhis equally innate vocation for socialism
is constructed by patiently smoking out
any eiement that coulcl bring its basic de-
sign to light, in a way that leaves many
questions unresolved. For these reasons
the relationship between Taut and
Scheerbart is hastily dispenseci with. It is
equally surprising not to flnd in this book
any serious analysis of the basic polilical
questions that weighecl so heavily on the
exaiting experience of Taut's work in Ber-
1in; in the face of these questions, Jung-
hanns retreats to interpretive simplifica-
tions ancl political schematicizations that
have nothing to clo with a proper atten-
tiveness to the historical rlialectic. Never-
theless, while we learn little that is new
about certain fundamental questions (such

as how buiiding programs ftrnction, how
political decisions about urbanism were
made within social democracy, how the
cooperatives and the Gehag were orga-
nized), Taut's role in the battles between
the various currents of the architectural
culture is carefully detailed. From this
derives the accent on Taut's individual
role, on his specific gifts and moral quali
ties, nearly always analyzed in a way that
tends to outiine a fully developecl "hero
flgure" who stands out from a scenario of
errors, weaknesses, political betrayals-
a confused and very schematically traced
scenario. The hagiographic manner in
rvhich Junghanns discussed the end of
Taut's Berlin experience and his later
work in the Soviet Union is symptomatic
of a painful and unhappily conclucled ex-
perience, one .,vhich certainly cloes not
represent the political apotheosis ofTaut's
story. The book seems almost to suggest
that the destiny of this extraorclinary ar-
chitect coulcl only concluct him towarcl the
nation of the October Revolution. This
clestiny is far too simplistically describecl,
as is Taut's interlude in Japan before his
final digression into Ataturk's Turkey-
yet another episode left without real ex-
planation.

Junghanns's thesis ends up having a con-
soling function, useful onlv to those who
want to cast a rapid or distracted glance
at modern German architecture. Perhaps
in this historiographical attempt, stamped
with an old-school Marxism that is b.y now
unacceptable, there are hiclden purposes
difficult to unveil: and for this reason alone
it is useful to persist in a close reading of
the book. Certainly in some wavs it en-
larges our unclerstanding of Taut; but the
impression remains valicl that clespite the
conquests, contraclictions, and copious ef-
forts of the German Social clemocracy in
the 1920s, the germ of icleologies, values,
and models of the architectural culture
u,ere kept more or less alive and mature.
Their continuity was not shattererl by the
crisis that conclucled the seconci clecacle of
the century. Ifhistoriography has a mean-

ing, it is found in the attempt to illumi-
nate---sichtbar machen; but to make clear
does not always mean to illuminate a clear
surface, a smooth plane on which the
threads of history are perfectly aligned
and drawn. Often indeed, sichtbar
machen means to "uncover" and say how
coiled and inextricably knotted such
threads are. All the more so must Marxist
historiography accept the challenge of
that real multiplicity.

Figure Credits
1-8 From Walter Miiller-Wulckow,
Wohnbauten und Siedlungen (Leipzig: Karl
Robert Langewiesche Verlag, 1928).



1 Fe|ice Polanzoni, Porlrait of G. B
Piranesi (aged 30). Dtching, c.1730.

Inscribing Piranesil

John Wilton Ely. The Mind and Art of
Giouanni Battista Piranesi. 1978, Lon-
don, Thames ancl Hudson.
Jonathan Scott. Piranesi. 1975, London,
Academy Editions. New York, St. Mar-
Manfredo Tafuri. "Giovan Battista Pira-
nesi; 1'utopie negative dans I'architec-
ture," L' Architecture d' Auj ottd' hu i. 7M.

Anthony Vidler

With the satne power of endLess growth
and self-reproduction did my architect'ure
proceed in dreams.
Thomas de Quincey, 1821.

A contemporary biographer of Piranesi is
faced by almost two centuries of critical
"interpretation": from William Beckford,
de Quincey, and Walpole, to Balzac,
Hugo, de Musset, Baudelaire, Gautier,
and Mallarm6, to, in this century Proust,
Aldous Huxley, and Yourcenar. This has
Ied a recent reviewer of this "year of Pir-
anesi," troubled that a talent so limited to
the provincial milieu of eighteenth cen-
tury Rome should have excited so much
past and present enthusiasm-an aftist of
lesser talent than Tiepolo and Canaletto,
Rembrandt, and Goya, an architect '*'ith
only one small commission to his credit-
to explain it au.ay by claiming that "Pir-
anesi is very much a rvriter's artist."2

This is as if the stream of English and
French arehitects to his workshop was
merely an affair of interested tourism; or
the influence of his engravecl work, pat-
ently demonstrated fgr the single case of
France by an entire exhibition of draw-
ings and projects by architects, was mere
copyism in the last half of the eighteenth
century;3 or the fascination of Romantic
writers from de Quincey, Hugo, and Bau-
delaire to Huxley was simply an occasion
for the demonstration of literary skill; or,
more importantly, the attempts of mod-
ernists like Eisenstein to analyze his tech-
niques were so many irrelevant imposi-
tions. Or finally, as if the theory and
practice of one of the Enlightenment's
most impassioned spokesmen for the city
and its architectural formation, which has
come to be seen as crucial for an under-
standing of modern architecture and its
discontents, might be u,ritten off as "too
confused and eccentric to have ever had
much influence."

This tradition of interpretation has also
troubled the authors of the two major
monographs on Piranesi recently pub-

Anthony Vid,Ler was born in England in
19/t1. He was educated, at the Uniaersity
oJ'Cambrtdge where he receiued a degree
in architecture. Since 1965 he has taught
at Prtnceton Uniuersity tohere he now
hoLds the position of Associate
Professor. He is also a Fellow of the
Institute for Architecture and Urban
Studies.

lished. It seems to present an uncomfort- 97
able "block" to proper philological under-
standing, to correct assessment of the
historical reality. While the "influence of
Piranesi" has to be taken into account, it
should, it is implied, in no way be allowed
to interfere with the broad objectivity of
the final survey. And exceptionally good
surveys they are: carefully documented,
and, in the case of Wilton Ely, beautifully
illustrated, they trace the known events
of the aftist's career, his friendships, the
chronology of the works, the arguments
of the poiemical texts, the disputes with
patrons and other theorists. They pains-
takingly compare the actual remains of
Rome vl.ith Piranesi's fantasies, and situ-
ate his archaeology in the developing
practice of the time. They contrast his
"visions" ll'ith those of other artists before
ancl after in an attempt to explain their
unusual power, their idiosyncratic spatial
effects and heterogeneous iconography.
Perhaps Scott is better on the conditions
of an etcher's life, Wilton Ely on the the-
ory: but both will (somewhat confusingiy,
it has to be aclmitted) take their place as
the standard works on the subject.

The question of "interpretation" still re-
mains, however; it lurks disturbingly be-
hind every citation of contemporary and
later commentary. Despite an insistent
(some would say obsessive) concentration
on the "common-sense" view and the bal-
anced judgment, the murmur of centuries
of speculation and reinterpretation will
not go away. There is of course a perfectly
acceptable "historical solution" to this: a
simple acceptance of so many commentar-
ies into the history of the work itself, an
understanding that the "cuitural history"
of an object's reception is part and parcel
of the object itself. When John Wilton Ely
dismisses the successive enthusiasms for
tb,e Carcen as a "serious distortion" to
Piranesi's reputation, he is os historlan
dismissing a cultural fact that would have
profoundly enriched his own history.
What makes, indeed, the assessments of
contempories in the end any more "true"

1



2 G. B. Pirarwsi, VII Prison rpeth
aariaus wood,en galleries anfl, s,piral
staircase. Etchtng, c. 1713 -1741.

3 Reconstncction of Plate VII Prison
showing plarn at three l*uels (b, c, anl,
d).

98 than those of later writers? The distor-
tion, it seems, is more on the other side:
underlying the pragmatic quibbles of the
two authors is their self-evidently fruit-
less attempts to reduce history to prova-
ble statements, documented facts, and
evidence in itself. This for the most part
excludes everything but what remains
within the domain of etching and its ob-
vious architectural subjects. Piranesi's in-
tellectual milieu is referred to but given
little credit; the discowse of the grand
tour, especially that of the French, is
hardly treated at all; even the economic
and social conditions of life as a print-
maker escape all but the most cursory
notice. This might well be, of course, for
lack of evidence; certainly there are few
details of the biography that were not al-
ready recorded in Legrand's early manu-
script account. But the world of Cassa-
nova and the politics ofcourt, church, and
state; the intrigues of patronage; the
modes of vision common to or differen-
tiating archaeologist, architect, scene
painter and engraver; the social conditions
of mid-eighteenth century Rome; and
most importantly the culture of the Ro-
man avant-garde, of Piranesi's circle out-
side of architecture and engraving; all
these should be accessible to the historian.
But where we look for an insight we flnd
only the most "orthodox" of art-historical
observations. It is as if, frightened by so
many wild and diverse interpretations,
these scholars wish only to retain the most
"likely" of theses-with the result that
beyond a documentation----extremely val-
uable as it is-neither work allows us to
touch the subject.

Nor, perhaps equally importantly, does it
finally touch the object of analysis, the
engravings. For despite the careful trac-
ing of origins, of similar vieu's, of graphic
styles and paraliel archaeologies, the
etchings themselves remain largely un-
analyzed in these trvo u,orks. Even the
careful reconstructions of Ulya Vogt-
Gtjknil4 are bypassed as "after the fact"
diagrams of spatial dislocations that are

more probably explicable by Piranesi's
notorious carelessness. Following this
line, Hugh Honour has proposed that the
Carceri were reworked "in order to gain
cogency, to make the constructions they
depict more logical." Such a "connoisseu-
rial distance" might well ward off the dis-
comfort aroused by Piranesi's self-contra-
dictions, but it surely does not explain the
increasing illogicality of the etchings,
either in themselves or in relation to their
importance in history (figs. 2, 3).

In the first place, Piranesi's importance
was insured by his incessant drive toward
the interpretation and reinterpretation,
through his chosen medium of etching, of
the spatial themes of the late Baroque in
a period when they were coming under
increasing scrutiny by rationalists and
new geometers. Secondly, as Werner
Oechslin demonstrates,s his position as a
catalyst of archaeological enqwry and his
attempt to record and restore its findings
in his etchings inserted the "archaeologi-
cal" into the discourse ofurbanism, at the
very point at which it was likely to be
subsumed by the "historical." Thirdly, his
inaentions (what the Rococo called ca-
prices and the Romantics were to call
dreams and nightmares) took up space
and objects where Baroque stagecraft had
Ieft them, transforming their relations ac-
cording to the implacable "logic" of repe-
tition and recombination, to develop a se-
ries of explosions and highly explosive
"theaters" in which plans, elevations, and
perspectives take on their own life as em-
blems of an other architecture. Fourthly,
as his polemics made clear, this was no
disinterested or "aesthetic" drive: the pol-
itics were overtly directed toward the
ideal of a republican Rome, mediated, it
is true, by a paranoia about the contem-
porary patronage system, but flnalIy
pointed to a state where the construction
of the city and its monuments was an af-
fair of public virtue and remembrance, not
private speculation and luxury.

There were, of course, contradictions
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among these. different positions and the
way in which they were represented. The
question of working on the language of
Baroque representation in etched form, of
an architect practicing largely through the
plate; the impossible nostalgia of the ar-
chaeological utopia; the lexicon of the in-
ventions, consumed and denied "value"
through incessant repetition; the ideal of
a city remade in the image of the Marble
Plan, atemporal, without hierarchy; types
and their combinations spread across a
field with no criteria for siting save that
of adjacency-these and more gave the lie
to any positioity almost before it was dis-
played. But if, as Manfredo Tafuri has
pointed out, the utopian project ofmodern
bourgeois architecture can be character-
ized at one level as the techniqte of man-
agtng contradiction,6 then surely Piranesi
was nothing but a master of the art.

We look then at the work of Piranesi not
so much to admire genius, painterly skill,
or technical innovation; nor to immerse
ourselves in dreams, madness, and the
"dark" side of the Enlightenment. Rather
we see in his "tightrope act" a drive for
overcoming the ruptures introduced into
a traditional world by international con-
sumerism (the grand tour) and simple-
minded rationalism (the tabuLa rasa); we
see in him a model for the nostalgic utopia
of the avant-garde, its use of Etruscan
and Roman remains as Pugin was to use
fourteenth century parish churches. More
especially we see a project that, however
unconsciously determined by the emblem-
atics of the Baroque, finds in ruins the
material for a wholly new construction of
the real, and in geometry its instrument.

There seems, in the end, despite all
wishes to the contrary, little that is her-
metic or mysterious, Iittle "darkness"
about these experiments. For experi-
ments they were-in combination, redu-
plication, representation, and deforma-
tion, en abime until we grow
exhausted at the sameness of it all, as if
we were suddenly confronted with a sci-

entific calculation, algebraically spelled
out, of all the positions possible in De
Sade's 120 days; as if exploration for its
own sake has finally reduced all signs to
their original arbitrary state; as if the des-
perate attempt to motiuate the ruined
fragments of Rome by, so to speak, put-
ting them literally in motion, has suc-
ceeded only in abstracting them still fur-
ther. The project of making Rome non-
consumable by trying to make it regain
its lost m1'thic organicity collapses into an
endless speculation through images. This,
as Eisenstein realized, was technique
raised to the level of art, of devices dis-
played in all their nakedness as the ma-
terial of artistry itself.T We can in fact
recognize many devices isolated by For-
malism, set out in the raw: displacement,
making strange, close up, break, repeti-
tion, and the like. This is not the operation
of a literary mind in art but simply the
operation of modernism in art. Perhaps
this was the result ofa forced production,
of a reduplication en serie that in its ef-
fects was bound to play with montage; but
the self-consciousness of the continual
transformation of the plate makes one
suspect a half-conscious understanding of
the results and a certain consciousness of
"att" intheprocess,

The most persuasive of contemporary in-
terpretations, for architects at least, has
been that of Manfredo Tafuri.8 Tafuri un-
derstands Piranesi to stand at the very
end of the classic order, when the author-
ity provided by religious exegesis and an-
tique revival has been demonstrated ar-
bitrary and willful; when all that is left
are a series of fragments and "deformed
symbols." The impenetrable "forest" of
theCam,po Marzio (fig. 4) and the sadistic
hallucinations of the Carceri represent
both Piranesi's attempt to restore a lost
organicity and his failure. The "colossal
bricolage" of Piranesi's city is simply a
mask that covers the crisis of architecture
in the city, a contradiction soon to be
smoothed over by the "invention" of ur-
banism. If theCampo Marzio displays the

crisis in architectural form, then the Car- 99
cert show it in its social dimension, where
"the prison coincides with the space of
human existence"; resistance to the im-
placable realities of the new bowgeois or-
der is paid for with torture. For the lib-
ertine in an alienated society, there is no
escape. The result, for Piranesi, is the
ultimate silence of his "empty signs,"
which for the first time express anguish
in its modern form. Tafuri thus sees Pir-
anesi's most tortured experiments as the
prefiguration of the condition of the mod-
ernist avant-garde, whether positive and
progressivist, or critical and counter-mod-
ernist.

This interpretation has been subject to
considerable misunderstanding: it has
been objected that such a "psychological"
interpretation would have been, as Scott
remarks, "unintelligible to Piranesi him-
self"; while Hugh Honour has dismissed
"all the paraphernalia of psychoanalysis,
Marxist historical theory, linguistics, and
structural anthropology," used by Tafuri
to describe Piranesi's vision as a "negative
utopia," as far-fetched. Without going too
deeply into the theory of historiography,
it must be said that if all interpretation of
an artist's work was forced to rely on what
the artist himself would have understood,
the art of history would itself be in a bad
way; and further, Tafuri's discourse would
be bare indeed if, in the seventies, he was
unable to enter into the different fields
listed by Honour. But Tafuri's sophisti-
cated Marxism alone would caution
against the ready assumption that he has
simply "applied" this fearsome apparatus
ofcriticism "cold" to the unwilling subject
of Piranesi.

In fact, working with the careful "formal"
analyses of the Carcen by UIya Vogt-
G6knil,e and with his own perceptive
reading of the evidence of the drawings,
Tafuri has made a serious attempt to con-
front these drawings as meaningful in
themselves. Rather than describe their
content, or compare similar descriptions



I G. B. Piranesi, Ichnographia , Cam,po
Marzio, pls. V-X. Etching in sin
cont;iguous plates, c. 1 7 62.

5 G. B. Piranesi, Colophon to the
'Lettere di Giustificazione': a, serpent in
the fortn. of a circle with artist's and
arcluitect's instruments. E tching, c. 1 7 57

100 of similar content ("the sources of Pira-
nesi's imagery") he has, following Eisen-
stein, Baudelaire, Hugo, and de Quincey,
looked at the image and its transforma-
tions internally and as articulated with
other images. Such an enterprise may be
unpalatable to the historian, but it is
surely based on euidence. Other and
equally significant formal studies might be
proposed for Piranesi's particular "read-
ing" of the ruins, his careful distortions of
classical perspective, his metonymical as-
semblages of ornaments, the very layout
of his complex and multi-layered pages
with their vignettes on "pape/' or
"stone," overlapping and piled up in the
hollowed space of the etching itself.

The effect of Tafuri's contribution has
been twofold. It has placed Piranesi
within the general problematic of the
"Enlightenment," as contributing to its
complexities not only through his writ-
ings, but also through his "inscriptions";
and, it has entered the question of the
fragment at a critical moment in its de-
velopment into the debate on typologa
and the city. In the first instance, the
historical evaluation of Piranesi, however
schematic, allows for an entirely new and
political reading--'sv6at Wittkower com-
menced by a cool analysis of the texts,
Tafuri has continued in the realm of the
drawings. In the second, the double na-
ture of Piranesi's view of urbanism has
allowed for his adoption on two fronts:
that of the Tendenza where his project
has fotrnd its analogy in the Cittd Analoga
of AIdo Rossi, and more recently that of
the "anti-industrial resistance" of L6on
Krier and Maurice Culot. Piranesi as ex-
perimental inventor of urban form, or as
nostalgic "negative-utopian" of the En-
Iightenment: both assimilations might
well "seriously distort his reputation," but
both recognize his continuing role in mod-
ernism, as the inventor of many of its own
techniques of distorbion.
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Letters

To the Editors:
Today we received a copy of O'ppositiorts
12 (1978), which includes the text of our
interview with Albert Speer.

We want to thank you, as usual, for the
care with which you have elaborated our
text. We are particularly grateful to
Kenneth Frampton for the rich
iconographic apparatus which he
organized to complement the text.

We would like to clarify to you and the
readers of Oppositions that we furnished
a large part of that material, choosing it
with particular care so as to illustrate
specifically some of the most interesting
issues that emerged from the interview.
In our view there was a direct
relationship between the text and the
images, and with that in mind, we
prepared the definitive draft of the
interview.

While we are grateful to Frampton for
his efforts, the illustration apparatus he
constructs does not respond entirely to
our aims. Above all-as we thought was
clear on the basis of our introductory
remarks to the interview-we do not
believe that it is useful to continue to
mix, and especially at the level of simpie
images, architectural happenings of an
entirely different historical nature, as in
fact Frampton did by inserting into the
material photos of the work of A. Libera,
K. Melnikov, E. Boull6e, A. Rossi,
M. De Renzi, and Mies van der Rohe.

We initially proposed publishing our
interview with Albert Speer as a way of
clarifiiing the absolute speciflcity of and
differences between intellectual
attachments and historical phenomena
that coexisted within modern
architecture---even afler 1933 there was
modern architecture in Germany-
convinced as we are that Oppositions is
equally engaged in that work of
clarification, in light of the many
mystifications we have inherited from

the 'high priests' of the Modern
Movement.

On the basis of Frampton's work,
however, although it is intelligent, there
is the danger in this instance of giving
rise anew to misunderstanding and of
reviving absurd analogies, thereby
Ieaving our work apparently incomplete
in one of its most essential parts.

We are sure that you will want to
include our clarificati on in O'ppositions
13. We cordially salute you,
Francesco Dal Co & Sergio Polano
Venice, 6 June 1979
Translation by Diane Ghirardo

Reply to Dal ColPolann letter of 6 June
1979:
We wish to apologiee for the inadaertent
omission of illustration referevwes in
your interwiew with Albert Speer. The
ouersight came about because Kenneth
Frampton recognized the need for a
somewhat broader panoramd of images
to be put before the readers of
Oppositions. At least for an Amertcan
aud,ience, this helps counteract that
facile identification of Speer uith Nazi
architecture against which you irrueigh
in the first sentence of your
introductiott.. Faced with the notorious
scholarLy reluctance to abandon
ideologically conuenient opinions --such
as the neat separation of good nlodenl
architecture from regime build,ing, be it
G errn any's or I talg's 

-Oppositionsconfronted preciselg the issues that
Speer's interpreters passed oaer in
silenne.

We do not feel that such aisual
juxtapositions-"on the leuel of simple
f?limages," as Aou sa!t--<te useless or
confusing. Disconcerting and eaen
insidious, yes, but uerg telling on such
isszes as Heimatstil and truonumental
pubLic b'uiLdings. One needs to keep in
mind that the Heimatstil had its
equiualent in uirtually euery European
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702 courltrA. Eaen while Switzer\and felt
acute|g threatened bg the Reich, a Swiss
Heimatstil lourished wh'ich toould haue
easily passed, muster before Reich
authorities in charge of pLanning and
buiLding (c/. Werk/Archithese, 27 -28,
1979, esp. pp. l+7-52). On the other hand,
the Jate of Tessenow's work seems more
pathetic than euil when it is set into the
Larger European scene. Bear itt mind
that the School and Estate at Hellerau
were not proto-Nazi, but rather that
tn,uch of tlw SiedlungsarchiLektw of the
tlt,irties was po st-T es serloto.

F rampton' s portfolio offers perfectly
appropriate comparisons free of
innuendo and polemic. By cotr,trast,
Speer's answers to your qllestions ctre
replete with innuendo, distortions, and,
outright falsehoods: his euasions betray
him for a for.

You let him get away witlt, it.

To qtr,alify the interuiew "as nothing but
a docttment" is also to acknotoledge tlmt
sontething is ntissing. IJ'it is "nothirug
but a dr-)cument" it is preciseLy in need
of the kind of historicaL contert without
tahich documents remain silent. Here
the silence is all the more ominous
because you cltose to Lower a heauy
curtain of two Lengthy quotations fringed
with lr,istorica| metaphysics ouer the
srene of the interuiew instead of
pro'uid,ing an introductiort that addressed
the issues lurking in your colLoquy with
Speer. In the end, Speer's sphinr may
let out no more than a "tneow," but its
paw is still poised.

We do regret hauing omitted Jigare
rejbrences frotn Aour interuiew, but we
are conJident that Frampton's "Sgnoptic
View of the Architecture oJ'the Third
Reich," enhanced what your intera-iew
elicited front, Speer, making it (a Litt\e)
more than "a d,ocument."
With cordial best regards . . .

Kurt W. Forster, Ed,itor, Oppositions

Reply to Dal ColPolano letter of 6 June
1979:
Thank you Jbr Aour Letter oJ June 6,
which we will of course publish in
Oppositions 14. I haue just returned
from a uacation in Europe and
naturaLly I was a little chagrined by
your letter. I do of course owe both of
Aou dn apo\ogy J'or using the material
that you, supplied in a somewhat
caaalier lnanner, and naturall'y I should
haue asked, your permissiott or a,t least
haae infornted, you beforehand. Howeuer,
I would like to attem,pt a brte.f
justification, of mg actions.

1) Our initial intention had been to
integrate your illustrations utith the
interuiew, but this proued to be
sonrcwhat dfficuLt for two reasons.
First, because the interuiely uas so
dense and specialized that we could not
really Jirtd, an appropriate place ftr alL
these images, I felt that ue couLd not
simply distribute the illustration s
thrctughout the tert without ang
explanatiort, other than reguLar captions.
Second, cLS Aou will recall, you had not
keyed this matertal into the text.

2) In addition, I felt that we co'u\d not
really reLy on the readers to cottstrue the
illustratiue yna,tter in an approprlate
zoay uli.thout some kind of synoptic
Linkage i,n, the form of ertended captions.

3) It reallg disturbs me that you feel
that abs'urd, cl?ullogies may stil| be

deduceclfroru my synoptic oueruiew. I
tried to cottstruct the captions in such a
way that it would, force the pre.iu,cliced
reoder (prejudiced by the "high priests of
the Mocletn Mouetnent" and by others) to
look at the material afresh. It is .for this
reason that I includ,ed some oJ'the
recognized (could one say so-ca\Led
'positiue .figures'? ) front. tlrc stiLl
unJblding history of the architecture of
the W e stern E nli ghtenment-lrgure s
such ds BouilAe, Mies, Libera,
Melnikou, and, euen Rossi. This

juxtaposition was lneo,nt to prouoke
questions not sim.plistic a,nsllers. WhA
should one not induce people to confr'ont
the 'arbitrary' quality of modetn
monumentaL form and cause them to
questio|L what is the necessary cotrection
between architectural form and
ideology? Your quite remarkable
interuieu with Speer tends to concentrate
on the speciJic contert in which Nazi
orchitecture eaolued, and it is in this
sense'scientihc'. But I think you o'ught
to ask you,rselues whether there would,
not haue beert a larger possibility for an
eaen grosser misuttderstandinq on, the
part of o'ur readers if we had simply
illustrated u otr.r article obj ectiuely.

It is 'possible that my 'sAnoptic 'uiew'
re grettably reflects that conceptu,aL
arrogance which Canetti finds to be
poisortous, bttt on the other hand is there
not also tlte chance that'aalue-free'
objectiaity can on occasion be grossly
miscottstrued in cefiain social coyfiexts'?

While you nr,ade your own position clear
in your introduction, I feel that you
ought also to reflect on the fact that
Oppositions is pubLished in the Un,ited
States and that for us to adopt an
o.bso|ute|y 'cool' attitude tomard the
Third Reich would, in light of the
matertaL u:e haue recently pub\ished,
Leaue us open to being totallg
misunderstood. No d,oubt all of this
could be discussed at great length and
possibly we toilL haue an occasion to d,o

so irt tlrc future. In this matter, in any
euent, I acted, alone and I owe you both
m17 personal apology.
With best'toishes, yours sincereLy,
Kenneth Frampton
Editorl Oppositions
23 July 1979



Dear Kenneth,
I received your letter of July 23 cluring
my vacation, so for this reason I'm
writing you r-rnly nou'. In orcler to avoid
any kind of misinterpretation I am
writing it in Italian.

First of all, I would like to make clear
that the letter Sergio Polano and I sent
to Oppositiotts was meant erclusiuely as
a due clarification. It is quite superfluous
to adcl that our position is not in the
least influencecl by the way you-as I
imagine after consulting your colleagues
on Opposition s-used the photographic
material we provided together rvith the
text of Speer's interview, even though it
wouid, perhaps, have been more correct
to inform us at least about the way you
(or all of you) decidecl to use it.
However, this matter is irteleuant. If
your intervention had been limited to
utilizing the material as well as
integrating it with other homogeneous
illustrations-in addition to making a
commentary, rvhich is obvious-we
certainly rvouldn't have wasted our time
writing this clariflcation.

As you wrote in your ietter, it is up to
Oppositicttts's editors to evaluate the
most appropriate utilization of the
different contributions bearing in mincl
yotu p:ublic as well as the cultural
context in which you all operate. With
respect to this point I have nothing to
add to what you write. What, insteah, I
want to cliscuss with you is rvhat you
define as our "cool" ancl detached
approach to the "Speer problem." The
point is that we programmaticaLly
wanted to be "cool" and "detached"-in
other words: we wanted to construct a
"document" as weli as a "testimony"
which woulrl be as objective as
possible-an interview, nothing more.
Such a position has some basic
motivations. I will simply try to Iist
them in the following order:
a) Nazistn is a historically defined
phenomenon just as Speer's architecture

is historically defined. Instead, Nazism
and even more often Nazi culture are
viewed as a perpetual condition of
human history or as a hereditary disease
of German culture or as a constant in
history. This is the matrix which
characterizes all the demonologist
"studies" devoted to this stage of
history.
b) Since I do not believe that history
follows the laws of metempsychosis or,
in more prosaic terms, that history is a
sequence of corsi e rtcorsi (courses and
re-courses), I do believe that Nazism
shoulcl be studied as a phenomenon. I
mean, it should be considered in its own
specifieity, a speciflcity which-as
Speer's work demonstrates-is "cool"
and "objective" (in Europe as weli as in
the United States).
c) In the face of such an objectivity
everyone can, then, express his own
"feelings," the uneasiness of his own
"morality." We were not interested in
this aspect of our work. We did not want
to express oul own moral judgment on
fftol occasion.
d) Furthermore, there was another
question which u,e implicitly wanted to
answer through our interview, and this
was, is there any direct relationship
between the architecture of Nazism and
Nazi power? As you can see, the
question is obvious and that is why the
answers have also almost always been
obvious. I mean: the architecture of
Nazism has been too often interpreted as
a sheer "prosecution" of the power
system in service of u,hich it offered its
capability. This continuity caused
German architecture to be understood
for what it really wasn't (i.e., as
"power") while its specificity was its
being other (altro) than power, and
having this connotation, precisely its will
to be an expression of power. This is a
subtle matter which, in my view, is at
the basis of the questions you raise when
introducing the problem of the
tnontLment. Generally speaking, I am
convinced that architecture, as an

103autonomous language, should aspire to
the fullness of such an autonomy. But
architecture is put at risk and runs on a
very narrow causeway the moment it
addresses itself to the problem of the
monument, for, as Loos affirms, the
monument is the place where
architecture is potentially closest to its
fullest appearance as "autonomy." But at
the same time, an architecture which
pursues its own deflnite
"monumentalization" (cf. Speer)-that is
to say, an architecture rnhich aspires to
the highest historical representivity
thereby binding its ou,n destiny to the
moment of representation and living in
the absoluteness of the present-should
of necessity aspire to the greatest
identiflcation with what is "other than
itself' (aLtro da se'): in this case, Nazi
power. But this other is not always the
same other: it is historically determined.
It is a specific other that is different
from the power that the monuments of
the Enlightenment speak of; again, it is
a different other from the power of
Fascism; and it is yet a differenl other
from Soviet power. Finally, it is also
specifically other than the power to
which Rossi or Melnikov address
themselves (but we should discuss this
point and we can do it in the context of
my next essay for Oppositions). These
are all moments and phenomena which
are different from Nazism. Therefore,
the relationship architecture establishes
(or refuses, since it is the same thing on
an operative level, however radically
different things mav be from a moral
point of view) u'ith the historical
speciflcities of power implies diffirences.
It is the otlw which is inclined to speak
within architecture; architecture, at the
same time, is inclined to give its own
language to what is "other than itself."
Such an interlacing flnally causes the
monumetr,t to be the expression of its
historical being instead of being a
category of the essence of architecture,
an immobile category of its spirit. This is
u,hy any monument is speciflc. What is



104 other Lhan the monument is historical
plurality.

For these reasons I thought it was
opportune to send you this clariflcation.
As you see, it is an issue of basic
discourse. But if this is not enough, I
woulcl like to add a further consideration
with regard to your work. I can
understand that you think it necessary
to provide the reader of Speer's text
with a frame of reference-the letters I
received after the publication of the
interview fully prove this necessity-
and, as I already wrote to you, I am
grateful to you for the work you took
upon yourself. But there is a further
point: why should you suggest to "our"
readers prefabricated comparisons? Why
not respect the information which is
more effective to the degree it is
circumscribed and specific? In other
words: why do you integrate "Nazi
material" with "architects of the
Enlightenmerrt," why Rossi, why
Melnikov, why Libera? These are not
fortuitous choices: they are meditated
ones. Although they are carefully edited,
each of them speaks of sometlting eLse
besides its own specificity. Then, isn't
there the risk of falling again-and I
think you will agree with me on this
point-into just what should be avoided:
that is to say, the confusion which hides
diversities and specificities? That is to
say, the obliteration of inJinite otlters
which interact with architecture? Ancl,
finally, isn't there the risk of hicling what
is olrrrols different, which is pursuecl by
architecture either when presented in
the Olympian nudity of its own
separateness, as a crystalline language;
or when it intends to make itself a
representation, to pursue the marriage
with power, and to immerse itself in
history, reliving again the utopia of
being able to influenee the flow of time?
Sincerely yours,
Francesco Dal Co, 23 August 1979
TrattsLated, by Alessandra Latour and
Maria Lima

To the Editors:
In the interview with Albert Speer that
appeared in the Spring 1978:L2 issue of
Oppositions, Herr Speer refers to a
close association between the Nazi
architect Herbert Rimpl and Mies van
der Rohe, something which he asserts he
learned from me in the course of my
study of the activities of Mies during the
Third Reich. It is important that it be
made clear that no such relationship in
fact existed: Herbert Rimpl was neither
an "assistant to Mies van der Rohe" nor
"a close collaborator of Mies in his
studio."

My discussions with Albert Speer
regarding Herbert Rimpl took place in
1974, one day after an interview with
Herr Rimpl. In the course of years of
kind and patient assistance with my
work on Mies, Herr Speer has provided
me with the names ancl acldresses of
numerous individuals, of whom Herr
Rimpl was one. I can only attribute
Speer's inaccuracy to either faulty
recollection of a conversation that had
taken place three years before Messrs.
Dal Co and Polano, or genuine
misunderstanding of statements which I
made to Speer in English, which is after
all not his native tongue.

But for his elegant industrial buildings
erected during the Third Reich, Herbert
Rimpl would have clisappeared into the
shadows of architectural history. Not
only do his seemingly innumerable
inclustrial builclings serve as
incontrovertible evidence that
modernism was alive and flourishing
under the Nazi regime (albeit within a
highly restrictecl context and without the
presence of the "great names"), but, in
terms of quality of design and finesse of
construction and cletailing, equaled the
buildings illustrating Hitchcock and
Johnson's pivotal work of 1932 on the
International Stvle. Indeed, if one were
ignorant of the politics ancl ig.rominy of
the Third Reich, a cogent case could be

made for the continuity of development
of moclernism in Germany under the
Nazi regime-restricted of course, in
terms of building types (i.e., industrial
for the most part) and by the critical
absence of leadership provided in pre-
Nazi days by such individuals as Mies,
Gropius, Taut, Wagner, and so on.

Also missing during the Nazi pedod was
the impassioned discourse that provided
the peppery accompaniment to the early
years of the Modern Movement in
Germany. The sheer volume of rhetoric
that scatters the pages of German
modernism during the Weimar period
(and earlier) tends to magnify the
number of buildings actually erected-
with the possible exception of workers'
housing. The same distortion exists
during the Nazi period, only in reverse.
The architectural illustrations that
accompany the seemingly limitless
articles emanating from the Nazi press
are, more often than not, the same
designs appearing over and over again-
most of which never got off the drawing
boards. These were the buildings by
which the thousand year Reich was to be
remembered in history. It is ironic that
Hitler's ciesire to leave his words "in
stone" have served their purpose: they
have survived in the popular
consciousness, while the numerous but
often unheralded modernist industrial
buildings are usually ignored and
forgotten.

This is one instance when the historian
searching through the archives of the
periocl can so easily be misled. The truth
of the matter is that construction of
these modernist industrial complexes,
which included not only factories, but
power plants, airplane hangars and so
on, far exceeds in quantity any other
form of construction during the Third
Reich, with the possible exception of the
Siedlun,gett. Of course, in the final
analysis ancl in terms of architectural
ancl historical significance, what



mattered was not what was built, but
what was not and why. Who would deny
that the emigration of Mies and Gropius
to the United States was of more
architectural significance than any
modernist industrial building erected by
Rimpi?

Herbert Rimpl and Albert Speer shared
much in common. They were
contemporaries (Rimpl was born in 1902
and Speer in 1905), both came from
educated backgrounds (Speer's father
was an architect, Rimpl's was an
engineer) and both were educated at the
same institutions, the Munich Institute
of Technology and the Berlin Institute of
Technology in Charlottenberg. Youthful
and unknown, they made up in charm
and ambition what they lacked in
reputation or genius. And, unlike their
more renowned masters, they were
"flexible." Both, in their separate ways,
became the ideal Nazi architect.

Prior to his involvement with the Nazis,
Rimpl hacl won several competitions to
build postai stations throughout Bavaria.
Speer, on the other hand, had built
nothing prior to his association with the
Nazis, having had the misfortune of
completing his training during a period
of acute economic strain in Germany.
Rimpl became involved with Heinkel,
the airplane manufacturer, when he won
a competition sponsored by the Munich
Institute of Technology-a relationship
maintained and expandeci during the
Nazi years and through which he came
in contact with Goering.

Beginning about 1934, Rimpl's offlce
turnecl out a staggering number of
complexes under the aegis of Goering,
employing a staff of sixty-five or so.
What was so unique about Rimpl's
practice was its separation into two
independent offlces. One group, who
mainly worked under the patronage of
Speer, concerned itself essentially with
housing, built in the traditional style

known as heimatgebunden, complete
with the requisite pointed roofs. The
other group, working for the most part
under Goering and staffed by many ex-
Bauhaus students, turned out the
extraordinary industrial buildings that
dotted Nazi-occupied Europe. Gerhard
Weber, the Munich architect and student
of Mies at the Dessau and Berlin
Bauhaus, considered himself fortunate
indeed to have secured a job in Rimpl's
firm and stayed with him untii the end of
the war.

This "Goering" wing of Rimpl's office
received the highest priority in obtaining
materials and exemptions from local
b aup olizei restrictions-privile ge s
denied to other areas of construction and
even to the "Speer" section. Whenever
an over-zealous party official on the staff
of the local baupoLizei insisted on the
placement of pointecl roofs on a plannecl
factory, Rimpl need only complain to
Goering, and the restriction rvould be
overrulecl.

"I worked in totai freedom," Rimpl said
to me. Such "freedom" was not due to
any sense of altruism or architectural
liberalism, but simply to the priority
given by the Nazis to facilities
contributing to the rearmament
program. The "total freedom" enjoyed
by Rimpl, was-needless to say--denied
to Mies. While Mies never displayed
great interest or enthusiasm for
industrial construction (his sole
contribution, the Verseidag Factory of
1930/32 was frequently omitted from the
list of his buildings in Krefeld), given the
choice of building factories or nothing, I
believe that Mies would have indeed
chosen the former, provided of course
that he was given a free hand. Hitler's
interest in industrial construction was
Iimited mainly to efficiency of operation.
According to Speer, Hitler spoke
approvingly of the appropriateness of
modern design in industrial application,
believing that stark functionalism

contributed to its ultimate serviceability. 105
Despite this limited sympathetic bent
toward modern design in industry, it is
inconceivable-given Hitlels frame of
reference-that he would have allowed a
bona fide "culturai bolshevist" such as
Mies any position of architectural
prominence, even in a limited sphere.

Fortunately for Mies, Hitler would not
allow hirn to build and we are left with
the sense of appreciation, halfhearted
and even embarrassing, that Rimpl's
office provided sustenance for scores of
Bauhaus trained individuals, all of whom
worked together to produce industrial
complexes of high enough quality to bear
comparison with their distinguished
predecessors-and this in the midst of
the most acute artistic and political
harassment and persecution. While Mies
himself was prohibited from making the
architectural contributions he so
earnestly wished, his would-be disciples
revealed his influence in the elegant
designs, the sensitive use of material
and control of detail, that became
characteristic of this section of Rimpl's
office. This was the nature of the
"relationship" between Rimpl and Mies
that I discussed with Herr Speer-a
reiationship far more tenuous, subtle,
and illusive than simple collaboration.
Elaine S. Hochman
Graduate Center,
The City University of New York
Jrly 12,7979



106 To the Editors,
Labels and Libels
Cesare de'Seta in a review of my book
on Le Corbusier (Oryositions, 13, pp.
lL4-20) ends with a plea and the
following non sequitur, a cliche: "But in
the end, the blame is ours [architectura]
critics and historiansl for having lent
credence to labeling. Clothes do not
make the man . ." (p. 119). The
difference between clothes and labels
might be an obscure distinction for
de'Seta to make, but he can, if he wants,
take credit for the misuse of labels, the
critic's tools of thought. Labels are
approximate modes of classification-we
can't think without them-and their
sensitive or crude application and
development are all that distinguishes a
good critic from a bad one. His branding
of Le Corbusier's compromises with
Vichy, etc. as "political cynicism" and his
dismissal of Le Corbusier's work at
Chandigarh as "imperialist" and
"outdated colonialism" are typical cases
of insensitive .classiflcation. Where I
tried to distinguish the contradictory
motives for Le Corbusier's political
compromise-his attempt at libertarian
architecture within authoritarian
regimes (p. 133)--de'Seta comes down
with his heavy-handed generalization,
"political cynicism." Where I tried to
show relationships between Le
Corbusier's architecture, personal life,
painting, interest in women, and
economics, de'Seta has me as a vulgar
Freudian or vulgar Marxist. When I
show a link between two areas, de'Seta
immediately turns it into a one-way
determinism. A few of his
oversimplifications:

1) He claims that Le Corbusier's interest
in primary forms and his artistic
formation were most decisivelv
influencecl by Cezanne. Although there is
the famous quote "tout est sphdres et
cylindres" (illustrated incidentally on
page 54 of my book with more than this,
the five Platonic polids), and Le

Corbusier admitted the influence of
Cbzanne, the greater influences were, in
1904, Platonism and, in 1920, a
geometrically disciplined Cubism. Their
combination is what counts in any
attempt to explain Le Corbusier's anti-
naturalism (in which he differs from
C6.zanne) and his advocacy of object
types and evolutionary perfection (again
not shared with C6zanne). De'Seta
accuses me of not doing primary
research, but my book was the first to
give long textual analysis from the
various books throughout Le Corbusier's
life-those that encompassed
architecture, city planning, painting,
equipment-and to elucidate such
common themes as Platonism,
Nietzschean rhetoric, etc. Obviously I
have overlooked some themes of
importance, but de'Seta overlooks my
analyses, so intent is he on fixing me
with the vulgar Marxist label, among
others.

2) One case at issue concer:ns the photos
of Le Corbusier in the twenties. These
show him stern, underweight,
'Calvinist', a demeanor which I connect
with his espousal of Purism (in part an
argument that economic selection
produces beautiful objects). De'Seta
avers that an economic determinism is
being misapplied. However in the text I
was careful to show the links between
Le Corbusiefs own financial hardship
and his ascetic doctrine, but also
acknowledged that Purism came before
his financial failures and that, in any
case, it was his Nietzschean rhetoric and
ideas which were driving him then, as
later. I wrote that financial hardship
"supported his new philosophy of
Purism," not determined it. And
incidentally, de'Seta is so confldent about
his thorough going knowledge of Marx,
and s0 cavalier in applying his'bull in
the China shop'label to others who use
the Master ironicaliy, that he fails to
admit that He too was occasionally
vulgar ("the mode of production of

material life determines the general
character of the social, political, and
spiritual processes of life"-Marx, 1959).
Irony and wit are modes of writing that
de'Seta is determined to take without
laughter (and understanding).

3) A point which de'Seta says he cannot
understand concerns the "love of the
impersonal" shared by Le Corbusier,
T.S. Eliot, and Sergei Eisenstein.
Perhaps I should have quoted line and
verse of their well-known statements on
impersonality, written in the twenties
when Le Corbusier was espousing a
similar position, but I assumed that
these views were widely known. The
relevant passages can be found in T.S.
Eliot's "Tradition and the Individual
Talent" (1921) and Eisenstein's many
remarks (1923-5) on film as composed of
objective "stimulants and reflexes," his
emphasis on "concrete reality," and his
method of montage whereby real events
and objects act not unlike T.S. Eliot's
"objective correlative." They in turn
relate to (but are not the same as) Le
Corbusier's "object types." All three
writers in the early twenties were
influenced by a form of behavioral
psychology.

4) De'Seta also cannot understand why I
mention the "mundane life, friendships,
and even love life of the Swiss
architect" since he was "bashful" and
never "confound[ed] the sacred and
profane." Is "private" life profane and
"public" life sacred? The confusion on
this point is doubled by the sentence
which follows it: "This is also easily seen
in his not moralistic but profoundly
religious intransigence, which is best
expressed by the scarcity of information
regarding it." Oh, that scarce
information is so expressive. "Religious
intransigence"? It doesn't exist, and
therefore for de'Seta it must be "easily
seen" ! This sounds like the medieval
lawyer who argued that a crime must
have been committed because a



defendant is in court. What I tried to
link once again were simultaneous
concerns of Le Corbusier: his concurrent
interests in drawing women with
exaggerated shoulders and hips, his new
interest in biomorphic form (1928), and
curvilinear buildings. And it was
precisely my point, taken over by
de'Seta and offered up as his own
discovery, that Ronchamp was merely
reusing these 1928 motifs and was not an
expressionist work. What I actually
wrote (p. 151) was that James Stirling,
Nikolaus Pevsner, and others "took [it]
to be an expressionist building" and that
therefore it "probably did act as the
catalyst for a neo-expressionism."
Changing these careful qualifications into
a statement that I term Ronchamp an
Expressionist building is an act of wiilful
distortion.

Further misrepresentations could be
enumerated and opinions challenged.
De'Seta warns the Italians not to
translate my book as it will do a "great
disservice to our knowledge of Le
Corbusier." I'm glad in his tolerance he
doesn't recommend book burning, but
doesn't he mean "opinions" not
"knowledge" ? Even if all my facts were
wrong it wouldn't do a "disservice" to
the Italian knowledge of Le Corbusier,
which is as developed as in any country.
But my major quarrel with his review is
that it completely overlooks the
interpretation offered by my book, its
main point underscored by the subtitle-
"the tragic view of architecture." I
would hope that even a damning review
might mention the argument with which
I have tried to deal, however
inadequately. The paradox of Le
Corbusierrs life and work centers on his
passionate dualism and his presentation
of struggle, opposition, and on images of
conflict in his architecture. These I take
to be most characteristic and as a whole
to define a "tragic view" which is most
evident in the forms of La Tourette. No
doubt other architecture-the Greek

temple-presents this view in its
dramatizing of the difference between
raw nature and a built artifact, but in
our century it is Le Corbusier who has
come closest to this image.
Charles Jencks,
London, November 1979
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Grave Complications

William Ellis

William ELLis is a practising architect in
New York City. He is Associate
Professor of Architecture at City CoLLege
oJ' New York and a Fel\ow of The
Institute for Architecture and Urban
SttLdi,cs.

The Oppositiofl,s Forum reconvened after
a long lapse to address the work of Mi-
chael Graves in the wake of his recent
gallery exhibition and the publicity sur-
rounding it. AIan Colquhoun was on hand
to present a critical interpretation of
Graves's work as a means of coming to
grips with what he called "the recupera-
tion of historical forms in modern archi-
tecture." We always expect of Colquhoun
a graceful discourse, and he delivered a
critique that was both self-effacing and
characteristically well-balanced. But
without his nimble touch it could have
been heavy going, as it was not only
charming but also very technical. Some of
the terms he used were semantically over-
wrought, and they piiecl up quickly.

Colquhoun's basic speculation was that
the present controversy between Modern-
ism and revisionism actually constitutes
two opposed interpretations of the histor-
ical process. Each side accuses the other
of being historicist-that is, anti-histori-
cal. Tediousiy enough, the term histori-
cism has two meanings, both of them pe-
jorative, and they each attach themselves,
in however negative a way, to one of these
preferred views of history. The Modernist
view Colquhoun calls diachronic. It main-
tains that change is the essence ofhistory.
It sees revisionist imagery as mere his-
toricist fluff, dabbling onanistically in
"historical forms," hardly rising above the
level of socially capitulated private fan-
tasy. Its architecture claims to be "objec-
tive," an architecture ofpublic, collective,
"absolute" meaning, the rational product
of social, technological, and other forces
. . . a kind of natural sign of its culture.
The revisionist view of history he calls
synchronic. It insists that the essence of
history is tradition. It sees the Modern
Movement and its strong identiflcation
with a Zeitgeist as little more than histo-
ricist sediment from a currently discred-
itecl Hegelian vapor. It encourages in-
stead a subjective architecture ofprivate,
individual. relativistic meanings mani-
fested in the eclectic selection of forms
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from various (and presumably all) periods.
Colquhoun favors the revisionist side of
the conflict, reasoning that private mean-
ing is currently the only possible kind
since an objective state must ultimately
be guaranteed by a divinity.

The oppositions between these two views
cannot be nearly so clear cut as Colquhoun
presented them. No doubt he stressed
their differences for the sake of clarity,
but in doing so he came close to a straight-
faced rendition of the insoluble argument
between determinism ancl free will and he
necessarily ignored the provisional, con-
tingent predicament of both concepts in
actuai realitv. We know at the level of
common sense that both viervs of historv
are true at the same time; history involvei
change within the inertia of tradition. It
would seem that an architecture acknowl-
edging the simultaneous influence of both
views is most reasonable ancl vital. In
fact, Graves's recent work at its best
seems to recognize just this dual influ-
ence.

It is a pitl'that Colquhoun chose trot to
distinguish consistentlv bettleen the var-
ious kincls of atavistic architectural 'rev-
olutions': not onll' the recuperation of his-
torical forms as quotational fragments,
but also limitecl or ri'holesale eclecticism,
architectural revivalism, ancl overall ren-
ovation such as occurred in the Quattro-
cento. In this connection, horver,er, he
suggested convincinglv that since the
Renaissance, historical clevelopment has
been cliscontinuous, largell' a matter of
freely constructecl rer.aluations of the past
on the pait of certain inclivicluals. Thus
the past reappears fi'om time to time, not
as a replica, but each time in a different
guisg. Because of this, he suggestecl that
rve ahval's need to ask u'hat meaning the
present confers on the past: are rve in the
presence of kitsch, parocly, pastiche, or
metaphor? In the case of Graves, he in-
ferued that the attempt is to reconstitute
the m1'thic substance of architecture out
of the circumstance of history, but he ne-
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110 glected any specific interpretations ofthat
mythic content. Instead he concluded with
some unanswered questions, the most
striking of which concerned the criteria
for eclectic choice in the recuperation of
these "objects of memory." How are these
deviees to be selected?

There seems no doubt that a serious crit-
icism of an architecture of historical ref-
erence must ultimately aclclress this ques-
tion, and that this question is strongly
related to the notion of mythic content.
For both bear on the abiiity of an archi-
tecture ofreference to be persuasive in an
era of non-figurative traditions, and thus
they offer an avenue along which a ten-
tative critique of Graves's recent work
might take place. Only one aspect of this
problem will be taken up in the remainrler
of this short piece.

To clecicle one day, as Graves seems to
have done, to reinvent himself in archi-
tectural terms is a truly resolute rlecision.
Such resolutions by individuals are in
some \\,ays the veritable life of architec-
ture. Work proiluced after such a clecision
often represents a search in the truest
sense fcrr architectural possibilities be-
yoncl the status quo. The uneven Quality
of Graves's recent procluction-its bril-
liant moments ancl its less compelling in-
terludes might be explainecl by the rad-
ical character of his departure from his
earlier rvork. But another equally plausi-
ble explanation might be ascribed to the
vicissitucles of "mythic content" itself ancl
the problem of how eclectic images are
chosen. To invoke the mythic content of
architecture through the figural images of
history is a secluctive alternative to a ster-
ile moclernist orthodoxy. But to clo so is
not, as might first be assumecl, to make
an architecture that speaks sole1y about
architecture, for its eclecticism precludes
a hermetic or self-referential cliscourse.
Calling up images from clifferent periocls
in history elicits not only architectural al-
lusions, but also many ofthe open, general
cultural associations those images have
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absorbed from their origins forward. This
subjective quality of these images varies
immensely, depending on the image and
depending on the period. Thus there is
always the danger that, for example, too
weighty an ancient subject might be mar-
shalled for too flimsy a present context.
There should be some associational sym-
pathy, within limits, between image and
context. Graves's work offers a number of
instructive examples of this sympathy.
For instance, the "Art Deco" offlce that
he attached to the existing Chem-Fleur
Factory makes use of a set of images and
devices reconstituted out of the fairly re-
cent past, devices which furthermore, by
having been filtered through the logic of
a strictly architectural tradition, have al-
ready been amalgamated-made secular
so to speak, indefinite, open-to a multi-
tude of connotations that might allow
their successful insertion into a number of
different contexts. These devices include
the integration of rusticated keystones,
uoussoirs and horizontal bands, circular
windows, and trellised objects (here ren-
dered in an industrial rather than in a
pastorai vernacular). Many of these items
have been with us at least since Serlio's
time, but they have been part of a number
of different architectures, including the
more decorative branches of early twen-
tieth century production, and their asso-
ciations are not tightly bounded. The com-
bination proves to be superb in Graves's
hands-taking these previously amalga-
mated details one step further. We are
compelled both to take it seriously for it-
self and also to recognize the excitement
and energy emerging from its juxtaposi-
tion with the adjacent factory building

But in some other examples of Graves's
work there is evidenced a limit to the
emotional and associational clistance be-
tween the images and certain contexts,
beyond which this observer finds it diffi-
cult to remain convinced. For instance,
references to such items as pagan deities
present a number of real associational
problems when set down inside commer-

cial surroundings; witness the bust of the
two-headed Janus in the Sunar drapery
shop. This image emerges foom architec-'
tural tradition with associations that are
still peculiarly specific, intact, unamalga-
mated, of a certain tone, and having a
relatively precise and limited applicabil-
ity. The onlooker assumes to see either a
pun or a displaced high seriousness. Myth
becomes melodrama.

Observations of this kind in no way fail to
recognize that it is these very juxtaposi-
tions, arranged in varying degrees of
harshness, that constitute much of the
verve and the excitement-the message,
the newness-in this work, and no one
would wish this away or foolishly pretend
to pronounce rules for the subject. Yet if
architectural collage such as this is in any
way a twentieth century equivalent to
nineteenth century eclecticism, then crit-
ical evaluations must begin to make as-
sessments of the propriety of the images
used; and suddenly old distinctions be-
tween sacred and profane, public and pri-
vate, institutional and commercial, Medi-
terranean and Teutonic, special and
vernacular, aneient and recent render
themselves once again topical-precisely
because the significance of their transfor-
mations,.mergers, deformations, and jux-
tapositions resides in their honoring of
these distinctions at the same time.

One might then formulate an objective for
architeeture of this persuasion, in which
success would depend at least in part on
the extent to which the collage suppresses
undestable or unintentional associations

-as either too familiar and dreary, or too
incongruous to be taken seriously-and
promotes instead a condition of believable
but delightfully shocking juxtaposition.
Because of the difficulty of denaturing
certain images from the past all at once,
it is forgivable to make puns of them, but
solemnity is a temptation absolutely to be
avoided.

to that of "form," to use Colquhoun's ter- 111
minology, the work of Michael Graves has
provided alternately its most brilliant in-
stances of architectural pulchritude and
its most problematic episodes of semantic
incongruity thus far. It is not too much to
say that the body of criticism surrounding
this work has made too little of the prob-
lems; for they are central to its vitality as
well as its shortcomings and as such they
point instructively toward whatever pos-
sibilities lie ahead for this particular va-
riety of revisionism.

Figure Credit
Photographs by Dorothy Alexander

In the architecture of"figure" as opposed
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Architettura di Vetuezia on the subject of
the work of Martin Wagrwr and, Gertnan
architecture of th,e 1920s. Her TrubLished
work ittcludes an article on the Ronxe
erposition on theater during the Weimar
Republic, Plan, n. 8, August 1978.

Georges Teyssot
Georges Teyssot was bortt, in Paris in
1916 and graduated in architecture from
tlrc Istituto Uniaersitario di Architettura
d.i Venezia (IUAV) in 1971. After a gear
of studies at Prtnceton Uniaersity, he
retunted to Venice as an assistant in the
Department of thc History of Art,
IUAV, under Manfred,o TaJuri and,
siru:e 1975, as a Professor oJ'the history
oJ' architecture in the same department.
He has carried out seueral research
projects for the Institut d'Etudes de
R echerches Architech.r,rales et
d'Urbanisme in Paris, of which he is a
member. From 197/+ to 1976 he was the
book editor .fbr L'Architecture
d'Aujourd'hui. His published wcyrk
inc|udes articles for Architec-
ture/Mouvement/Continuit6, Casabella,
Lotus International, L'Architecture
d'Aujourd'hui, o.rad Oppositions. Ile
uvrote a book on George Dance the
younger (Rome, 1971*), the introdu,ctions
to Emil Kaufmann's Three
Revolutionary Architects: Bou116e,
Ledoux, Lequeu (Italian, Spanish, and
French editions), and to R.H.
Guenand,'s Les Origines du Logement
social en France (Italian edition).
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Jacques Derrida, Meyer Schapiro; Heidegger et les soullers de Van Gogh

Walter Benjamin ; Fuchs collectionneur
Jean Louis Schefer.' Ltentretien suspendu

Lawrence Gowing; C6zanne - la logique des sensations organls6er
Lawrence Gowing : Hercules Segets aquafortiste

fohn Coplans ; Weegee Ie Grand
Kasimir Mal|vitch ; L6nine

Yve-Alain Bois z Tafuri dans Ie labyrinthe

DOSSIER ROBERT RYMAI{ ;
analyses critlques (Naomi Spector, Barbara Reise, Jean Clay)
et textes de peintres (Chistian Bonnefoi, Stephen Rosenthal)

222 p. - 130 ill. - 21 x 29,5 - $16

mt 5 I
Hubert Damisch.' Ltorigine de la perspective

Jacques Bouveresse : l* concept dtimage chez lYittgenstein
Rosalind E. Krauss; Notes sur I'index (ltart des annGes 1970)

Joseph Rylewert; Gottfried Semper et la theorie du style :
pour nne nouvelle htstoire de I'art

Jean-lacques Mafi-Lherme; I,es anatomies in6dttes de l,equeu

QUELQUES ASPECTS DE L'ART RECENT
Entretiens sur I'avenir suppos6 de Ia peinture

(Yve-Alain Bois, Christian Bonnefoi, Jean Clay, Jean-Luc Vilmouth, etc.)

DOSSIER PONTORMO :
Le Jourral (nouvelle Adition italienne et version frangaise

par Jean- Claude Lebensztejn)
Miroir noir (6tude critique dn Journal par lean-Claude Lebensztejn)

255 p. - 150 ill. - 21 x 29,5 - $20

Single copies at : Jaap Rietman, lnc., 167 Spring Street, New York, N.Y. 10012

Subscriptions :4 issues (postage free) $50 to : Pierre Brochet - 313, rue Lecourbe - 75015 PARIS



DESIGN:
A coherent view of the present objectives of design, as well
as the effect design has on the quality of life in our society
Surveys three sources of design which are more or less un-
self-conscious: natural objects, vernacular designs, and
those objects of technological design that are the product
of engineering, primarily.

Profusely illustrated with examples-including some ex-
amples of unsatisfactory design, and why-this book will
be of interest to the professional as well as the layman
interested in the quality of our manmade environment.

An Alternate Selection of the Designers Book Club.
John Pile is an independent designer in New York City
and Adjunct Professor of Design at Pratt lnstitute there.
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University of Massachusetts Press

Box 429, Amherst, MA 01002
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Paris: A Century of ChanEe,lBTB -L978
Norma Evenson

t

i

In this comprehensive updating
of the history of Paris, Norma
Evenson chronieles the city's
physical evolution during the
last 100 years, descrihing how
the Paris of Haussmann has
become a Paris of skyscrapers
and burgeoning suburbs. With
its engrossing blend of architec-
tural and social history, tlris
marvelously illustratetl book
will delight all who love Paris
as well as those interested in
urban history and the problems
of the modein citv.

;

255 illus. S25.00
( 530.00 after Dec. 3I r

Yale University Press
New Haven and London
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A
rquitecturas bis was born out of the common interests of it s Editors 

-although 
their answers to the

problems that arise from these interests may not always be the same. It has avoided identification with any
particular architectural trend. and it's lack of an explicit program and aim has been replaced by a signifi-
cant subtitle: informacidn grdfica de actualidad. But the deliberate lack of programmatic definition.

----obvious if one considers that there does not exist a consensus between the Editors-. should not be understood as a

proposal of theoretical eclecticism, Similarly. the magazine's subtitle does not mean that cultural contributions can be

reduced to the mere "architectural news of the day". On the contrary. the nonexistence of a programmatic line could
derive from recognizing the danger of frivolousness that lies behind the invention of orthodoxies: from the belief in
the priority of knowledge over specihc propositions: from the mistrust of universal values and a belief in the positive

aspects of the medium's cultural complexities.

ARQVI R
B I S informacion grafica de actualidad

Recent articles include:

Querido Leon. lPor q:ud,22x221 Manuel de Sola-Morales. (.\rquitl0cturas bis).

Despues de "After Modern Architecture" y el asesinato de Pepe le Moko. Oriol Bohigas (Arquitec22uras bis)

Entrados ya en el fltimo cuarto de siglo. Rafael Monm (Arquitec22uras bis)

La vigencia del funcionalismo: a proposito de las estaciones de bomberos americanas. Juan Antonio Con6s y Maria Teresa Munoz (Arquitectur25s bis)

Sartoris: la primera vocaci<lrn clasicista en la vanguardia. Oriol Bohigas (-{rquitectur2Ss bis)

[-a arquitectura del franquismo: a propdsito de una nueva interpretacidn. Tomirs Llorens y Helio Pin<in (-{rquitectura26 bis)

Roben Mallet-Stevens. Fernando Montes (Arquitectura26 bis)

Arquitecturas bis -which 
first came out in 1974- is published six times a year by La Gaya Ciencia S..A... .A.lfonso XII 2-1. Barcelona 6. Spain.

Subscriptions $20 (five single issues and one double issue a year).
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"The only magazine of titicism in
architecture. "

-Philip Johnson

Published for The Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies

Oppositions establishes a new
arena for architectural discourse in
which a consistent effort is made to
discuss and develop specific
notions about the world of archi-
tecture and design in relation to the
man-made world. Oppositlons
regularly features well-illustrated
articles. photographs. drawings
and plates.

Published quarterly by The MIT
Press

\amed Oustanding Journal Of The
Year in the technical. scientific and
medical field by The Association of
American Publishers.

Some recent articles include: Francesco Dal Co
The "Allueions"of Richard Meier
Oppositions g

Robert A. M. Stern
The Evolution of Philiptlohnson's
Glasg Houee, 1947- 1948
Oppositions 10

Jorge Silvetti
The Beauty of Shadows
Oppositions I

Jacques Guillerme
The Idea of Architectural Language:
A Critical Inquiry
Oppositions 10

Set l3-16 (current)
Summer/IallAtt/inter/Spring 1979 - 19g0

Set 9- 12
Summer/TallAtrinter/Sprin g 1977 - t97 8

Set 5-8
Summer/IallAilinter/Sprin g 191 6 - L97 7

Set l-4
The Institute for Architecture and
Urban Studies, 8 West 40th Street,
New York. New York 10018

Domestic Outside
USA

Back SetSubscription rates per set:

Students
Retired
Individuals
Institutions

s25.00
s25.00
s35.00
s60.00

s28.00
$28.00
s38.00
s53.00

add $5.00
add 35.00
add 55.00
add $5.00

Oppositions
The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street
Carnbridge, MA 02142
(617) 253-2889
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The
Aesthetics
of
Architecture

This book establishes architectural aesthetics as a legitimate
subject of philosophical inquiry. Characterizing the "aesthetic
understanding" of architecture as a rational and conscious
activity, Roger Scruton maintains that much contemporary
architectural theory mistakes the nature of its subject and that a
return to first principles is necessary. Thus, he develops a
theory of aesthetic judgment and its place in the understanding
of buildings, while he argues for both the objectivity and moral
signif icance of aesthetic taste. Princeton Essays on the Arts.
'100 illus. Cloth, $22.00. Paperback, $6.95

ROGER SCRUTON

!.
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Now in Paperback

Everything ln lts Place
Social Order and Land Use in America
CONSTANCE PERIN
"[This] excellent book focuses on the things Americans know,
but will not tell even to themselves, about the spatial design of
their lives." -Roy Wagner, University ot Virginia
$4.95 (Cloth, $12.95)

"A monument of lively scholarship." -The Sunday Times
The A.W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts. Bollingen Series XXXV.79

lllus. 9 x 12 1/a". $1 7.50 (Cloth, $42.50)

Hlffi

A History of Building Types +
NIKOLAUS PEVSNER
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Princeton Untversity Press
Princeton, New Jersey O8540
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